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Abstract 

In this thesis I examine the lexical semantics of the Norwegian word på (eng. on) using a 

written translation corpus from Norwegian to English. My empirical data was collected from 

the written corpus OMC and an excerpt of the novel Sophie’s World in The English-

Norwegian Parallel Corpus. The analysis comprised of two substudies. To test for my 

hypotheses, I studied noun phrases of the type ‘fur of the rabbit’ in translation from 

Norwegian, and the Norwegian prepositions av ‘of’, i ‘in’ and til ‘to’ in relation to på and the 

English translation of constructions that originally have på ‘on’ in Norwegian. The other 

substudy consists of both particle verbs of the type ‘believe in’ and verbs with preposition 

phrases ‘was on her way’. I explored nominalization of verbs and whether it give rise to a 

requirement for på, and what patterns there are for the semantic selection of prepositional 

elements. Occasionally the lexeme på functions as a complement to the verb, making it more 

specific, or else it appears in particle verbs as a grammatical function. Focusing on translation 

data from both Norwegian and English, the thesis investigates the different combinations of 

på and of, and the interchangeability within the Norwegian prepositions.  

 

I present prepositions in order to study semantic shades of meaning. I searched for patterns in 

på’s functional role and how the different structures are affected by connective meaning på 

has. I ask if it covers more and a wider use of meanings than the other prepositions and if the 

most flexible preposition is the most productive one. If not, what are the semantic differences 

between the three most frequent prepositions? I have hypothesized that of i and på, the most 

productive in terms of grammatical function and flexible meaning in Norwegian, is på. The 

goal is not to create a complete taxonomy of uses, but to explore whether på is an elsewhere 

case of the Norwegian prepositions. The project adopts theories from different syntactic-

semantic frameworks in order to provide predictions on how language structures meaning at 

different levels. Throughout the thesis, different phrases from the corpus data is presented and 

compared. I propose semantic features for the four Norwegian prepositions and describe the 

verb- and noun phrase structures in which they belong. The substudies have shown that a 

preposition can be interpreted as both a lexical word and a functional particle depending on 

the construction it is in. I have observed the behavior of på in four environments as 

constituent to noun phrase, and the difference between verb phrases with på as adjunct and 

argument. I found that på is polysemous and can mean placed ‘on’, ‘in’, ‘at’ an activity or 

process, parts are connected by på via verbs and it can extend the time span of an action. 
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1 Introduction 

In this study, the main aim is to discover semantic patterns in phrases where på ‘on’ occurs. 

My thesis is rooted in the passion for meaning in language and how it is expressed through 

structure of words. How the different phrases themselves can create meaning, when produced 

a certain way, with little words like på. As a preposition, på has qualities that are sometimes 

purely grammatical and functional; it depends on verbs and nouns governed by the verb. It is 

divided into the two word classes in the dictionary; preposition and adverb, but analyzed as a 

preposition and a verbal particle in this thesis. Instead of subdivisions into spatial, temporal 

and abstract prepositions I ask if there is a pattern in the translation of på into English 

counterparts compared to other P-elements av ‘of’, i ‘in’ and til ‘to’. The closely related 

languages differ in distribution of prepositions, in the different constellations in this research. 

I have compared the equivalent prepositions to shed light on the various shades of meaning 

that exists in this distribution. The litany of uses in 1.1 is not in any way a complete list of 

phrases where på can occur, but a caption of the types that appear in my analysis. The aim of 

the study is to describe the lexical meaning of på in light of its Norwegian prepositional 

counterparts in English translation. The different uses I list in this section can be seen as an 

expansive lens for which other words are commented on. 

 

Constructions in language are about the process of combining signs in different ways, 

following different patterns. For the analysis in this thesis, I first analyze på in noun phrases 

and second with Norwegian verbs of the type ligne på ‘resemble’ in which på is particle, and 

på as the core of preposition phrases, e.g. på hønsejakt ‘on chicken hunt’. Some verbs have 

stricter demands and specifications to their environments, where I search for semantic 

nuances. The source of the texts that are analyzed is Norwegian literature translated into 

English. The Norwegian phrases in this thesis’ examples are italicized; the English are in 

simple quotation marks. I listed the examples in the order that they appear in the text, with the 

original in italics and the translation in quotation marks. Classification acquires descriptional 

labels, which is not always straightforward. Leaving the definition of prepositions quite open, 

på is labeled as a function that generally marks spatial or temporal relations and usually takes 

an NP complement. I use the terms noun phrase (NP), and in some cases, what the generative 

literature often label determiner phrase, (DP). The phrasal constituent, where the verb is head, 

is called verb phrase (VP), preposition phrases are PPs and adverbs Adv. The simplest 
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Norwegian sentences consist of a verb (V) and a noun (N), which form assertive (N+V), and 

questioning (V+N?) phrases. The abbreviations Prt and KP (case part) describe the particle 

use of the på with verbs and case markers in noun phrases, accordingly. 

 

While syntax can be seen as the expression facet of language, semantics is the study of 

meaning. Henceforth, verb-particle constructions will be referred to as V+Prt and idiomatic 

phrasal verbs as PhrV. These are syntactic definitions that help explain the semantic 

definitions and patterns in meaning relations. The theoretical discussion draws on the revisited 

ideas of Jackendoff’s (1983) influential approach to spatial language. The more recent work 

of Svenonius (2004, 2006) is a common thread throughout the analysis of the data. In order to 

describe the relationship between the rule-governed processes of semantics, i.e. the 

grammatical impact on meaning, the lexical forms need consistent categorization. The two 

participants of items in contact, will be referred to as Figure and Ground, following Talmy 

(2000 (1985)). When the preposition gives information about the located Figure with respect 

to the Ground, på functions as PlaceP in a spatial expression. I explicitly introduce and 

elaborate on these terms in section 3.2.1. For noun phrases, the semantic restrictions come 

from the different noun constructions in relation to the world. 

1.1 The preposition på 

På’s semantic content is constituted by the expression that contains it. Only the construction 

itself is flexible and subject to change. In the meantime, på’s ability to belong in different 

constructions makes it a polysemous preposition. The economic ability to belong and be 

meaningful in several interpretations is a productive characteristic. Norwegian på functions as 

a verbalization of spatial contact relations in either physical or abstract sense. This is the first 

mention in the text for this semantic feature, central to the research questions I present in 3.1. 

Spatial and non-spatial prepositions are divided into functional or lexical (of vs. inside), static 

or dynamic (at vs. over), ‘simplex’ or complex (on vs. upon), locative or directional (in vs. 

towards). Locatives (Loc) indicate where something is, and directional prepositions indicate 

where something is going. The most relevant use of på in my empirical analysis is the spatial 

and static locative han sitter på stolen ‘he sits on the chair’, used with a State verb. While the 

verb gå ‘walk’ han går på jobb ‘he walks to work’ is a directional and dynamic Event verb. 

The VP interacts with functions and can make use of på to express more relations than noun 

internal relations may. Spatial PPs can be defined as those phrases which can be offered as 
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answers to where-questions. (Jackendoff, 1983) The classification of prepositions builds on 

the semantic interpretation of whether it modifies a verb phrase or a noun phrase. According 

to Norsk referansegrammatikk (Faarlund, Lie, & Vannebo, 1997, p. 411), prepositions may be 

complements of verbs (1), prepositions (2), or adjuncts to either verb phrases (3), noun 

phrases (4) or adjective phrases (5): 

(1)a. JG1N.4.7.s281/JG1TE.4.7.s27          

 Videre [pekte han på] at månen ikke lyser av seg selv 

 Further pointed he on that moon:the don’t shine of it self 

 “He also pointed out that the Moon has no light of its own” 

 

 

(4) JG1N.4.4.s22/JG1TE.4.4.s23  

 Denne sterke [troen på menneskets fornuft] kalles rasjonalisme 

 This powerful belief on human’s:the reason called rationalism 

 “This unshakable faith in human reason is called rationalism.” 

 

 

 

 

 

The examples where på is complement to verb phrases (1) are the most frequent constructions 

                                                 
1
 The tid or “token id” is the identification code of the corpus transliteration. JG = Jostein Gaarder, 1 = the first 

of his texts in the corpus, N = Norwegian, TE = Translation English, chapter and page number separated with a 

full stop. Each example illustrated has two token IDs: JG1N.4.1.s14/ JG1TE.4.1.s11. 

b. JG1N.2.s3/JG1TE.2.s3       

 [På skolen] ble det vanskeligere å konsentrere seg 

 On       school:the was it difficult.more to concentrate REFL 

 “At school she had trouble concentrating on what the teachers said.” 

(2) JG1N.4.s32/JG1TE.4.s31  

 Sofie kunne kanskje [gå med på] at en frosk er laget av jord 

 Sophie could maybe go with on that a frog is made of dirt 

 “Sophie could possibly accept that a frog consisted of earth and water”  

(3) JG1N.2.s13/JG1TE.2.s12  

 Sofie [trakk på] skuldrene 

 Sophie pulled on shoulders:the 

 “Sophie shrugged her shoulders.” 

(5) JG1N.1.s5/JG1TE.1.s5  

 Sofie var ikke helt [sikker på] om hun var enig 

 Sophie was not wholly certain on whether she was unison 

 “Sophie was not certain she agreed.” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=12&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=11&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=10&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=10&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=6&query_id=1506066352_35880&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=4&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1506066352_35880&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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in the empirical data of this thesis, where it is referred to as particle (Prt) in (1a) and 

preposition to ble ‘was’ in (1b). When på is adjunct/particle to a verb construction as in (2) 

and (3), I classify it as a particle verb. Another process concerned with the choice of PP is 

nominalization, which (4) is an example of. The argument structure of the verbs, e.g. jakte 

‘hunt’ and tro ‘believe’ selects the preposition in these cases. Deverbal nouns (DVNs) are 

made of nominalizations such as troen ‘belief’ from verbs ‘to believe’, in troen på menneskets 

fornuft ‘The belief in human reason’. In (5), sikker på ‘certain of’, the adjective is translated 

into “certain”, but an alternative could be ‘secure’. To be certain and sikker på expresses 

slightly different things. The Norwegian particle controls what Sophie was not certain ‘on’. 

Often, the choice of på is also due to the particle verb’s role of adding prepositions, particles 

and adverbs to change meaning. 

1.2 The particle på 

The verb-particle construction is analyzed as a complex clause, although there are other 

interpretations that treat particles as stored as whole, idiomatic units. I have defined a particle 

verb in wide terms, as an ordinary verb plus an adverb or a preposition that functions as 

adjunct, i.e. is not required by the verb/predicate, but contributes with added information 

structure. By adding a preposition or a directional particle to the verb, one makes a new verb, 

which has a different meaning. Although the definition of both verbs and particles may differ 

between linguistic theories, particle verbs include both idiomatic phrasal verbs (PhrV) and 

literal expressions consisting of a ‘light verb’ and a particle (V+Prt). I only researched the 

latter type in this thesis. In order to distinguish particle verbs from regular verbs with 

prepositional or adverbial phrases as arguments, square brackets are used around the PP to 

illustrate the difference between a verb with preposition (6b) and particle verb (6a): 

(6) a. JG1N.2.2.s109/JG1TE.2.2.s109       

 filosofene legger ut [PPpå den farefulle ferden] til språkets  yttergrense 

 Philosophers lays out on the dangerous journey to language’s borderline 

“philosophers embark [PPon this perilous expedition] to the outermost reaches of language” 

b. JG1N.1.s172/ JG1TE.1.s165       

 Hun kunne gjerne gå med Prtpå] at Gud hadde skapt verdensrommet 

 She could gladly go with on that God had created space:the  

 

 

“She could accept that God had created space” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=7&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=4&query_id=1506066352_35880&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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The English verb phrase in consists of a lexical verb ‘embark’ and a preposition, while på 

expresses contact between the particle verb legge ut ‘lay out’ and the ‘expedition’. In (6b), på 

is embedded in the complex particle verb. The most common in both Norwegian and English 

is that the particle follows the verb, but it can also precede it. For some verbs, the particle use 

is reflected in the translation, where tenke på in direct meaning is rephrased as ‘realized’ in 

more general settings. The expression ta på ‘put on’ is ambiguous between a fixed expression 

reading ‘put on the hat’ (PhrV), a light verb and a particle meaning ‘touch the hat’ (V+Prt), 

and the literal meaning of the main verb plus the locative verb ‘touch’ + ‘on’ (V+P). Inspired 

by Ramchand & Svenonius (2002), (7a-c) shows the syntactic position of the particle relies on 

the complement which affects the semantics. In (7c.), the preposition complements the 

Ground and does not mean ‘put on’, as in the a- and b-example: 

(7)a. Ta på hatten  Take on the hat 

 V[Prt[Figure] V  [Prt[Figure] 

b. Ta hatten på    Take the hat on 

 V [Figure Prt] V [Figure Prt] 

c. Ta hatten på hodet hans Take the hat on his head 

 V [Figure [PP GroundDP] V [Figure [PP DPGround] 

 

The first type functions as a somewhat fixed expression with predictable, conventional 

meaning, e.g. ta på ‘touch’ (PhrV), while the compositional type retains the meaning of the V 

ta ‘take’ and the Prt på ‘on’. The Figure hatten ‘the hat’ is an external argument of both the 

Prt and the PP, and there is a strong parallel between the Prt and PP in (7b) and (7c), but the 

Ground is interpreted as a reflexive ‘on yourself’ in the b-example. Different intonation marks 

the particle use of prepositions as well. The V+Prt constructions in Norwegian would stress 

the verb TA-på ‘insert’, while the PP would have the opposite intonation and stress the Figure 

or the Ground; ta hatten på HODET ‘put the hat on the head’. When the verb and the particle 

are found adjacent, in immediate proximity, it gives rise to a possible phrasal verb reading. 

The verbs in V+Prt and PhrVs chose the particle to form a unit, but the variation has to do 

with the principle of compositionality and whether the particle bears semantic meaning. 

Particle verbs can again be divided into compositional vs. non-compositional. Some non-

compositional Norwegian phrasal verbs (PhrVs) from the corpus are lure på ‘wonder’, komme 

på ‘remember/realize’. For stole på ‘trust’, the light verb and particle are inseparable in that 
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stole is not a Norwegian verb. The three V+Prts vende på ‘flip’, samle på ‘collect’ and skru 

på ‘twist’ can omit på without changing meaning completely. 

1.3 The adverbial på 

The difference between preposition and adverbs is that prepositions take complements and 

form preposition phrases. Norwegian temporal phrases may use på where English has ‘in’ to 

measure time interval up to the completion of an event, e.g. gikk dit på en time ‘walked there 

in an hour’. For a spatial adverb with motion, one example from the dictionary Det Norske 

Akademis Ordbok, NAOB is Hun lar hodet bare [følge ADV på] ‘She lets her head just follow 

on’. These adverbial uses were not found in corpus examples, neither was the very common 

expression det var nære på ‘that was a close call’, which expresses both proximity in time and 

action. In example (8a), a predicative noun is used to lead the direction of the conversation to 

rett på ‘straight to’. The time adverbial på rad ‘in a row’ is illustrated in (8b): 

(8) a. JG1N.4.1.s2/JG1TE.4.1.s2       

 Vi går like gjerne [ADV rett  på] dagens leksjon uten å gå veien om hvite kaniner 

 We go might as.well straight  on days:the  lection   without to go way:the about white  rabbits 

 “We’ll go directly to today’s lesson without detours around white rabbits” 

 

Adverbs have modifying qualities. If a noun, adjective, verb or a preposition is modified, 

using på, rather than appearing with fulfilled extension, it is more likely an adverbial use. For 

a general locative reading, expressions used for measuring are necessary in the absence of a 

Ground. There is a sense of order in time, a forward direction of the action, from the adverb. 

The noun rad that the adposition modifies in (8a) also plays a crucial role in the adverbial 

expression. The adverbial reading is not included in my study, as both spatial and temporal 

adverbs can involve på, but give rise to less contextually dependent meanings. Whenever på 

extends the verb in stead of operating as constituent with an overt Ground, it is treated as 

particle, e.g. skru på ‘turn on’. For the remainder of this thesis, på is referred to as preposition 

(P) or particle (Prt), due to the selection of noun- and verb phrases in the empirical analysis. 

 b. JG1N.5.s6/JG1TE.5.s6       

 Å få  et kjærlighetsbrev 

to dager 

to dager [ADV på rad]  

leksjon 

var dobbelt så flaut 

veien 

om 

som å få bare ett 

 To get a love.letter two  days on row was double as awkward as to get only one 

 “Getting a love letter two days in a row would be doubly embarrassing” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=10&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=12&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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2 Background 

In this section, I present the historic evolvement of på, followed by an introduction to the 

dictionaries and the previous research I use as basis for comparison. Next follows a short 

discussion of the dictionary entries and how they relate to the literature of English and 

Norwegian prepositions. I will give a brief overview of the online dictionary Det Norske 

Akademis ordbok (NAOB) before it is used for a short review of the data in correspondence 

with dictionaries. In order to observe the regularities among the definitions, the lexicography 

works as a backdrop to a qualitative corpus study which constitutes my research. The analysis 

of this thesis consists in a large part of på compared to the Norwegian counterparts av/til and 

i. These three are not only the most frequent prepositions, along with på, they share important 

features of meaning with each other and the English preposition of. I will be consistent in not 

not branding prepositions in Norwegian and English as direct counterparts, although på and 

‘on’, av ‘of’, til ‘to’ and i ‘in’ are historically seen as preposition synonyms. In addition to the 

syntactic differences between prepositions in the two languages, I try to define the semantic 

distinctness in på. The interchangeability with Norwegian prepositions and the English 

translation is subject to analysis in chapter 5. 

2.1 Etymology and change 

På is mentioned in Bjorvand & Lindeman (2007) as a young merged preposition from 

Germanic sound change from upon or ‘on top of’ that shares roots with the adverb an. (p. 

855) Originally på is composed of Norse upp ‘up’ and á ‘at’, where the consonant moved to 

the following vowel, after some time of being used as a compound preposition. The support 

relation, supplied by på, is also transferable to abstract readings. Silva (1995) translates a 

generalization done for Swedish i and på: “The spatial prepositions i and på have a common 

core of meaning, which can be described by the term direct localization. What is expressed by 

i and på is that the localized entity is in the same place as the reference object.” (Ekberg, 

1991; Silva, 1995, p. 123) Today, the complex particle oppå remains, unambiguously as 

locative, and must be kept apart from the compound preposition opp på, which expresses 

directionality ‘up at’. In contrast to på, its predecessor can have an implicit Ground argument 

and appear alone. “The evolvement of på has made it generalized and semantically less 

precise, even before the phonological merge of upp á – uppå – på. One would expect from 
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this, a lexical split, such that på seized one part of the field of meaning, while the preposition 

å kept another meaning. Å however only survived in a few lexicalized fixed expressions.” 

(Bakken & Vikør, 2011, pp. 193-194) 

 

Á corresponds to English on, and in Icelandic það blæðir úr munninum á honom ‘it bleeds 

from the mouth on him’, á ‘on’ is a superessive preposition according to Haspelmath (1999, 

p. 12). The PP in such constructions is not much discussed in the literature; it has been 

referred to both as superessive and locative. As a connector, på’s function is often to bring 

two surfaces together, a feature that is productive in several other expressions than the spatial. 

The preposition has replaced dative case, in Norse constructions; spydet stod Tore i skulderne 

-> spydet stod i skulderne på Tor ‘the spear stood in the shoulders on Thor’, which some will 

argue reflects an underlying nominative case. (Lødrup, 2018) This case is central to the 

analysis of på vs. til in 5.1.3. In my analysis, what Lødrup (2018) and Eik (2014) call på-

possessor corresponds to the use of på in noun phrases where the possessee (the possessed 

entity noun) is a body part. Marantz (1991) has argued for the following principle. “Nominal 

arguments are licensed by (extended) projection, not by Case or by morphological 

properties.” (Marantz, 1991, p. 20) Consequently, the nouns in subject position may have a 

nominative case that is sensitive to inflection and the syntactic environment. The case of 

affiliation, called partitive and possessive, for the sake of this thesis, holds for example (9). It 

shows a possessive construction that is central to the substudy of noun phrases in chapter 5.1. 

(9) a. JG1N.2.1.s70/JG1TE.2.1.s6

8 

      

 Vi som bor her, er noen bittesmå kryp som bor dypt nede i [pelsen på kaninen] 

 We that live here are some teeny-tiny creatures that live deep down in fur:the on rabbit:the  

 “We who live here are microscopic insects existing deep down in [the rabbit's fur].” 

 

In terms of nominative case, I will argue that the NP pelsen på kaninen expresses an 

underlying affiliation genitive, a body part-relation between the rabbit and the fur. An 

important clue to på’s success in the language is the ability to be semantically less precise. 

The overall function as a relator between words is especially useful in abstract contexts, and it 

has become more acceptable to say kontroll på ‘control on’, where kontroll over ‘control 

over’ has been the correct phrase. Hviid Ahrensbøll (2015) has studied the various new 

Danish constructions with på and how some of the expressions are viewed in the society. She 

suggests that the VP at kommentere på ‘to comment on’ is considered a vulgarism in Danish, 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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and that this springs out of the verb’s simultaneous transitivity and intransitivity, as well as 

the influence from English. The grammatical meaning has semantic features to it, which I 

analyze in my research. “A semantic change occurs when a new use of an old word becomes 

conventionalized through repeated use.” (Murphy, 2010, p. 88) In the pidgin language 

russenorsk ‘RussoNorwegian’, på/po was used as the only preposition as a general marker, to 

express any oblique relations, according to Store Norske Leksikon (2018). For adjuncts and 

arguments of a sentence, the requirements are somewhat different. A division of grammatical 

and meaningful words is similar to the bisection found in dictionaries. 

2.2 Lexicography and use 

The dictionary article for på in Norsk Ordbok is lexical-semantically disposed i.e. the 

categorization has been done based on use and the context of the preposition. Det Norske 

Akademis ordbok ‘The Norwegian Academy’s dictionary’ is a freely available online 

dictionary launched December 21
st
 in 2017 as NAOB. (Kunnskapsforlaget, 2017) For 

Norwegian Bokmål it is the most recent and abundant encyclopedia as it continuously 

updated. Sophie’s World, the object of corpus study, is written in Bokmål, which is one of the 

two written standards of Norwegian language, the other standard is Nynorsk. The entries 

available in the public online version of NAOB cover neologisms, idioms, expressions, word 

usage and verbs (collocations), spelling, word class, bending, pronunciation and word 

history/etymology with references to literary sources. 

 

Some recent uses, such as god på smak ‘good on taste’, researched by Hviid Ahrensbøll 

(2015) in Danish, are listed in på’s NAOB section for “oral use”. The new uses have allegedly 

bleached meaning and are historically associated with other prepositions med hensyn til ‘with 

respect to’ and angående ‘regarding’. In addition to this, there is a separate entry for the 

adverbial use that covers the particle function of på. Expressions such as klokken er ti på ‘the 

time is ten on’ is a common time adverbial and puts in use the speech context, in which the 

participants know what hour the conversation takes place in, and is about. The temporal use 

includes all time relations where på and ‘on’ express a point in time, periods, order in time, 

time of the day and expressions about something close to occurring. It is common that months 

are expressed by using a container in temporal expressions. (Aa, 2015b, p. 116) The order in 

time conveys a forward direction. The use of på in front of words that express reason or 

method of doing something; de levde på bær og nøtter ‘they lived on berries and nuts’. This is 
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related to income or tactic as the direct object of an action. An important meaning that på can 

convey is as alternative to an affiliation genitive: navnet på organisasjonen er hemmelig ‘the 

name of the organization is secret’. The second half of the dictionary entries for the 

prepositional use in NAOB illustrates på as disseminating impressions, signals, and emotions 

such as han har stor apetitt på livet ‘he has a big appetite for life’. These are abstract locative 

uses where på stands in front of place names, also used for settlements, smaller towns, places 

on the inland, but by custom and not with a clear pattern, e.g. på Lillehammer ‘in/at 

Lillehammer’. For institutions and other words that (vaguely) represent space, e.g. ‘in/at 

school’ Norwegian regularly uses på skolen to express location and the relation of being a part 

of an institution. The list of transferred meanings in NAOB contains a small list with fixed 

expressions and metaphoric uses. In spatial language a distinction is made between static and 

dynamic, aspectual and degree of telicity. 

 

Aa (2013, 2015a) assumes Bouchard’s theory which posits that prepositions have constant 

grammatical semantics that permeate all use of the preposition. The basic linguistic meaning 

is the preposition’s Grammar semantics while the polysemy based on context, pragmatics, 

and world knowledge etc. is called the preposition’s Situational semantics. (Aa, 2015b, p. 125) 

In analogy to G-semantics and S-semantics, neo-constructionism interprets the function and 

the meaning of the word as different units that are closely connected in polysemous words. 

The grammatical roles can often switch and the semantics can stay the same. The function of 

på in locative use can both be static and directional. The phrase på teateret ‘in the theatre’ 

which is a place with a function, på conveys something more than being contained in the 

building. One idea that springs out of selective mentalist semantics and Borer’s (2005) neo-

constructionism, is that the expressions på kafé ‘at the café’ and på bussen ‘on the bus’ say 

something about the activity a Figure is put in contact with. Aa (2015a) describes it the 

following way: “Only the i ‘in’-construction is G-semantically a true locative, while på ‘on’ 

expresses that John is in contact with or involved in the activity of a bus journey. If the bus 

takes a break and John steps outside, he is still on the bus, but not in it.” (Aa, 2015a, p. 198) 

In the meantime, one cannot always use på in expressions of transport or travelling. It is 

restricted to large, and most often, public transportation. This use of på corresponds to 

English in such that it may express state, activity or appearance of something/someone in or 

by a location. “It seems that in English, large vehicles (buses, yachts, trains, large airplanes) 

are conceptualized either as containers that one is in or sorts of platforms that one is on, but 

small vehicles (cars, rowboats, small airplanes) are only conceptualized as containers.” 
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(Landau & Jackendoff, 1993, p. 231) For på in Norwegian, the container-reading is also 

possible. As illustration, på teateret is ambiguous between the readings ‘at the theatre’ and 

‘in/on the theatre’. 

Summary 

This chapter has illustrated how the prepositions are selected by verbs and nouns to take 

locative arguments and connect objects. For på, the ranges of meanings are derived from oppå 

‘on top of’, thus the lexical concept can be seen as basically locative with extended uses. The 

question of whether på is interpreted as a more broad and polysemous word than its 

Norwegian counterparts remains unanswered. Large parts of the data for analysis addresses på 

in comparison with av ‘of’/til ‘to’/i ‘in’, the three most frequent prepositions in Norwegian in 

addition to på ‘on’. The analysis in chapter 5 also features the claim that på is more 

productive than its counterparts. The Bokmål dictionary NAOB has helped to categorize the 

different uses either as prepositions or as adverbs. To compare locatives, the dictionary entries 

for i ‘in’ are fewer by one entry for the preposition missing, and as an adverb, only three 

different uses are illustrated in NAOB.  Both Krogstad (2000) and Hviid Ahrensbøll (2015) 

have written about på in new usage in Norwegian and Danish. While the MA theses about på, 

by Krogstad (2000) which uses the cognitive linguistic framework, and Hviid Ahrensbøll 

(2015) who follows the Danish functionalistic structuralism, the approach to på taken in this 

research is a lexical semantic neo-constructuralistic one. Hence, the syntactic words may have 

lexical features inserted via the structure of the phrases, but information is not contained in 

words.  

 

There is linguistic research that indicates more instances of på than earlier years. Krogstad’s 

(2000) research of på, found that non-adverbial uses, e.g. forske på ‘research on’ was 

applicable because of a wider use of the word it complements. She presents the evolvement of 

på as part of a grammaticalization process, a linguistic change from lexical meaning to 

grammatical meaning, by metaphoric and conceptual transfer, divergence, generalization and 

economization of content. This indicates that one can consult to på when the operationalizing 

of prepositions in unclear. Ergative verbs in Norwegian, e.g. the intransitive begynne ‘begin’, 

becomes unergative with på, and start to signal duration and change valency to Sofie begynte 

på leksene ‘Sophie started on her homework’, i.e. *leksene begynte på is not possible. There 

are requirements to the semantic abilities of the components of NPs and VPs. The 
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prepositions i ‘in’, på ‘on’, av ‘of’ and til ‘to’ may denote places and or relations between the 

nouns. In Norwegian, på is often used as a particle to disseminate and modify emotions, 

impressions or signal intensity. The adverbial av, which means ‘off’, stands in a direct 

contrastive relationship with på ‘on’ when isolated, such as that the light can be turned på 

‘on’ and av ‘off’. Also in causative VPs, på may work as a focus particle, expressing scale, 

order or manner, as pointed out in the dictionary entries from the previous section. “På may 

change the propostion to such degree that the meaning changes when på is left out. You can 

therefore say that the preposition plays a part of the precise meaning of the verb. It can vary if 

the sentence is an action, activity or a state.” (Hviid Ahrensbøll, 2015, p. 85) In the next 

section, I discuss these types of terminology choices and what they imply. 
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3 Lexical semantics 

As a level in linguistics, lexical semantics describes the meaning components of items in the 

mental lexicon
2
. The field in research is about sorting word meaning through structures that 

involve the content of expressions, and the lexemes they consist of. Our collection of 

associations, personal experience and acquired knowledge about grammatical features and 

sound characteristics, compose the lexicon. In the present chapter, I shall give a brief outline 

of what framework I prefer for semantic representation of prepositions such as på, in light of 

how we structure syntactic rules and what role words play in the language. I provide a brief 

overview of Talmy’s terminology, Jackendoff’s insights into the status of P, and a discussion 

of whether to see adpositions as case features of nouns or empty function words. In 3.2, I 

present three hypotheses I test for in my empirical analysis. In terms of conducting the 

annotations in this thesis, I explore some semantic terms in order to decompose the meaning 

and describe what impact på has as a particle in relation to other lexical elements. Svenonius 

(2004), interested in the English selection by P and the complements they presuppose, has 

been a guiding light for my framework, in a tradition set by Borer (2005). 

 

Lexical units are defined as symbolic entities with a phonological and semantical 

representation. As opposed to formal semantics, where the object of study is grammar, lexical 

semantics look for systems in the lexicon of human beings. “The lexicon of the language “out 

there” in the culture is the lexicon that we, as individuals, aim to acquire “in here”.” (Murphy, 

2010, p. 4) A further level beyond semantic structure is that there are concepts in the human 

mind which affect language meaning. How we relate to space and time is an influencing 

factor in doing so. 

In either space or time, the general explanation for this pattern seems to be that,  

whether internally continuous or discrete, referents without an outer boundary 

accommodate syntactic forms that involve a conceptualization of quantity in partitive  

terms, whereas referents with an outer boundary accommodate syntactic forms that  

involve a conceptualization of quantity in terms of unit blocks. (Talmy, 2000, p. 58) 

 

A central theory supported also by Talmy (2000), Bouchard (1995), Bierwisch and many 

                                                 
2
 From now on, mental lexicon will be systematically referred to as the “lexicon”, although lexicon is a term 

usually used in a more individualistic and psychological practice than mental lexicon. 
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others is that “(s)yntax determines a certain aspect of meaning, the aspect I call semantic, 

distinct from another aspect of meaning which I call conceptual.” (Svenonius, 2012, p. 21) I 

elaborate on the theoretic support for the analysis in the following chapters. 

3.1 Neo-constructionism 

In line with Borer (2005), this research is based around the ‘neo-constructionist’ idea that a 

word can have different meanings in different communicative situations, that are defined and 

limited through syntactic structures. Figure and Ground are important terms when describing 

these structures. Sculptured around the syntactic literature of Svenonius after the influential 

work of Jackendoff (1983, 2003) and Landau & Jackendoff (1993), the category P 

(prepositional) is treated as a functional word with grammatical and lexical implementations. 

The semantic decomposition into different lexical features of languages is called parametric 

variation and implies a language faculty that I do not assume in this thesis. Instead, it is 

relevant that the individual collection of knowledge about space and time, as well as 

ownership, and how things connect to each other, concerns the choice of words for which we 

describe the world. Therefore, I do not assume that the grammatical particle is without any 

lexical content, since being a P-element implies a prepositional meaning, for example a spatial 

one. In favor of the neo-constructionist approach, lexical items themselves do not bear 

meaning separate from the structure, but create relations in language. 

(…) [N]eo-constructionist models do differ in a fundamental way from their 

Construction Grammar predecessors in subscribing crucially to the view that the 

constructions under consideration there are in essence fragments of syntactico-

semantic structures made available by UG, and that the inventory of grammatical 

configurations in any given language is constructed from these fragments. (Borer, 

2005, p. 14)  

There are sides to lexical semantics that are unimportant to the syntax, where the most 

important is to relate parts. One aspect of the Jackendoff system is that lexical information 

important to the language user is not realized in syntax. Cross-linguistic differences are not 

necessarily affected by the structures. When annotated with Jackendoff’s (1983) thematic 

roles, the shades of meaning in the distinction between the particles, and what they contribute 

with, is at a different level than the syntactic representations. The thematic roles, not 
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accounted for in this thesis, would instead of being part of syntax and enter the structures 

through entities associated with certain roles. Following Gruber (1965), Jackendoff’s 

semantic decomposition involves defining thematic roles through the primitives GO, BE and 

CAUSE. The ontological categories in which the primitives belong, namely Event and State, 

both have subcategorized semantic fields: BELoc, BETemp, BEIdent and BEPoss. These 

belong to State and the same four in the Event function GOLoc, GOTemp, GOIdent and 

GOPoss. The nature of these reference objects require a certain relationship with the functions 

can appear in. The ascription of the properties of (10) reflects how an annotation of a part-

whole relation could be done in the semantic field identificational, with a State verb: 

(10)a. JG1N.1.s23/JG1TE.1.s22    

 Sofies far var [kaptein på en stor oljetanker] 

 Sophie’s father was captain on  a  large oil tanker 

 “Sophie’s father was the captain of a big oil tanker” 

  [State BEIdent ([Thing Token SOFIES FAR], 

   [Place ATIdent ([Thing Type KAPTEIN PÅ OLJETANKER])])] 

 

The neo-constructionist approach to structure is in opposition to the localist idea of lexical 

relations. Jackendoff (1983) provides tools for annotating “on” as a two-place predicate with 

function of Place and Path: ON (x,y) “x is on y”, but I only use the term Place when the 

meaning is unambiguously locative. The Place NP in (10a) en stor oljetanker is not so much a 

volume-type object, a category in geometric terms, as it is a mass noun company of internal 

structure with hierarchic ranks. In my analysis, I treat the noun phrase (10a) as a partitive 

construction and (10b) as a possessive construction. Grammatically, the examples in (10) are 

both acceptable sentences that most native Norwegian speakers would interpret as 

semantically different. The relating function is most important for expressing the meaning of 

other participants in a construction. As “inferential features”, I label different types of nouns 

based on what they mean in their constructions, i.e. ‘captain’ the role is as a relational noun to 

b. JG1N.5.1.s38/JG1TE.5.1.s40    

 Et karbonatom i 

[ka

pte

in 

hjertemuskelen min satt en gang i [halen på en dinosaur] 

 A carbon.atom in heart.muscle:the  mine sat one time in tail:the on  a dinosaur 

 “A carbon atom in my cardiac muscle was once in the tail of a dinosaur.” 

  [State BELoc ([Thing Token HJERTEMUSKEL], 

   [Place INLoc ([Thing Type HALEN PÅ EN DINOSAUR])])] 

OLJETANKER])])] 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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an ‘oil tanker’. If ‘on’ was used, often seen as the cognate to locative på, the Place-function 

and the subcategorized NP subject Sofies far would express the role argument-function: [Place 

x
] → [Place PLACE-FUNCTION ([Thing 

y
]) (Jackendoff, 1983, p. 162) The ‘captain’ and the 

‘cardiac muscle’ are not only placed on top of and inside their Grounds, they express active 

relations. In (10b) på is used in body part-relation between ‘tail’ and ‘dinosaur’, which I 

return to in 5.1.1.  

 

In line with Eik (2014), I disagree with Julien’s (2005) claim that nouns in possessive 

constructions have an inherent POSS-feature that make kinship terms “naturally possessive”. 

(Julien (2005) referenced in Eik, 2014, p. 43) It is the structures that bear this meaning, it is 

not an intrinsic feature of the verbs themselves. By expressing [+contact] på conveys more 

than what the conceptual structures allows for, corresponding often to ‘of’, ‘to’, ‘in’ and ‘on’. 

Since these do not have the reading that the Figure was related to the Ground only by means 

of contact, I argue that på expresses a more intricate relation inside noun phrases. Whether to 

treat locatives as adjuncts or arguments to verbs, as static or directional, are also discussions 

emerged from Jackendoff’s work and solved by various means in the different frameworks. 

The use of på in verb phrases, where sette på ‘put on’ uses på, act as functional adjunct, 

illustrates an important attribute for particle verbs. 

(11)a. JG1N.2.2.s155/JG1TE.2.2.s

153 

   

 Og nå skal du snart [sette på potetene]  

 And now shall you soon put on potatoes:the  

 “And in a minute you’ll put the potatoes on.” 

 

In the same wat that the construction ‘put on’ in English means to get dressed, Norwegian has 

the particle verbs in (11). In both cases, something is being “applied” metaphorically, i.e. heat 

on a stove (11a) and clothes (11b), expressed by V+Prt sette på ‘put on’ and kle på ‘put on’. 

Svenonius (2008) and other grammarians see this type of relation between V and Prt as case, 

with of and på as underlying genitive markers. I account for the case marker use in my 

guidelines in 4.4, as the question of whether this use of P express meaningful content comes 

b. JG1N.3.1.s70/JG1TE.3.1.s66    

 Her ber han Frøya [kle på seg 

[kaptein 

brudestasen

] 

, for nå må hun giftes bort til trollene 

 Here asks he  Frøya clothe on REFL bridal finery:the for now must she  marry away to trolls:the 

 “and tells Freyja to put on her wedding attire for she is (alas!) to wed the king of the giants” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=7&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=8&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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down to a notational issue. As all grammatical categories, transitivity is an artificial division 

of whether or not a verb can take an argument. The term argument is a word for something 

tied to a predicate, as ‘wedding attire’ to the verb ‘put on’. The flexible usages of small, 

functional worlds reflect that languages have ambiguous phenomena that can hold for more 

concepts in the world. 

3.2 Main hypotheses 

The aim of this research is to describe the semantics of på in contrast to the other Norwegian 

prepositions and its English cognates. Since the overarching question concerns the meaning of 

på, the prepositional semantics of noun- and verb phrases relate to spatial understanding, 

partialness, affiliation, grammatical function and compositionality. In the analysis, I have 

systematically differentiated examples with på and examples with i, av and til in order to 

identify shades of meaning between the P elements. I will first introduce my hypotheses in a 

numbered list that I elaborate below. 

 

(H1) på is synchronically an “elsewhere” case in Norwegian, whereas the elsewhere case in 

English is of. 

(H2) there is a lexical semantic component to the distribution of prepositions in the two 

languages. 

(H3) på is the most productive preposition in Norwegian, covering a wider use and meaning. 

 

The three hypotheses are somewhat intertwined and build on presuppositions in the other two. 

If one claim is confirmed, this comments on aspects of the other two, and I hope to argue for 

all three. The main hypothesis (H1) is that the word på is synchronically an “elsewhere case” 

in Norwegian, whereas the elsewhere case in English is of, due to its genitive case marking. In 

previous literature, på has been viewed as an allrounder, because grammaticalization 

processes has made it semantically bleached. Related to what Marantz (1991) refers to as 

“unmarked case”, elsewhere case presupposes that på functions as a go-to in different 

constructions, not necessarily because of its vacuous meaning, but rather a wide adaptability. 

“If a given NP is not already associated with case due to some specification in some other part 

of the grammar, then default case assignment principles (…) can apply.” (Butt, 2006) I do not 

propose that på is a purely grammatical default case, as my use of elsewhere implies that på 

has a broader meaning than the other prepositions. If på is used as proposed in H1, it should 
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be able to replace other prepositions and be replaced in the same constructions. I explore why 

verbs and nouns select which prepositions, and if it differs between languages. One prediction 

is that if examples A, B and C have a meaning X that is signaled by på, whereas example D 

has a meaning component Y that is signaled by av/til/i, this would shine through in the 

English translations of A, B, C, and D. The substudy of noun phrases headed by a preposition 

compares av, i and til with på, and the English translation. In cases where the Norwegian 

prepositions av, til, i need more specific meaning in their environment, and certain conditions 

hold when they are used, it suggests på is an elsewhere case in Norwegian.  

 

The other hypotheses have to do with distribution. H2 suggests that a lexical component 

separates på from the Norwegian prepositions in the same environments. In the search for the 

lexical semantic component of H2, the prepositions in the NPs were tested to see if they were 

semantically interchangeable. In phrases where it was grammatical, the prepositions av=på, 

i=på, til=på were analyzed. The syntactic structures determined the interpretations of the four 

prepositions. Norwegian has a richer prepositional typology than English, based on the data 

material in this thesis. The choice of preposition in noun- and verb phrases reflects shades of 

meaning in the conceptualization of the different environments. I determined the semantic 

component for på by contrastive study and by detecting a pattern in the instances where it 

could not be exchanged for another without semantic implications. Silva (1995) compares the 

two prepositions i and på in Norwegian and Tamil and finds that på expresses both surface 

and container use. I wondered what environment determined the choice of the preposition in 

the phrase and how the different prepositions affected the meaning. One hypothesis was that it 

should be possible to identify lexical components that systematically differentiate examples 

with på from examples with i and from examples with til and so forth. 

 

For H3, although i is the more frequent of the Norwegian prepositions, på covers a wider use 

by applying to more than locative use. Productivity, as explained in the next theory chapter, is 

accompanied with, and consists of many processes. By making linguistic utterances, we make 

use of the phenomena that exist in the world, and grammaticalization is when words change 

from having content to function as mostly grammatical. Because I want to find the essence of 

the different shades of meaning, I need to look beyond på as a mere relator between words 

and look for the semantic component. The impreciseness that på conveys has a purpose in its 

vagueness. The emphasis of interchangeability is due to the research question of whether på is 

an elsewhere case, and the contrast to the preposition of. I do not propose that there are 
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absolute primitives for the other prepositions, but the semantic components I have suggested, 

e.g. [+enclosure], describe common features found in the respective environments in which 

they operated. 

3.3 Terminology 

Productivity is central to one of my hypothesis, and the term brings various connotations with 

it. For this, the aspectual terms Figure and Ground and AxPart help define the different 

constituents of the constructions. If på occurs in different structures and there are rules for the 

compositions in applicability, it has a productive pattern. Two important terms stemming 

from Jackendoff (1983) and employed by many, are Place and Path. I only look at non-

directional States and Events in this research, i.e. verbal actions where Figure and Ground 

have no Path. Event and State are used as contrasts, where Event entails activity situations and 

State covers the use of verbs with stability in time. The two types can be explained with the 

difference between lure ‘to fool someone’ and lure på ‘to wonder’. I test the role of 

prepositional particles with verbs and the effect on argument structure, aktionsart and telicity. 

Thus, the most relevant type of verb is State and PlaceP: “One external diagnostic for PlaceP 

is that it can be the complement of stative verbs expressing location, such as remain or be 

located, and can also occur as a locative adjunct to verb phrases which imply no motion.” 

(Svenonius, 2008, p.3) Syntactic structure is not language specific, but share projections and 

correlations between components. To understand more of the surrounding words the 

prepositions stand in relation to, I outline the relevant semantic terms I use to answer (H1-H3) 

 

In both English and Norwegian, ‘think’ is a divalent verb that does not need an object, but it 

takes a Ground argument, in contrast to the intransitive live. ‘To think’ can be included in 

many valency bindings and both transitive and intransitive, it can license nominal case in 

nominalizations of the verb, while ‘to live’ s-selects a locative PP with physical extension as 

it is intransitive (‘to live *someone’). Other VPs are strictly controlled by their valency, for 

example PhrV stole på ‘trust’, which requires an object that is connected with på. The 

semantic selection is usually understood to apply for all arguments of a head, not just its 

complements. Instead of assuming that information on argument structure comes from 

elements from the lexicon, which is a lexicalist approach, the neo-constructionist approach 

moves away from thematic roles contained in predicates. Particle verbs in English involve lie 

to rather than lie for and look like instead of only look or look at. Instead of claiming that på, 
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or any word, has a lexical meaning in which the structure is modeled or customized after, the 

syntactic structures provides templates that give rise to interpretation. Whether that is a 

functional reading or a genitive substitute for affiliation, depends on the structural 

environment. Jackendoff operates with the ± sign for variables that can instantiate + or – in 

syntactic categories. (Jackendoff, 2003, p. 41) This is a structuralistic innovation of feature 

composition that I adopt in order to describe the semantic feature in my analysis of på in 5. 

Elements that can be divided into lexical words can be divided into more meanings, and 

benefit from economic description and binary features, because of their polysemy. I will 

elaborate these terms before the methology in the next chapter. 

3.3.1 Figure and Ground 

Talmy (2000) reckons location as a form of active motion where the Figure in locative actions 

is still in one place. In order to refer to events in time and space, and what has happened to 

what or whom, two extensive terms are Figure and Ground. These are two fundamental 

cognitive functions that make up a feature of how humans perceive the world around us. 

Figure (also called a trajectory or located object) is an entity chosen to stand out, and is 

performed by the concept that needs anchoring; the Ground is performed by the concept that 

does the anchoring, (the landmark, background or reference object). When something in focus 

moves towards the Ground, it creates a Path. In a PlaceP, e.g. jenta på trappa ‘the girl on the 

stairs’ one of the two objects in the phrase has a set location ‘stairs’ (Ground) which functions 

as a reference for the other object’s location, in this case ‘the girl’ (Figure). We can focus on 

something that we experience as a unit, separated from the world that makes up a ground for 

this unit. (Talmy, 2000, p. 312) Both when we talk about events in time and objects in a room, 

we sort our perception in these divisions.  

 

The located entity, reference object, often expressed by the direct object of the verb, is called 

Figure. Ground is the location of reference. Talmy (2000) lists a set of associated 

characteristics where Ground can be recognized as the geometrically more complex, more 

backgrounded and or lesser concern. Figure is more dependent, in awareness and more 

movable of the two roles. In Norwegian, both (12a) and (12b), the two nominal subjects ‘life’ 

and ‘lap’ correlate with the role Figure, while the direct objects ‘planets’ and ‘bride’ correlate 

grammatically and semantically to Ground. The Figures in (12) have in common that they are 

the point in focus relative to the Ground. 
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(12)a. JG1N.2.2.s34/JG1TE.2.2.s35    

 Vi vet ikke engang om det finnes liv [på andre planeter] 

 We know not even if it exists life on other planets 

 “We do not even know that there is life on other planets.” 

 b. JG1N.3.1.s90/JG1TE.3.1.83  

  hammeren skal bæres fram og legges i [fanget på bruden] under vielsen 

  hammer:the  shall carried forth and layed in lap:the on bride:the under wedding:the 

  “the hammer be brought forth and laid in the bride’s lap during the wedding ceremony.” 

 

The difference between the examples in (12-13) is the relation between the trajectory and 

object and the nouns that are involved. This distinction of roles is differently identified in a 

noun phrase and in verb phrases. In English, “to point out” and “to point at” is distinguished 

by different marked particles. In Norwegian, peke på ‘point on’ is used both in directing 

attention to a fact (13a) and the physical hand gesture (13b): 

(13)a. JG1N.4.5.s11/ JG1TE.4.5.s8    

 Heraklit [pekte også på at verden] er preget av stadige motsetninger 

 Heraclitus pointed also on that world:the is affected of constant opposites 

  “Heraclitus pointed out that the world is characterized by opposites.”  

 b. JG1N.2.2.s52/JG1TE.2.2.s53  

  Kanskje [peker han opp på pappaen]  sin og sier: "Pappa flyr!"  

  Maybe points  he up on father:the REFL and says: “Daddy flies” 

  “Perhaps he points up at his father and says "Daddy's flying!"” 

 

In (13b), the Ground ‘father’ is a visual object while in (13a), the object pointed ‘out’ is a fact 

about the world. A distinction can be made between V+Prt and V+P in the a- and b example 

based on the extensions of the same verb. I use the generalizations of Svenonius (1994) in this 

thesis with regards to Figure and Ground: The complement to a P is a Ground; the specifier of 

P is a Figure. P with a Figure is a particle. One of the things particles have in common is that 

they frequently introduce Figure, as in så på ‘look at’ and peke på ‘point at’, but they may 

also introduce Ground, as the adverbial use in the V+Prt fylle på bensin ‘fill on gas.’ The 

preposition’s arguments are Figure and Ground. I will assume, following Svenonius (2004) 

that there is a syntactic category Loc (locative), which is the location of the meaning 

component that takes KP (case part) as a complement. The subjects and objects in the NPs are 

parallel to the Figure and Ground functions, except for when the AxPart is Figure. Loc 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=6&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=6&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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distinguishes AxParts and Place from each other and their relation to whether something 

is “on top of” or “at the end of” the Ground element. Because there are semantic restrictions 

on the different combinations Figure and Ground combine with using på, underlying case 

systems in AxParts help explain some of the functions. 

3.3.2 AxPart 

An important syntactico-semantic feature in Svenonius (2012) suggests a relative frame of 

reference that distinguishes the contextual references of regions and Place. “Call this feature 

AxPart, based on Jackendoff’s (1996) discussion of ‘axial parts’ in the calculation of the 

front, back, top, bottom, and sides of an object, as employed in spatial language.” (Svenonius, 

2012, p. 9) When the Figure is AxPart, e.g. ‘end’ or ‘side’ e.g. siden på mynten ‘side of the 

coin’, på is a case marker. Svenonius argues for decomposition of the projection Loc in P into 

subcomponents Place and AxPart, and further, that Place is decomposed into multiple 

projections
3
. The label Loc is used for a head which can have AxPart as a complement, e.g. 

‘coin’. It combines with Place-elements, as its own syntactic category, distinct from nouns 

and prepositions. In The Emergence of Axial Parts, Svenonius claims that  meaning of the 

construction is derived from “the combination of P[lace] elements, AxParts, and the lexical 

material which expresses them.” (Svenonius, 2006, p. 1) AxPart, e.g. ‘front’ is not a subclass 

of the noun category, although they have similarities and some may be developed from N. 

 

Historic conventions and thematic roles influence the P choice in an AxPart-Ground 

construction. In ‘the part of a hologram’, where part is classified as AxPart, a hologram is by 

nature ‘holistic’ and difficult to separate into body-part type of entities. According to 

Svenonius (2006) P elements are employed as case markers tells what role the noun has in the 

sentence. AxParts are defined as functional projections with nominal qualities, with 

similarities to function nouns. “They behave grammatically like parts of the object described 

without having a distinctive shape. […] Typical AxParts refer to the front, back, top, bottom, 

sides, and middle of an object, though other regions can be defined as well.” (Svenonius, 

2006, p. 52) For English, the partitive relation is a little different in English in that the clitic of  

is called “genitive”, as case marking of the Ground by Marantz (1991). 

                                                 
3
 Projective (behind), bounded (among), extended (around), particle (up) are four classes of P elements 

Svenonius considers preposition have. 
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3.3.3 KP 

Norwegian can undergo particle shift
4
, i.e. have a postverbal NP as Ground in a sentence (et 

tett kratt som det verken vokste blomster eller bær på ‘a dense thicket where neither flowers 

nor berries would grow _’), but this phenomenon was not part of my study of either verb-

particle constructions. Rather, that the of-element is seen as case-motivated in The doctor is 

out of his office, is a feature I study in 5.1.1. “From the point of the view of the more external 

syntactic processes such as Case marking, we expect the fact that the direct object gets Case 

just like any other object within a verbal domain.” (Ramchand & Svenonius, 2002, p. 8)  The 

label K[case] is traditionally used for projection in noun phrases, to distinguish between 

passive and case. Svenonius (2004) advocates for using the term on a more fine-grained 

feature structure and do not suggest that it straightforwardly is identified with case. In line 

with Marantz, the term K/case is hereafter used as a functional category assigned by 

morphological marking as a contrast to what I call “lexical preposition” with a basic meaning. 

The term case can refer to an inflectional category-system (e.g. “Many Australian 

languages have case”) or to the individual inflectional categories or values of that 

system (e.g. "Nhanda has seven cases"). In this respect, case behaves like other 

inflectional category-systems such as tense, aspect, mood, person, number, gender, i.e. 

we are dealing with a systematic ambiguity that does not lead to misunderstandings. 

(Marantz, 1991, p. 1) 

In a language where genitive is the unmarked case for nouns inside NPs, as in English, 

nominal may be the unmarked case. In a construction with N+P+N, the P-element på 

constitutes a type of partitive KP (K for case), such as East of India (Svenonius, 2008) and 

Smagen på den (Hviid Ahrensbøll, 2015). This corresponds to the function mentioned in 

NAOB for “på as affiliation genitive substitute” mentioned previously. In 5.1 I mention 

genitive (GEN) and benefactive (BEN) case marking. The purpose of nominal case is to 

license genitive case on NP internal objects, e.g. ‘Mary’s boat’, while adverbial case interacts 

with the adjuncts and argument associated with the VP predicate. The research of verb 

phrases is separated into V+Prt and V+P, where adjuncts are the complements of particle 

verbs begynne på ‘begin on’ leksene ‘the homework’, and arguments are complements of verb 

phrases, headed by a preposition phrase leve ‘live’ på planeten ‘on the planet’. The verb and 

                                                 
4
 Some technical terms that are well established in the relevant literature (Aa, 2015a; Ramchand & Svenonius, 

2002; Svenonius, 1996) include particle movement and particle shift. I omit the more technical aspects of this 

field, which are rooted in a more syntactic theory than the scope of my thesis. 
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particle together may semantically license other types of arguments than a noun and a 

preposition may. 

3.3.4 Aktionsart 

Since I have assumed a neo-constructionist approach, the phrase structures displayed in this 

are seen as the bearers of semantic meaning. In the environments where på is found, it is 

hence used in syntactic positions where it gets its meaning from the relation between the 

components of theory; Figure and Ground. The verb sette ‘put’ for instance can be used in 

different structures and adopt its meaning modified by the P element it chooses. Conventions 

and the semantic relations associated with the verb affects the telicity, i.e. how bounded ‘to 

write’ is to what’s being written or whether the Ground can be left unexpressed in kle på deg 

(klær) ‘put on clothes’. In the Norwegian phrase jeg skrev på en bok ‘I was writing on a 

book’, the verb has no inherent goal of finishing, while jeg skrev en bok ‘I wrote a book’, the 

action has had a result and the writing is completed. The grammatical category aspect goes 

beyond this example with past tense of writing, ‘I am writing on a book’ is still in the ongoing 

process compared to ‘I am writing a book’, where the goal is implied. 

 

The term aktionsart, going back to Vendler (1957) is defined in Faarlund et al. (1997) as a 

lexical feature of the verb to express time and a difference between punctual and durative. 

This is fixed by the semantics of the VP, as a more ‘objective’ category than aspect. (Faarlund 

et al., 1997, p. 637) As discussed by Maienborn, von Heusinger, & Portner (2011), despite 

Vendler’s “emphasis on temporal criteria, cautions that the time element is insufficient 

observing that non-temporal factors like the presence or absence of an object’s argument, 

speaker’s intention (Vendler, 1957: 143) and agentivity (Vendler 1957: 149), for example, 

also play a role” (Vendler referenced in Maienborn et al., 2011, p. 1193) The time aspect is 

less important than the result state of the verb. For verbs such as ‘write’ and ‘drink’, the 

complements they take are adjuncts or arguments, depending on how structurally attached the 

Ground is to the VP. Both are dynamic, as opposed to static, which are other factors of the 

verb’s aktionsart. For the sake of på’s effect in verb phrases, [±durative] and [±telic] are the 

contributing factors to alter the aktionsart of a verb such as vri ‘turn’, where på adds the 

reading ‘turn around’. Dynamic and atelic verbs are [±iterative], i.e. the action is repeated 

again and again or it is punctual and final. A dynamic verb can indicate motion, but is not 

necessarily directional or has a Path. In this thesis, på and i are typical PlacePs and til and fra 
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would function as PathP, i.e. imply motion in verb phrases kjørte fra Oslo ‘drove from Oslo’.  

The aspect is not given as a lexical feature, but works via the progressive structure of VPs. 

3.3.5 Compositionality 

I mentioned in 1.2 that the term particle verbs are used for both compositional and non-

compositional verb-particle phrases. The VP ta på ‘put on’ means that ta på hatten – ta-på 

hatten expresses two different things, namely ‘touch the hat’ and ‘put on the hat’. The verbs 

in V+Prt and PhrVs both chose the particle to form a unit, but the variation has to do with the 

principle of compositionality and whether the particles carry semantic meaning. Svenonius 

(2003) argues that there are ‘unaccusative’ particles in expressions like fill the whole in. “In 

other words, the Figure is the ‘external’ argument of the preposition.” (Svenonius, 2003, pp. 

435-436) For particle verbs and phrasal verbs such as sette på ‘put on’ and kle på ‘get 

dressed’, one difference is the level of compositionality. The process of creating meaning 

without knowing every component of the phrase is Gottlob Frege’s Principle of 

Compositionality. One definition of the principle is that an expression as a whole is more than 

the sum of its consisting parts. This holds for complex expressions and on basic word level.  

 

Non-compositional concepts can be compound words or idioms with cultural and 

conventional backgrounds that lie beyond the compositional expression level. This affects the 

translation, and for a study of på in NPs and VPs, compositional phrases are objects of study. 

Jackendoff (2003) classifies phrasal verbs as constructional “idioms” where the V and PP 

leaves the NP open, e.g. look up. Instead of constructional idioms, I call phrasal verbs non-

compositional. Hence, ‘get dressed’ is less compositional than ‘put on the potatoes’, and it is 

more possible for på to be exchanged for a different marker in the V+Prt sette på potetene.  

“The PP is a syntactic argument of the VP. But it does not express a semantic argument of the 

verb. Rather, it expresses a semantic argument of the construction - as does the verb.” 

(Jackendoff, 2003, p. 174) Values of semantic theory that have not been examined in the 

research, involve truth conditions, thematic roles, conceptual metaphors and context 

sensitivity. Co-compositionality is a closely related phenomenon to these mechanisms with 

focus on the grammatical mapping from the lexicon to the syntactic form. Simultaneous to the 

grammaticalization of på from uppá ‘on top of’, as I mentioned in 2.1, it has also become less 

compositional, which holds for all function words with one syllable. 
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4 Methodology 

The method of data collection is corpus linguistics. In this chapter, I account for the methodic 

choices I’ve made to answer the research questions. The analysis in chapter 5 is a corpus-

based study of contrasted prepositions in translation. In analyzing both the Norwegian 

prepositions av, til, i, på, and their English counterparts with focus on of, in and for. 

Generalizations about the two sets of prepositions spring out of qualitative research of a 

written language corpus, divided in two substudies. I describe the methods and tools I have 

used to study nuances of meaning to the Norwegian preposition på, where the aim has been to 

explain the wide-reaching polysemy and the lexical semantic features that exist in the 

grammatical words. In section 4.1 I discuss corpus linguistics as method, and 4.2 is the 

background to the text of study. The focus will first be on the data material and the statistic 

frequencies found in the bilingual translation corpus. The original text and the translation in 

the corpus have been electronically aligned by linguistic programmers, which made the 

counting process possible. Further, I discuss how I have made the judgements on categories in 

the substudies. As a backdrop, I demonstrate the process of data collection and sorting, using 

description models and 7 annotation guidelines in section 4.3. Following Svenonius (2004), I 

set up the detailed definitions of preposition structure and annotations guidelines, with the 

presupposition that P is essentially a functional category with encyclopedic 

information. Preceding the execution of corpus studies in chapter 5, I present and elaborate on 

the practice of my research in 4.4 and 4.5. In these sections, I also clarify the role 

introspection has had in the two substudies.  

 

In order to obtain a qualitative contrastive analysis, I collected empirical data from the 

computerized corpus The English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus in Oslo Multilingual Corpus 

(OMC), in both excerpts of the novel Sophie’s world, the English version and the Norwegian 

original. The individual structures are analyzed in the qualitative research in chapter 5. 

Students get free access to the ENPC corpus, which makes it manageable to research. The 

reason for choosing a corpus of written language is that the spoken language corpora are 

smaller and consists of many more irregularities in terms of patterns. “In general, the corpus 

approach is attractive for any theoretical framework in lexical semantics, for the basic reason 

that it provides an unparalleled empirical basis for lexical research.” (Geeraerts, 2010, p. 285) 

The tool helps explore the use in written language, and in this case, children’s and youth 
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literature. One advantage with corpora is that the object of study, in this case på, is set in its 

normal context of phrases and expressions. The data is however limited, which puts 

restrictions on the variation we find in the language. The written standard for Norwegian, 

Bokmål, is representative of the language in the East of Norway, and in the ENPC, the 

majority of original texts in Norwegian are in Bokmål. This reflects the reality of translations 

in Norwegian literature. (Johansson, 2007, p. 13) The syntactic tagging of a text corpus makes 

it tangible in terms of generalization about Norwegian and English language construction. All 

acceptable uses and variants of a given word will never be listed in a corpus, but a 

considerable amount of instances are found to give a representative image. With focus 

especially on the preposition på, the other prepositions av ‘of’, til ‘to’, i ‘in’ in Norwegian and 

of, in and for in English, are chosen due to their similar semantics and their general high 

frequency. The English prepositions in the data functions as translations to the mentioned 

Norwegian counterparts, but I will not systematically describe them to the same extent.  

4.1 The Oslo Multilingual Corpus 

The Oslo Multilingual Corpus is a written corpus, initiated and developed by the ILOS 

department of the University of Oslo and made accessible via Tekstlaboratoriet’s Glossa, by 

the University of Oslo. The OMC is one of two multilingual written corpora in Glossa, a large 

collection of published texts, original and translated into different languages. In order to 

access the search interface via Glossa, an application for username and password was 

required. As a student, the application process is effective and the credentials were easy to 

obtain. One of the advantages of using a translation corpus is to be able to compare the 

Norwegian and English language cross-linguistically and look for patterns in the different 

prepositional typologies. If the corpus is somewhat representative, a quantification of 

preposition data can give insight to how widespread the phenomena are and how på is used in 

various contexts. 

 

The choice between a written and a spoken corpus affects my results in terms of style, form 

and frequency. The speech corpora that the University of Oslo provides, with annotated 

Norwegian dialects and informants of all ages from different parts of the country, gives more 

“natural” language data. This type of data is well suited for phonetic analysis, sociolinguistic 

studies or historic, dialectal research within one language. Text corpora result in more 

grammatical and structured data, providing evidence for linguistic rules of a language which 
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are easier to compare cross-linguistically. “With the availability of multilingual corpora, we 

can examine not just the available structures, but how they are used in authentic texts.” 

(Johansson, 2007, p. 6) Because of the frequency of på, a speech corpus would have to be 

generalized or limited to a narrower source, in order to qualitatively test semantic hypotheses. 

The syntactic tagging of a text corpus makes it tangible in terms of generalization of 

Norwegian and English language construction. The OMC is a helpful and accessible tool to 

explore the use in various expressions. 

4.2 Sophie’s World by Jostein Gaarder 

Sofies verden – roman om filosofiens histore was published by Aschehoug & Co in Oslo 

1991. For copyright reasons, only an extract of the text’s first 150 pages is available in the 

ENPC. The original novel is a philosophical fiction book, totalling 508 pages, that has won 

prizes for children’s and youth literature. In 1995, it became the best-selling novel in the 

world, one year after it was translated into English as “Sophie’s World”. According to the 

booksellers, the translation has 464 pages. In 2011, the publisher reported it had been 

translated into 64 languages and been sold in 50 million copies around the world. (Espevik, 

2016) The subcorpus in OMC that contains the Norwegian and English version of Sophie’s 

World is called ENPC, which stands for The English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus. “The ENPC 

is a bidirectional translation corpus consisting of original English texts and their translations 

into Norwegian and Norwegian original texts and their translations into English. The main 

components of the corpus are matched and contain the same amount and the same types of 

material.” (Johansson, 2007, p. 11) The ENPC, intended as a research tool and later 

incorporated into the Oslo Multilingual Corpus project, was completed in 1999. The 

ENPC/Fiction consists of Norwegian 30 original texts and 30 English translations, as well as 

18 texts in German. “Sofies Welt”, by Gabriele Haefs in German, 1993, “Sophie’s World”, by 

Paulette Møller in London 1995, and the original by Jostein Gaarder, from 1991.  

 

Comparing two of the languages, where the source language is Norwegian and the target 

language is English, provide special lexico-grammatical knowledge about a preposition like 

på. Each sentence in the corpus is equipped with a token ID (tid) that is used to track the 

sentences and parallel the two languages’ corpus texts. The tid allows for reading more of the 

context. In the analysis’ research material, every phrase has a context and the tid link on 

where to find the whole paragraph as it appears in the ENPC. In the corpus, the author is 
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sorted as JG1, after his initials. The number 1 represents his first book in the corpus, out of 3. 

With the file selected, one can search within the book after words, parts of speech, 

punctuation and other features of the text. Unfortunately, the corpus does not have a tool to 

search for the tid, and track this in the corpus. Only by searching for a central word in the 

relevant string, one can obtain the requested phrase, which complicated the data collection, as 

I designed the noun- and verb phrase data sets to be able to compare phrases with the same 

structure. The shades of meaning in the original text versus the translated English version do 

not always transfer due to the individual translator’s choices.  

4.3 Description models and annotation guidelines 

I believe language is not about what the world is like, but about how it is conceptualized 

through words and the relation between those words. To better describe why the statements 

‘the tail of a dinosaur’ and ‘a bowl of cat food’ are different, I present some annotation 

guidelines for the substudy of NPs. My native Norwegian introspection has been part of the 

method, together with 8 non-linguist’s intuitions on some of the interchangeability, selected 

from friends and family, throughout the qualitative analysis. I have described the 

technicalities and implementations of the two main substudies as well as the qualities of the 

empirical data. In order to analyze the semantic features, syntactic structures are studied as 

part of the research. Because classification, especially of polysemous words, is a tricky 

business, a description model is necessary. For instance, what restrictions and features are 

determined by the syntactic category of nouns? To find out what is expected of the parts in a 

possessive construction, the specifics of their function need to be distinguished from those in 

a partitive construction.  

 

Linguistic annotations are especially useful when using corpus data, identifying the study 

object and finding suitable labels. Because I have classified and labeled many of the terms of 

the study, the annotations form the rules for which I structured the elements. The criteria are 

designed to differentiate between the phrases where på might occur, and probe the semantics. 

Following the annotation of Svenonius (2012), in cases where the interchangeability between 

the P elements is ungrammatical, the phrase is marked with an asterisk “*”, and whenever the 

usage is grammatically acceptable, but the meaning is odd, it is indicated with “#”. N1 is N2s 

complement in all the examples of 5.1. The NP has objects that are necessarily associated 
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with one another in this context. Then, I annotated whether they seem to have an outer 

boundary and are seen as a quantitative unit, or they are purely locative or a nominal partitive. 

Spatial prepositions take object shape into account by the use of a universal understanding of 

geometric shapes and sizes, texture and other features. In some constructions, the preposition 

can be replaced by the two other Norwegian prepositions, or be rephrased as a compound with 

s or e. Following Kinn (2001), the term pseudopartitive includes nouns of substance, mass, 

amount or quality to not limit the two nouns to a numeral quantifying an object. This genitive 

construction is identified in Norwegian phrases where av is translated into English ‘of’ and 

thus constitutes an N+P+N that is easily replaced by one word
5
. 

 

The nominal objects in each substudy is categorized after geometric measurements, features 

that are solid or hollow, body parts or kinship terms, names, abstract entities or physical 

matter in the world. Löbner’s (2013) divides nouns into four based on how they connect. 

Inspired by this, the Ns in substudy 5.1 are either ‘relational’ (father), ‘sortal’ (elephant), 

‘individual’ (Sophie) or ‘functional’ (height) nouns. Most nouns correspond to the label sortal 

nouns, but the division helps distinguish between semantical social meaning, especially in 

possessive relations, i.e. a phrase with sortal noun ‘my bicycle’ behaves different from ‘my 

name’. In lines with Lødrup (2018), what is referenced as på-possessor in one of the 

constituent constructions denotes body part nouns, as in Ytterst på snabelen på en elefant ‘At 

the tip of the trunk on an elephant’. “With the Norwegian på possessor, body part nouns and 

garments - worn by the owner - are the only possible possessums.” (Lødrup, 2018, p. 5)  Both 

fur and father may have this relation to a possessive object, a something or someone. The 

things connected to each other with spatial relations, without this ordinary sense of ownership 

or kinship are “partitive”, e.g. AxParts such as the height of a pyramid or a side to a coin. 

Three of the prepositions, namely på, av and til may express this relation, functioning as 

genitive in for example Fornuften til Parminedes ‘Parminedes’s reason’. Although a person’s 

reason is possessed the individual direct object, ‘Parmenides’, such features have more in 

common with relational kinship terms regarding lack of contact to the possessor. I use the 

term “possessive” as postnominal genitive phrases with relational or functional nouns as 

possessees, i.e. something that is possessed with an affiliating relation to the possessor.  

                                                 
5
 One argument for not to differentiate between the terms pseudopartitive and partitive is that the genitive marker 

‘s’ appears in the translation of both partitive examples of the sort pelsen på kaninen ‘the rabbit’s fur’ and in 

pseudopartitive compound words, e.g. årstidsmye ‘myths of the seasons’, which is outside the topic of study 
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I explore what these nouns and projections may demand of the preposition, and which 

contribution på, i, til, and av have in the different environments, in the substudy of noun 

phrases (5.1). Nominal partitive constructions kaptein på en stor oljetanker ‘captain of a big 

oil tanker’, locative expressions liv på andre planeter ‘life on other planets’, possessive 

relations pelsen på kaninen ‘fur of a rabbit’ and nominalization phrases troen på menneskenes 

fornuft ‘faith in human reason’ are the four types of NPs that på occur in. The annotation 

criteria for the different groups of N+P+N are listed below (1 – 5) 

 

1. iff an N1+P+N2 is such that N1 is a sortal noun or an AxPart that describes a part of a whole 

or Ground N2, e.g. enden av en vidstrakt villabebyggelse ‘the end of a sprawling suburb’, then 

annotate as partitive.  

 

2. iff an N1+P+N2 is such that N1 is an individual or sortal noun located on top of or inside a 

physical space N2, e.g. klode i universet ‘planet in the universe’, then annotate as locative. 

 

3. iff an N1+P+N2 is such that N1 or N2 is a relational or a individual noun, and the bond 

constitutes an ownership phenomena, e.g. lekene til småbarn ‘the playthings of infants’ then 

annotate as possessive. 

 

4. iff an N1 +P+N2 is such that N1 is a deverbal noun from either a root, e.g. syn ‘view’ from å 

se på ‘to watch’, which describes or stands in relation to N2, then annotate as nominalization.  

 

5. iff an N1+P+N2 is such that N1 can be seen as a measurement that selects a subgroup of a 

quantity, e.g. kranser av påskeliljer ‘clusters of daffodils’, and that constitutes a unit block, 

then annotate as pseudopartitive. 

 

Within the two main division of phrases på appear in, NPs and VPs, there is a further division 

been between på in nominalization phrases (NOMZ), VPs and particle verbs PhrV or V+Prt. I 

employ Jackendoff’s (2003) notion of PP versus Prt: If the verb cannot take an argument of its 

own aside from the subject, e.g. “read one’s head off, […] off is evidently in the particle 

position.” (Jackendoff, 2003, p. 173) In accordance with the distinction made by Ramchand & 

Svenonius (2002), I treat verbs that coincide with particles as light verbs [Vbelieve Prtin] 

[NPmagic] as “light verbs” and the verbs [Vbelieve] with [PPin NP[magic] as regular verbs. The 

semantic qualitites of the “things” in an NP decides what be in subject position considering 
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the inherent structure of the verb. For example, the agent may tro ‘believe’ an idea and skru 

på ‘turn on’ a TV, but she cannot turn on an idea or believe a TV, in the same sense. Different 

from Jackendoff, I treat both off and på as lexical in compositional VPs, but på as verbal 

particle to light verbs. 

 

Illustration 1: Diagram of NP: 

 

Illustration 2: Diagram of VP: 
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Whether the semantic relation builds on historical, cultural conventions in language, or on the 

properties of the arguments, it affects the meaning in more ways than what one recognizes in 

structure. The selectional restrictions I describe for verbs are semantic requirements from the 

involved entities, i.e. argument structure. In combination with different State- and Event verbs, 

valency plays a role in whether or not subject and a direct object is obligatory. Arguments in 

nominalization phrases have a higher degree of optionality than verbs. For transitive verbs, 

two non-prepositional arguments are required, e.g. begynne på ‘start’. Intransitive verbs 

include the class of verbs that something/someone can do or be all by themselves, e.g. leve 

‘live’. There are verbs where the argument is optional, e.g. Norwegian spise ‘eat’. In 5.2, I 

explore whether these VPs change aspect and telicity when combined with a particle. The 

annotation rules for V+Prt: 

 

6. iff an V+P+N is such that P is a functional particle dependent on the light verb in a 

collocation, e.g. ligne på [V+Prt] ‘resemble’ [NP] ‘a woman’, it is annotated as particle verb. 

 

Particle verbs are defined by the particle’s ability to change the features of the verb. When the 

verb component is used alone, it will have more liberal possibilities in terms of selecting 

complements, e.g. ‘believe’ vs. ‘believe in’. Selectional restrictions entails that the VP 

necessitates different NP’s. With a focus on VPs with på, the definition is extended to a 

degree such that V+P equal a different meaning constituting a particle verb. The term ‘non-

congruent’ is used for the paraphrased cases where the Norwegian Vs in 5.2 does not 

correspond grammatically with the English translation. Phrasal verbs that are non-

compositional are defined in 7, with an idiomatic verb. 

 

7. iff an V+P+N is such that V and P constitute a phrasal meaning that does not come from the 

meaning of the isolated verb and the particle, e.g. stole på ‘trust’, it is annotated as PhrV. 

4.4 Searching the corpus 

The Glossa interface was used to create queries for the research. For multilingual corpora, 

such as OMC, bilingual searches can be paralleled to show the interleaved expressions for 

Norwegian and English. The graphical interface makes it easy to compose queries and track 

the sentence, page and chapter with the token ID. The formal language of the applications of 

tag sets is called The Corpus Workbench, shortened CWB. (Johannessen, Nygaard, Priestley, 
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& Nøklestad, 2008) A useful mechanism is also to set an interval between words in the query, 

to allow for words in between the lemmas. In a specified Norwegian search for all instances 

of på under the title Sofies verden – Roman om filosofiens historie a total of 1935 prepositions 

gave 254 tokens for på in the whole novel. In the English selection from Sophie’s World, a 

total 1806 prepositions were found. Illustration 3 shows noun+preposition+noun as one of the 

search phrases that one can create under the Norwegian title Sofies verden. In the OMC, one 

of the token attributes in a search query is a pull-down menu for “Part of speech”. By 

selecting more query boxes, one can get a search string, a CWB that asks for a noun pels ‘fur’, 

a preposition på ‘of’ and a second noun kanin ‘rabbit’. 

 

Illustration 3: Screen shot of token attributes:

 

The sentences with på were first isolated, and compared to the English translated sentences. 

Because the Norwegian version had several instances of på in different phrases within the 

sentence, 229 of the 254 sequences had an English corresponding sentence with a preposition. 

A count of the corpus tokens of på illustrates that 45,2% of the PP’s with på were constituents 

of NP’s, 32,6% were constituents of VP’s and 18,9% constituted the rest, with time 

adverbials, fixed expressions and complements to adjectives. The transliteration of the corpus 
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is however imprecise in terms of tagging adverbs and prepositions, so the distributional 

percentage numbers are only symbolic. Thus, the number of adverbial phrases, idioms and 

prepositional phrases are not evidential without semantic context. I found the patterns in verb 

phrases with på in two steps; the first query was designed for all verb dependent Ps and the 

other for the verbs på most frequently occurred with. For the study of verbs and prepositional 

particle, the verb was specified, but not the preposition, which resulted in both compositional 

V+Prt (vende på ‘turn’) and non-compositional PhrV (stole på ‘trust’), which I provided 

annotation criteria for in the previous section. Illustration 4 is an example with Norwegian 

tenke ‘think’, where I conducted a search in the corpus with “verb” + “preposition” + “noun”. 

 

Illustation 4: Screenshot of VP query: 

  

 

The specific search in Illustration 4 resulted in 15 matches for Norwegian and 22 for English. 

To collect every tense of the verb, e.g. tenke – tenker – tenkte ‘think – thinks – thought’, I 

chose “lemma form” in the search query menu “valg »”. I first search for the 30 Norwegian 

verbs in Sofies verden, as illustrated in Screenshot of VP query. The second, for English in 

Sophie’s World. In the English version, that, if and as were tagged as prepositions, but left out 

from the data set parallel to the Norwegian subjunctions enn and om. 
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4.5 Sorting the data 

The research was done incrementally, focusing first on the data where the PP is a constituent 

of a noun phrase, with Norwegian and English prepositions. The English translator’s choice 

turned på into the following prepositions: ‘on’ 32 tokens, ‘of’ 22, ‘in’ 20, ‘to’ 17, ‘at’ 16, ‘for’ 

10, ‘onto’ 6 and 3 tokens for på is translated to ‘into’. At first, I grouped the corpus examples 

of på together with the premise “in which the preposition depends on a verb, PP attached to 

the VP” or “PP attached to the NP”. The criteria for verb dependent and noun dependent på is 

whether the preposition takes a prepositional argument (NP), e.g. går på skolen ‘go PP[to 

school]’ or functions as a syntactic marker with the verb (VP), e.g. lignet på en kvinne ‘look 

like NP[a woman]’. Sorting verb- or noun dependent Ps is not always straightforward, due to 

such factors as compound words or determiner phrases (DPs) that depend on NPs and are 

connected by an article den ‘the’. As discussed in the previous chapter, the PathP reading of 

på is not included as part of the research for this thesis, only the prepositions with a noun as 

Ground object, were collected for the data set with noun phrases. 

 

A third group emerged from the examples in which neither the description “verb dependent” 

nor “noun dependent” fit. Although på en måte ‘in a way’ is compositional, the expression is 

fixed to such a degree that the frequency of på in NPs would change. Both due to the 

limitations of a master’s thesis and to the points of interest in this particular analysis, the data 

material for verbs and nouns got strict limitations. 12 out of 254 matches found for på under 

the title Sofies verden in the ENPC was the fixed expression på en måte ‘in a way’/ på den 

måten ‘in that way’. The most frequent of the translations into English is “in a sense” (14a). It 

also appears as ‘so’, ‘that’, ‘as a result’ and ‘so as to’, but the most translucent and direct 

translation is in (14b). 

(14)a. JG1N.4.7.s10/JG1TE.4.7.s10        

 Sånn er [på en måte] kroppen vår bygget også 

 such is on a manner body:the our build also 

 “In a sense, our bodies are built up in the same way .” 

b. JG1N.4.6.s1/JG1TE.4.6.s1       

 Parmenides og Heraklit var [på en måte] rake motsetninger 

 Parmenides     and Heraklit was on a manner straight 

concentrate 

opposites 

 “In one way, Parmenides and Heraclitus were the direct opposite of each other.” 

 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=12&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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The adjective dependent PP examples that lack a preposition in English, such as the adjective 

phrase sikker på ‘sure about’ or rett på ‘straight to’, were grouped together as well, under the 

heading “på = English Ø”. Only ‘sure of’ was an adjective+preposition that was congruent in 

two out of 11 sikker på. The third group (in addition to dependent on the noun / dependent on 

the verb) consisted of these types of constructions and other, non-productive phrases and 

idioms. I noticed, stored, and left aside fixed expressions and near idiomatic phrases, while I 

began counting the other occurrences in Excel sheets. Some falsely transliterated nouns in the 

corpus included the determiners and quantifiers mange ‘a lot’ and alt/noe 

‘everything/something’, which were excluded. 

 

I first collected Norwegian på-examples that corresponded to English as ‘to’, ‘of’, ‘at’ and 

‘on’. Later, I teased apart examples where the PP functions as a complement to the noun, e.g. 

svar [på sånne spørsmål] ‘answers on these questions’ from the cases where the PP functions 

as an adverbial, e.g. svar på [sånne spørsmål] ‘answers to those questions’. This choice was 

due to my research on argument structure in deverbal nouns and verbs such as ‘answer’. In the 

sorting process, phrases with adverbs as complements svar på hvorfor ‘answer to why’ were 

sorted out of the analysis material that did not fit V+P+N. Prepositions that do not control a 

nominal object are often refered to as intransitive PPs and include Place adverbials such as 

opp ‘up’, over ‘over’ and inn ‘in’. The remaining 109 instances in the corpus were rephrased. 

The first type of phrase I was looking to analyze was NPs, as the noun internal på’s were 

controlled by other nouns, and thus expressed contributing features to the expression as a 

whole. Whilst in the sheet, a column of prepositions could be cleaned and then counted, using 

this formula in Excel: =COUNTIF(D2:D275; "i"). The instances that were included, but not 

counted, e.g. evnen til å undre oss and svaret på hvorfor had prepositions in square brackets. 

 

The tree structures below illustrated two analyses of different parts of the same sentence, “you 

see a space ship in front of you on the path” vs. “you get an eye Prton a space ship in front of 

you”. The top tree, Illustration 5, på is head of the preposition phrase (PP) which 

complements the direct object stien ‘the path’. Here, the relationship of the PP på and the NP 

stien foran deg ‘on the path in front of you’ is that of PlaceP på locating Ground object. In the 

bottom tree, Illustration 6, får øye på romskip ‘get eye on space ship’ is a particle verb, and a 

fixed expression, where på combines with the verb as a particle that complements ‘spaceship’. 

The particle-verb with på combined with få øye ‘get eye’, becomes a complex V head that can 

take an argument such as ‘space ship’ in Illustration 6. 
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Illustration 5: på is preposition that heads a preposition phrase: 

 

Illustration 6: på is a particle that combines with the verb:  

 

When på is listed as a non-directional preposition, it is usually selected by the verb it depends 

on. Arguments and adjuncts are both part of the constituency, but arguments are obligatory, in 

form of subjects, and sometimes objects, while adjuncts tend to be optional. The core data that 

I am trying to account for is 38 på’s as constituent to nouns and 52 instances of på as adjunct 

(27) and argument (25) to verbs. 

4.5.1 N+P+N 

From the total 279 N+P+N phrases that were collected, 161 cases corresponded either to only 

Norwegian P internal NPs or were translated to syntactically matching NPs in English. I 

started by sorting the data based on the aligned instances with på with regards to the English 

preposition elements, in different types of phrases. Finding the relevant noun phrases involved 
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using the two constituent tests – substitution and permutation. I did qualitative research by 

categorizing the search results and eliminating non-compositional tokens, e.g. rekende på en 

fjøl ‘came out of nowhere’ based on my intuition. In examples where an idiomatic expression 

had no translation into English, such as noen år på baken “some years on our behind” 

(translation: ‘are older and wiser’), the meaning was not counted as evidential for på in VPs 

nor NPs. Exchanging idiomatic expressions or changing the formulation in English is 

common and necessary in fictional literature. I aligned the English N+P+N phrases from the 

ENPC with the original version. Thus the token IDs was a useful indicator of where the 

translator had made creative choices in terms of freedom in natural translation. 68 of the 

English only NPs were translations of compound words in Norwegian or rephrased as another 

structure. I only counted the prepositions within NPs, while the additional context of all 

instances was stored in a Word document. 

 

The two respective corpus texts were systematically examined for NPs in the search result 

“noun” + “preposition” + “noun”, as shown in Illustration 3. Smaller portions of phrases 

allow us to see whether the substance of a noun behaves a certain way within NPs, such as 

body parts and kinship terms (relational), temporal expressions (functional) or AxParts (for 

axial parts), proper names (individual) and ordinary things in the world (sortal nouns). As 

discussed in 4.3, I refer to the type of phrase with AxParts, sortal- and functional nouns as 

partitive and the constructions with inalienable, individual relations, e.g. The father of Sophie 

as possessives, throughout the research. After removing fra ‘from’, med ‘with’, om ‘about’, 

mellom ‘between’, etter ‘after’, over ‘over’, mot ‘towards/against’, omkring ‘around’, for ‘to’ 

and ved ‘by’, the NP internal Ps were left. Table 1 illustrates the congruent translations in 

numbers and percentage, where ‘P=Ø’ represents instances that were rephrased in translation. 

Table 1: 117 Norwegian noun + preposition + noun 

38 på of =11 (30%), to=8 (21%),  for=2(5%), in=2 (5%) non-congruent, P=Ø (39%) 

44 i in=20 (45%), on=1 (2%), of=1 (2%) non-congruent, P=Ø (51%) 

12 til of=5 (41,5%), for=1(8%), to=1(8%) non-congruent, P=Ø (42%) 

23 av of=20 (87%), by=1(4%) non-congruent, P=Ø (9%) 

 

For English, the distribution of the 224 examples was less balanced. This is evident of ‘of’ as 

a default in NPs for English. It is important to mark that although fra and from were frequent 

in the NP material, in 8 out of 9 instances they were exclusive counterparts and could not be 
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exchanged with other variants. Most of the Norwegian NPs were translated into similar 

sequences in English. The noun selection of prepositions gave clear patterns to probe the 

semantics on, first within the Norwegian examples and then in contrast to the English 

translation. My method of determining whether the examples involved a NP dependent på 

was to find and filter unambiguous constituents of P within NPs. I made the lexical semantic 

evaluation based on which prepositions that were interchangeable and translatable with på, in 

order to study patterns in why and when prepositions are productive and meaningful. 

 

A complete parallel comparison between two texts would not be possible because of the 

individual choices in the author and the translator’s interpretation of the story. The ambiguous 

examples evnen til å undre oss ‘the ability to wonder’ is rephrased in the translation as 

‘faculty of wonder’. The reinstated expressions used of for ‘faculty of wonder’, both in this 

construction and in evnen til undring ‘ability of wondering’ (noun til/of deverbal noun). The 

distribution of NP internal P was as follows. 

Table 2: Total count of tokens in the N+P+N data set: 

i = 44 of = 156 

på = 38 in = 29 

av = 23 from = 9 

til = 12 to = 8 

fra = 9 for = 6 

om =8 after = 4 

med = 8 on = 4 

etter = 4 about = 3 

for = 4 at = 2 

over = 3 with = 2 

mellom = 3 by = 1 

ved, omkring,bak, mot, som = 5  

 

The high number 224 for English prepositions in Table 2 reflects that of is often used instead 

of compounds or as genitive s or e in Norwegian (e.g. atomenes bevegelser ‘movement of 

atoms’). Semantically, the P and NP in smaksprøver på ost ‘taste samples of cheese’ form an 

entity to express relation based on their syntactical bond. Instead of interpreting some 

ambiguous examples, which could have a partitive reading, as bound to a PathP til 

‘to/towards’, I sorted porten til sin egen hage ‘gate to her own garden’ into the data set based 
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on the translation “her garden gate”. Out of the 38 collected NPs with på, 4 were fixed 

expressions, but 34 corresponded to the subfunctions in Table 3. NP internal P elements and 

PP complements of nouns were categorized into four semantically independent types of 

phrases, henceforth called “environments”, where på is of central importance. 

 

As defined in chapter 4.3, I described på as constituents to nouns in locative, partitive and 

possessive expressions, and nominalization phrases, e.g. Loc: vinduet på rommet ‘the window 

(in the room)’, Part: kaptein på oljetanker ‘captain of a big oil tanker’, Poss: pelsen på 

kaninen ‘the rabbit’s fur’ and NOMZ: Filosofenes jakt på sannheten ‘The philosopher’s 

search for the truth’. Additionally, the nominal projection often referred to as pseudopartitive 

and quantifiers are phrases that involve two nouns, usually in a descriptional relation where 

the first noun is a measurement, e.g. shoal of fish ‘stim med fisk’. I will consequently refer to 

this entity as a pseudopartitive construction for the sake of this thesis. The preposition på does 

not appear in such constructions, in contrast to av ‘of’ and med ‘with’ in Norwegian. The 

borderline instances were included if the partitive, possessive or locative PlaceP reading was 

reasonable, following the context. To include as many NPs as possible, the translations of 

tanken på livets slutt had the translation ‘the thought of dying’. In this case, the Norwegian P 

was counted, but the English nominalization phrase was ambiguous between the N+P+N 

reading and the N+P+V, and was not a token of NP in English. Some of the sorting process 

took the translated examples into account when deciding which reading to follow. 

4.5.2 V+P+N 

The verbs from the “verb dependent” PP data with på were the object of study for the whole 

substudy of verbs. Because the main study object was på, and particle verbs give rise to clear 

contrasts in interchangeability, the verb-particle constructions constituted most of the VP data 

material in English and Norwegian. I filtered both stole på ‘trust’ and sette pris på 

Table 3: Environments with på 

SUBFUNCTIONS OF på in NPs Number of tokens Total: 34 

LOCATIVE 8: 6 surface Ground ‘field’, 2 container Ground ‘room’ 

PARTITIVE 4: 2 AxParts ‘side’ and 2 sortal nouns ‘example’ 

POSSESSIVE 7: body part Figure ‘eyes’, relational Ground ‘Thor’ 

NOMINALIZATION 15: 4 svar, 3 løsning, 3 forklaring, 2 tro, tanke, jakt,syn 
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‘appreciate’ from the list due to non-compositionality; the particles have incorporated fully 

into the verbal meaning. The Norwegian verbs that matched the search V (lemma) plus 

preposition in ENCP were: Begynne, se, komme, lure, tenke, vende, løfte, gå, vokse, stirre, 

håpe, samle, følge, svare, være, peke, vri, reagere, sverge, fundere, sette, passe, ta, vente, kle, 

ligne, bygge, løse, leve and tro. A token sentence with one of these would be Hun passet på å 

være litt ekstra hyggelig mot Jorun ‘She took care to be extra nice to Joanna’. Based on 

translations in the corpus and my non-native English understanding, I gave the verbs the 

following counterparts: ‘begin’, ‘see/look’, ‘come’, ‘wonder’, ‘think’, ‘turn’, ‘lift’, ‘go’, 

‘grow’, ‘stare’, ‘hope’, ‘gather’, ‘follow’, ‘answer’, ‘be’, ‘point’, ‘twist’, ‘react’, ‘care’, ‘take’, 

‘live’ and ‘believe’.  

 

I qualitatively tested the 30 verbs for phrasal use in each language, by filtering out some 

words that were errouneosly tagged as prepositions in the corpus. The first part of the VP 

substudy was of the role på has as a prepositional particle, where patterns in English and 

Norwegian particle verbs are compared. The notion of a preposition with NP constituent was 

easier to determine for Norwegian, and the distribution of particles to prepositions showed 

that like, e.g. ‘be like’ and ‘look like’ was the only frequent verb-particle for English. From 

the 30 verbs, ‘look up’ (something in a dictionary) and ‘turn on’ (a machine) were potential 

particle verbs. I eliminated the directional adverbs gjennom ‘through’, foran ‘in front of’, mot 

‘towards or against’, fram ‘forward’, inn ‘inside’ and hjem ‘home’ (with nominal 

characteristics) the Norwegian data set, while I counted ut ‘out’ and opp ‘up’ as particle in a 

number of V+Prts, e.g. kles opp som brud ‘dressed up as a bride’ and kle ut Tor som brud 

‘dress up Thor as a bride’. This choice was based on the focus on particles as grammatical 

functions, not lexical prepositions. The destinction between lexical and functional is between 

whether på appears as free standing with semantic contenct, as in Sofie ser på konvolutten 

‘Sophie looks onto the envelope’ or whether it depends on a noun or a verb, as in Sofie samler 

på steiner ‘Sophie collects rocks’. In the transliteration of the text into grammatical labels, på 

was tagged only as a preposition, not as adverbial or particle, although it is both lexical and 

functional. I am going to account for a subset of the patterns that I present in the analysis. 

Mainly, I make generalizations about på as an allround relator for noun phrases and observe 

that på’s behavior in verb phrases affect the time aspect and goal of the verb’s reading. 
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5 Empirical analysis 

The analysis is comprised of two substudies where I make empirical generalizations. The 

approach was to test my hypotheses using parallel corpus data from Norwegian to English. 

One part of the research was comparing Norwegian and English noun phrases and 

systematically replacing the prepositions to see in which environments they were 

interchangeable in the two languages. This was done outside the corpus interface- using 

collected material I sorted manually by syntactic and semantic features, as described in the 

previous chapter. I explored the interchangeability of Norwegian P elements and whether på 

covered a larger variation of use than the primary spatial senses ‘of’, ‘to’, ‘in’ and ‘on’. I did 

this by looking at the semantic properties inherent in the complements and the entities that 

refer to them in NPs and VPs. In 5.1, I compare the prepositions av, i and til with på in order 

to see in which contexts they are interchangeable, and how all four share lexical semantic 

features with the English preposition of in certain constructions. I first analyzed the patterns of 

where of-phrases and på-phrases correspond, and second how the prepositions differ in line 

with the three hypotheses. 

 

As explained in the previous section, my definition of the term “elsewhere case” is as a 

preposition it is natural to resort to. Both English and Norwegian use prepositions with nouns 

and as particles to verbs. If på is interchangeable with Ps in both NPs and VPs and the 

conveyed meaning in the original expressions from the Norwegian corpus correspond, there is 

reason to believe that på functions as the broadest and most polysemous preposition. The 

noun phrase examples exhibit på in four subfunctions, where the three other Norwegian 

prepositions are more fixed to their environment. The semantic difference in the non-

interchangeable prepositions exposed the lexical semantic components that separate av, i, til 

from på. In 5.2, I discuss particle verb data and the behavior of på as a prepositional argument 

to verbs. First, transitivity plays a part in the semantics of VPs. A preposition may alter the 

valency of an intransitive verb, i.e. one that may leave out the argument, such as with jeg 

kommer ‘I’m coming’. In Norwegian, the verb particles av, til and på affect the reading to 

mean komme til ‘accidentally going to’, komme av ‘arise’ or komme på ‘realize’. I study 

internal structure of the PPs and investigated for shades of meaning. Most importantly, I 

explore how the shades of meaning in P elements compare across the two languages. The 

translated forms provide an insight into the polysemy within the word class of prepositions. 
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My analysis is summarized in Tables 4-19 and in example sentences from the corpus. 

Understanding the prepositions in focus, it is relevant to look at which constructions they 

appear in, and their effect on interpretation. It is important to note whether the complements 

are physical objects, denoting space or time entities, because meanings such as locative or 

possessive comes from the structural relations. Some of the semantic acceptability of the 

replaced prepositions in N+P+N were questionable, and marked with # to signal that the 

meaning changed with the preposition. I employed the distinction between Figure and Ground 

instead of semantic roles on how they relate to prepositions, e.g. pelsen ‘the fur’ (Figure) på 

kaninen ‘on the rabbit’ (Ground). The remaining translated prepositions were labeled ‘Ø’ as 

not translated with a preposition, and behind the examples that had duplicates in data, the 

number of occurrences stand in parentheses. Tables 4 to 7 in the following sections, contain 

på in the different environments, and the N+P+N column stands for congruence between 

languages. 

Table 4: på in NOMINAL PARTITIVES 

Norwegian original  English translation  Figure 

both 

N+P+N Eng.P TIDs 

kaptein på en stor 

oljetanker 

the captain of a big oil 

tanker 

Sortal N in both of JG1N.1.s23 

JG1TE.1.s22 

(forsiden og) baksiden 

på en mynt 

two sides of a coin AxPart in both of JG1N.1.s112 

JG1TE.1.s105 

et eksempel på denne 

mytekritikken 

one exponent of this 

view 

Sortal N in both of JG1N.3.1.s123 

JG1TE.3.1.s115 

høyden på en 

pyramide 

the height of a pyramid AxPart in both of JG1N.4.3.s3 

JG1TE.4.3.s2 

Table 5: på in POSSESSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 

Norwegian original  English translation  N+P+N Eng.P TIDs 

pelsen på kaninen (x3) rabbit's fur only Nor (‘s) JG1N.2.1.s70 

JG1TE.2.1.s68 

pelsen på en hvit kanin fur of a white rabbit in both of JG1N.3.1.s22 

JG1TE.3.1.s21 

fanget på bruden the bride’s lap only Nor (‘s) JG1N.3.1.s90 

JG1TE.3.1.s83 

snabelen på en elefant part of an elephant's 

trunk 

only Nor (‘s) JG1N.5.1.s37 

JG1TE.5.1.s39 
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Table 6: på in LOCATIVE PHRASES 

Norwegian original  English translation  N+P+N Eng.P TIDs 

(et helt annet) sted på 

kloden 

(a completely different place) 

 

only Nor Ø JG1N.1.s194 

JG1TE.1.s187 

telefonkatalogen på 

gangen 

the telephone book only Nor Ø JG1N.1.s209 

JG1TE.1.s200 

liv på andre planeter life on other planets in both on JG1N.2.2.s34 

JG1TE.2.2.s35 

vekstene på marken 

(x2) 

plants of the field in both of JG1N.3.1.s22 

JG1TE.3.1.s21 

liljene på marken lilies of the field in both of JG1N.3.1.s137 

JG1TE.3.1.s138 

vinduet på rommet the window only Nor Ø JG1N.5.s12 

JG1TE.5.s13 

gresset på marken the grass only Nor Ø JG1N.3.1.s66 

JG1TE.3.1.s64 

 

Table 7: på in NOMINALIZATION PHRASES 

Norwegian original  English translation V counterpart Eng.P TIDs 

tanke på livets slutt the thought of dying tenke ‘think’ [of] JG1N.1.s110 

JG1TE.1.s103 

syn på livet view of life se ‘view’ of JG1N.2.1.s42 

JG1TE.2.1.s41 

løsningen på hele 

problemet (x4) 

solution to the whole 

problem 

løse ‘solve’ to JG1N.1.s170 

JG1TE.1.s163 

svar på sånne spørsmål 

(x3) 

answers to these 

questions 

svare ‘answer’ to JG1N.2..s8 

JG1TE.2.s8 

menneskenes svar på 

tørke 

people's response to 

drought 

svare ‘respond’ to JG1N.3.1.s107 

JG1TE.3.1.s100 

forklaringer på de 

filosofiske spørsmålene 

 

explanations of 

philosophical questions 

 

forklare 

‘explain’ 

of JG1N.3.1.s7 

JG1TE.3.1.s7 

halen på en dinosaur the tail of a dinosaur in both of JG1N.5.1.s38 

JG1TE.5.1.s40 
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(Filosofenes) jakt på 

sannheten 

(Philosopher's) search 

for the truth 

jakte ‘search’ for JG1N.2.1.s43 

JG1TE.2.1.s42 

forklaringer på 

naturprosessene (x2) 

explanations for natural 

processes 

forklare 

‘explain’ 

for JG1N.3.1.s134 

JG1TE.3.1.s125 

troen på menneskets 

fornuft (x2) 

faith in human reason tro ‘have faith’ in JG1N.4.4.s22 

JG1TE.4.4.s23 

5.1 Noun Phrases 

This substudy is based on the investigation of corresponding noun phrases in English and 

Norwegian. The object of study is phrases in which the same pattern of a NP-s internal P is 

used in both languages, such as kranser av påskeliljer ‘clusters of daffodils’ and formene i 

naturen ‘forms in nature’. I later examined the head noun with a preposition for 

interchangeability between which Norwegian prepositions it could potentially have as a 

constituent. The contribution of the N+P+N part of analysis in chapter 3.2 was that if til/i/av 

could not be replaced by på but demand specific environmental input from their surroundings, 

it supports the hypothesis of på as an “elsewhere case”. Given that English of has often been 

taken to be the unmarked case in noun phrases, the English preposition is the backdrop for the 

first part of the study. While Marantz’ term default case implies semantic “emptiness” in ‘of’, 

I believe the broad and flexible meaning is the most important aspect of the elsewhere case in 

på. This substudy addresses the issue of whether på can be interpreted as an underlying 

genitive case, such as av and ‘of’, whether the high frequency of i and ‘in’ means that they are 

more productive prepositions, and whether på and til ‘to’ have a common possessive 

denominator. The constituents analyzed in the noun phrase substudy act as single units in a 

sentence structure, as a set of individual things, where the arguments are either relational, 

functional, sortal or individual, in four classified subfunctions as seen in Tables 4-7. 

 

Some noun phrase internal instances with på indicate that it fulfills a role similar to lexical 

case marking, comparable to of in certain constructions. Instead of a division between 

conceptual semantic meaning and morphology, Svenonius (2012) suggests a precise relation 

between the two, mediated by syntactic structure. I categorized lexical semantic components 

that I believe determine the distribution of prepositions in English and Norwegian, by how 

they are expressed in relation to their arguments. In the corpus data, the frequency strongly 

indicates ‘of’ as default, with few other contenders. Out of the 161 translated NPs with noun 
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of noun, the original version was av 19 times, på 11 times, 5 til and 1 i. Because the premise 

was set for grammatical interchangeability, the results of swapped prepositions gave higher 

numbers than if semantics were taken into account at this stage. Because of the limited 

structure of a NP, the four prepositions in Table 8 were stripped of lexical ambiguity between 

the directional or locative reading that follows with the VP. The table illustrates that på has 

the highest number of English counterparts. 

Table 8: Total number of preposition instances in N+P+N 

Norwegian 

preposition 

Instances in total Interchangeable 

prepositions 

Equivalents in translation 

på 38 9: av, 6: i, 10: til of: 11, to: 8, for: 2, in: 2, on:1 

av 23  of: 19, by: 1, Ø: 1 

til 12 of: 5, to: 2, for: 1, [‘s]: 3, Ø: 2 

i 44  in: 20, of: 1, on: 1, Ø: 23 

    

By changing the preposition in pelsen på en hvit kanin ‘the fur of a white rabbit’ to av ‘of’, it 

is interpreted by some of the Norwegian speakers that ‘the fur’ is a substance removed from 

the ‘rabbit’. For ‘fur’ and ‘cell’ their relation to of and av/på is evidential of the partitive 

construction, and the two words bear different connotations and cultural associations than the 

AxParts defined in 3.3.2. The ‘height’ is a functional measure of its possessor. Although the 

kaptein ‘captain’ may be placed on the surface of an oil tanker, the NP kaptein på oljetanker 

‘captain on oil tanker’ reflects that he is much more than a located entity with a PlaceP på. 

This was a pattern that was systematic throughout the study of på to NP complements. The 

relation between the Figure and Ground is similar in both interpretations, but convention and 

individual variation exists between language users where “captain of” would reflect a part-

whole relationship in the military, while “captain on” always refers to a ship or a boat. 

 

As an introduction to the terms, Talmy (2000) refers to Figure and Ground as a “pair of 

concepts that can be two objects relating to each other in space in an event of motion or 

location – and represented by nominals in a single clause.” (Talmy, 2000, p. 311) The 

reference frame created by the Ground object implies an ability to be in the world, in a 

country or a neighborhood, while Figure is positioned relative to the direct object, with a 

degree of liberty as to what type of relation it has to the Ground element. The syntactic 

complement of prepositions has a strong correlation to the Ground, i.e. for every example in 

5.1, the second noun is perceived as Ground. The order of preposition phrases is P + NP, and 
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the dataset is designed to include both articles and adjectives preceding the prepositional 

complement within the NPs. Figure-Ground labels can also be applied to metaphorical 

extensions of spatial P. Among the nominalization phrases (NOMZ), there are some 

examples, e.g. løsningen på problemet ‘solution to the problem’ that fits the annotation 

guidelines of nominal partitives because the connection between the two form a partial 

relation. Only relational nouns, i.e. body parts or kinship terms in object position, constitutes 

possessive constructions with på. Thus both the nominalized synet av pappa ‘the sight of 

Dad’ and AxPart baksiden på en mynt, ‘side of a coin’ require Ground  arguments that are 

visible and have geometric specifications, e.g. ‘Dad’ and ‘coin’ are sortal things in the world, 

not syntactically relational to ‘side’ or ‘sight’. The reason behind their dependency is, 

however, based on two different things: s-selection from the noun, and argument selection 

from the verb. The claim I made in H1 presumes a sociable feature that på can accompany 

different components. For this substudy, there is a strict division between a partitive and a 

possessive phrase due to the preposition til’s connection to relational and functional nouns in 

possession. I advocate in this chapter that på’s capability to attach different parts, e.g. AxParts 

as a case marker and as a på-possessor in body part relations, is a productive feature. 

5.1.1 Av vs. på 

I did a comparative study of the lexical semantics of the Norwegian prepositions in NPs 

where they correspond to ‘of’. In the N+P+N data where ‘of’ is the translation of av and på,  

11 instances were interchangeable to a certain degree. Out of the N+P+N-phrases, the phrases 

with på directly translated into of occurred 11 times, and from av 19 times. In 3 of the of-

phrases, it did not make semantic difference to replace the Norwegian prepositions. In this 

section, I present some of the examples with interchangeable prepositions in minimal pairs in 

order to illustrate the change in meaning. First, I present the cases of different environments 

they appear in before I demonstrate the reason for optionality between the Norwegian 

prepositions. I will claim that where English has ‘of’ in split genitive, Norwegian av and på 

are optional in partitives but not in pseudopartitives, and in constructions with deverbal nouns 

under certain conditions. Together, på and av constituted most of the examples where the 

English translation was ‘of’. The three prepositions are similar on the surface, but with slight 

restrictions on the Figure and Ground. Case ordering is seen as whenever a certain feature of 

the preposition is transferred to a complement, e.g. the pronoun from a syntactic core. (Åfarli 

& Eide, 2003, p. 104) A case feature that is transmitted from a preposition to its DP 
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complement, e.g. ‘side of the coin’ is one example of such transfer. In a similar fashion as the 

English expression “in front of”, foran på consists of a preposition på, a relational noun as 

extension and a K (case marker) ‘of’’. Following Svenonius (2006), av and på works as KP to 

AxParts in such expressions. I will argue that in addition to being nominal, also ende, hjørne, 

side/bakside and part works as AxParts. Hence, it is acceptable to exchange the preposition 

for på because ‘the suburb’ is Figure to AxPart in (15). One of the first lines of the novel and 

text corpus involves the NP enden av ‘end of’ in, where the # in (15b) marks the example with 

på as not completely interchangeable. 

(15)a. JG1N.1.s8/JG1TE.1.s8   

 Sofie bodde i enden av en vidstrakt villabebyggelse 

 Sophie lived in end:the of an extensive suburb 

 “Sophie lived on the outskirts of a sprawling suburb”  
*
“on the outskirts on a sprawling suburb” 

b. #i enden på en vidstrakt villabebyggelse 

 in end:the on  an extensive suburb 
  

The first environment where på and av are near interchangeable is this partitive construction. 

(15b) illustrates that the AxParts enden på ‘end of’ where på restricts the axial to more or less 

one point rather than an area. The nominal elements interact with grammatical functions på 

and ‘of’ as coindexed with Ground. In English, end has the same polysemy of measurement in 

space and time as in Norwegian. 

A table can be said to have an end just in case it can be seen as having a long axis 

(e.g. it is rectangular or oval but not square or circular); the end is then just the 

boundary of the long axis elaborated by the short axis. However, in the expected 

cross-categorial fashion, we can speak of the end of a week (a point bounding a 1-

dimensional period of time) and the end of a talk (a zero-dimensional State bounding 

an Event that extends over time). (Jackendoff, 1989, p. 89) 

In enden på villabebyggelsen ‘the end on the suburb’, gives a reading that enden på is the 

point on the horizon (or a symbolic end in time) rather than a limited field in which someone 

is resident. The locative Ground restricts the reading to a less geometrical interpretation than 

if it was veien ‘road’. AxParts can be identified as typical features on the basis of 

conventional properties of the Ground. For example, the side of a coin depicts an axis of a 

generic metal object with front, back and side. In context, the interpretation depends on the 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1530030278_30462&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
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relative frame of reference to the observer. “The AxPart has nominal characteristics, such as 

occurring with a noun class marker, but when it has its projective, spatial meaning, it cannot 

occur with the full range of nominal modifiers, such as quantifiers and adjectives.” 

(Svenonius, 2006, p. 56) For the corpus examples ene siden av mynten ‘one side of the coin’ 

and baksiden på mynten, the example with på is sorted as partitive, both because of the 

missing translation of the AxPart ‘two sides of a coin’ and because baksiden has an inherent 

and inalienable relation to a possessee. 

Partitive 

In Table 9 below, the interchangeability between the Norwegian prepositions shows two 

things: the choice of prepositions depends on the Ground’s ability to take a Figure or an 

AxPart as its relational noun, and på may more often replace av than the other way around. 

For example, the direct object (Ground) ‘coin’ uses av to describe the AxPart ‘side’ (Figure) 

as “heads or tails”, a larger surface of the metallic piece. This is shown in 6 instances where 

på is marked as deviant (#), but not completely ungrammatical (*) as alternative (Alt.P). Only 

3 of the phrases have completely interchangeable PPs: the temporal expression tiden av/på 

året and the 2 constructions with the AxPart ‘side’. In the cases where of is translated to på or 

av, 6 instances of av were in nominal partitive constructions and 3 with på. 

Table 9: NOMINAL PARTITIVES with av/på and of 

Norwegian original Alt.P English translation   Figure/AxPart Token ids 

Nor/Eng tiden av året på time of year tid ‘time' JG1N.1.s17 

JG1TE.1.s17 

ene siden av mynten på one side of the coin side ‘side' JG1N.1.s113 

JG1TE.1.s106 

(forsiden og) baksiden på 

en mynt 

av two sides of a coin baksiden ‘back 

side’ 

JG1N.1.s112 

JG1TE.1.s105 

enden av en vidstrakt 

villabebyggelse 

#på the outskirts of a 

sprawling suburb 

ende ‘end’  

 

JG1N.1.s8/ 

JG1TE.1.s8 

hjørnet av hagen #på corner of the garden 

 

hjørne ‘corner’ JG1N.1.s140 

JG1TE.1.s132 

delen av verden #på this part of the world del ‘part’ JG1N.3.1.s28/ 

JG1TE.3.1.s26 

deler av verden #på parts of the world del ‘part’ JG1N.3.1.s110 
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The 8 partitive av-phrases allow for på in 5 cases and 3 cases under doubt. There is no 

distinction between the nominal partitives with nouns or AxPart as features of the head, nor 

between those with a physical or abstract Figure as the extension. The pattern between the 

interchangeable NPs is that the Ground elements restrict the Figure. “So side adds axial 

structure, i.e. the ground must have “sides” for the figure to be ‘inside’ it and this in turn 

implies that there is an AxPart projection. Even though inside is a listed collocation just like 

in between, it is essentially compositional.” (Svenonius, 2012, p. 11) This is the case for delen 

på and hjørnet på ‘part/corner of’ (15-17) in which AxPart restricts the spatial relation to a 

more concrete reading. 

(16)a. JG1N.3.1.s28/JG1TE.3.1.s26   b. (constructed)  

 Denne [delen av verden] kalte de Midgard #Denne [delen på verden]  

 This part:the of world:the called they Midgard This part:the on world:the 

 “They called this part of the world Midgard” 

(17)a.  JG1N.1.s140/JG1TE.3.1.s26 b. (constructed) 

 Nede i det ene [hjørnet  av hagen]  det 

ene 

[hjørnet på hagen] 

 Down in the one corner:the of garden:the  the one corner:th

e 

on garden:the 

 “Down in a corner on the garden”      

JG1TE.3.1.s103 

delen av hologrammet #på the part of the 

hologram 

del ‘part’ JG1N.4.7.s8 

JG1TE.4.7.s8 

(hver eneste) celle av 

kroppen 

#på (Every) cell of the 

human body 

celle ‘cell’ JG1N.4.7.s13 

JG1TE.4.7.s12 

kaptein på en stor 

oljetanker 

#av the captain of a big oil 

tanker 

kaptein ‘captain’ JG1N.1.s23 

JG1TE.1.s22 

høyden på en pyramide #av the height of a 

pyramid 

høyde ‘height’ JG1N.4.3.s3 

JG1TE.4.3.s2 

vekstene på marken (x2) *av the plants of the field,  

fruit of the earth 

vekst ‘plant’,  

vekst ‘fruit’ 

JG1N.3.1.s22 

JG1TE.3.1.s21 

liljene på marken *av lilies of the field liljer ‘lilies’ JG1N.3.1.s137 

JG1TE.3.1.s138 

et eksempel på denne 

mytekritikken 

*av one exponent of this 

view 

eksempel 

‘example’ 

JG1N.3.1.s123 

JG1TE.3.1.s115 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1530030278_30462&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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For (16), the construed example is not as easily interchangeable because verden
6
 ‘the world’ 

as a whole is not breakable into parts. For the construction (16b), both delen på bilen ‘part on 

the car’ or delen på huset ‘part on the house’ would work better. It seems that av and på are 

interchangeable in part-whole relations with AxParts, but not in instances where på also 

conveys a locative PlaceP reading. With mynten ‘the coin’, used in nominal partitives with på 

and av, the areas are two dimensional, with an edge and a larger surface. The reading of (17b) 

is grammatically and semantically acceptable. It is isolated from any context and has a shade 

of meaning different from the original, that is of a corner-angle rather than an area. This is 

symptomatic for all instances where på can replace av; the Ground has a reading as more 

accurate. Even within the context provided the corpus: Nede i det ene hjørnet av hagen, bak 

alle bringebærbuskene, stod et tett kratt som det verken vokste blomster eller bær på. ‘Down 

in a corner of the garden behind all the raspberry bushes was a dense thicket where neither 

flowers nor berries would grow’, the reader would likely picture a bush, or even a part of a 

hedge located at the very tip/border of the property, with på as a complement to ‘the garden’. 

If Ground in (17b) was of a more geometrical shape, such as bok ‘book’ or duk ‘tablecloth’, 

på would be the preferred choice in hjørnet på boka ‘the corner of the book’ due to accuracy. 

Pseudopartitive 

In this section, the terms nominal partitive and pseudopartitive genitive constructions need 

further explanation than in 4.5. What I refer to as a genitive substitution, with only the 

theoretical commitment to the term’s case association, comprises one part of the 

interchangeability data of på. The unmarked GEN case, that Marantz (1991) proposes for of 

was briefly mentioned in 3.3.3. Norwegian has optionality in the choice of preposition where 

‘the end of’ is acceptable, but not ‘*the end on’ in English. “There is evidence for a category 

which I call K for case, manifested by a genitive marker in many languages (as with English 

of in out of the box, outside of the house, east of Russia)” (Svenonius, 2008, p.4) The noun 

phrases with av and på are ‘possessions’ with sortal and individual nouns in some of the 

partitive constructions, e.g. høyden på en pyramide ‘height of a pyramid’. Most of the 

examples where ‘of’ occurs as a preposition are in translations from compound words with a 

genitive s or e in Norwegian: fruktbarhetsgudinnen ‘goddess of fertility’ årstidsmyte ‘myths 

of the seasons’. In Table 10, the meaning of the quantitative nouns cannot be an argument of 

på unless they are interpreted as partial, a Figure meaning that på can map onto Ground. 

                                                 
6
 One AxPart that was left out of the data because it was not a N+P+N example in English is del av verden, 

translated to ‘part of it’, where av and på would be more translatable without the definiteness of Ground. 
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Table 10: PSEUDOPARTITIVES with av and of 

Norwegian original  Alt.P English translation  Quantitative N Token id 

Nor/Eng bilde av verden på picture of the world bilde ‘image’ JG1N.4.4.s20 

JG1TE.4.4.s21 

bilde av en sydlig 

strand 

#på postcard of a tropical beach bilde ‘picture’ JG1N.1.s190 

JG1TE.1.s183 

synet av pappa #på sight of Dad syn ‘sight’ JG1N.2.2.s58 

JG1TE.2.2.s59 

resten av adressen #på the rest of the address rest ‘rest’ JG1N.1.s198 

JG1TE.1.s190 

kranser av påskeliljer *på clusters of daffodils krans ‘wreath’ JG1N.1.s15 

JG1TE.1.s15 

restene av snø *på traces of snow rest ‘rest’ JG1N.1.s18 

JG1TE.1.s15 

samling av 

forskjellige dyr 

*på collection of animals samling 

‘collection’ 

JG1N.1.s43 

JG1TE.1.s39 

snev av bitterhet *på touch of bitterness snev ‘touch’ JG1N.2.s21 

JG1TE.2.s20 

 (en vill) flora av 

mytiske forklaringer 

*på (a wild) profusion of 

mythological explanations 

flora 

‘profusion’ 

JG1N.3.1.s7 

JG1TE.3.1.s7 

bilde av hele bilen *på picture of the whole car bilde ‘picture’ JG1N.4.7.s8 

JG1TE.4.7.s8 

 

All the examples of pseudopartitive constructions have av and ‘of’ as preposition and 

quantifying marker. In contrast to samling ‘collection’ in Table 10, av is chosen as a relation 

between the meanings of the quantifying nominal ‘animals’ and the preposition. A partitive 

construction, as specified in the annotation guidelines in 4.3 is not to be confused with the 

visually similar kranser av påskeliljer ‘clusters of daffodils’ and samling av forskjellige dyr 

‘collection of animals’, pseudopartitives. In the latter type of construction, the preposition av 

works as a quantitative and links the portioned determiner to its quantitative object. The 

whole difference is that pseudopartitives, also called quantitatives and COMP, consist of 

something in N2. I will describe pseudopartitives following Kinn (2001): “Crucially, the 

phrases involve two nouns. The second noun is usually a plural noun (geese) or a mass noun 

(gold) and describes a substance: a number of objects of the same kind (geese) or a more or 

less homogeneous mass of some kind (gold).” (Kinn, 2001, p. 1) In (18b) and the constructed 
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examples in (18b) the Ground must be modified to illustrate the choice of prepositions 

accordingly. 

(18)a. JG1N.1.s190/ JG1TE.1.s183  b. (constructed)  

 et prospektkort med [bilde av en sydlig strand

] 

#bilde på en sydlig strand 

 a post card with picture of a southern beach image on a tropical beach 

 “There was also a postcard of a tropical beach .” 

(19)a.  JG1N.4.4.s20/JG1TE.4.4.s21 b. (constructed) 

 sansene gir oss et galt [bilde av verden] bilde på verden 

 senses:the gives us a wrong picture  of world:the image of world:the 

 “He believed that our senses give us an incorrect picture of the world”   

 

Grammatically, the examples in (19) are only near interchangeable, but the semantics change, 

while in (18), the grammar is acceptable in both examples. The b-example in (19) is more 

deviant because ‘the world’ as a whole is difficult to photograph and the noun bilde ‘picture’ 

is ambiguous between a representational noun with strand ‘beach’ as a part of its semantic 

structure, and a sortal noun in a partitive construction. Also, if bilde ‘picture’ was located at a 

beach, (18a) would have PP with på. In Swedish, to take a bild
7
 på ‘picture on’ (photograph) 

someone is the ordinary expression. What makes these expressions different from the nominal 

partitive environment is that they are not breakable into smaller units; they are 

pseudopartitive. 

 

Kinn (2001) writes about this construction as semantically motivated, but not fully 

predictable. “The fact that the same preposition is used in both partitives and pseudopartitives 

motivated the assumption that pseudopartitives are derived from partitives, a derivation that in 

some cases was assumed to involve the deletion of of (such as three cats from *three of 

cats).” (Kinn, 2001, p. 7) N1 can be described as the whole by N2. The type of 

pseudopartitives I am interested in, are the NP’s with prepositional marking. For Norwegian, 

the two different prepositional pseudopartitives are med ‘with’ and av ‘of’, but skål med 

kattemat ‘bowl of cat food’ is the only occurrence of pseudopartitives with med from the noun 

phrase data I collected. The example resten av adressen ‘the rest of the address’, but not 

restene av snø ‘traces of snow’ (or resten av jotunætten ‘the giants and all their kin’), was 

interchangeable with på. The pattern is that the noun rest has the ability to act as AxPart when 

                                                 
7
 On a side note, both in Swedish and Danish, the word for ‘postcard’ is synonymous with (physical) picture. 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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the Ground is projected as something easily disjointed, i.e. countable ‘rests of books’ rather 

than the mass noun ‘snow’. Another observation of the interchangeability in av and på is that 

Ground is more limited in space, from an area to a point. One major outcome of this 

discussion is that på seems to have a more punctual quality while av has a more areal quality 

that I believe comes from [± contact]. 

 

The remaining examples with på and av in NPs are all related to the process of nominalization 

and the argument structure of the deverbal nouns. The two prepositional prepositions alternate 

in that both may be used as a grammatical marker in Norwegian, both with the derived subject 

and the derived object in deverbal nominalizations, while in English they may not. Both 

forklaring på spørsmålet ‘explanation to the question’ and forklaring av spørsmålet 

‘explanation of the question’ are perfectly good NPs that convey shades of different 

meanings, an analysis that is in line with for the interchangeability between av/på. Table 11 

marks the slight difference of pseudopartitives and deverbal nouns. 

Table 11: NOMINALIZATION PHRASES with på and of 

Norwegian original  Alt. 

P 

English translation  Deverbal N 

V counterpart 

Token id 

Nor/Eng tanke på livets slutt *av the thought of dying tanke ‘thought’ JG1N.1.s110 

JG1TE.1.s103 

syn på livet *av view of life syn ‘view’ JG1N.1.s18 

JG1TE.1.s15 

forklaringer på de 

filosofiske spørsmålene 

av explanations of 

philosophical questions 

forklaring 

‘explanation’ 

JG1N.3.1.s7/ 

JG1TE.3.1.s7 

 

One interesting finding in this data set, in comparison with deverbal noun data, is the noun 

syn as a constituent of av and på in different constructions. Out of the 33 nominalization 

phrases, I only found one instance of deverbal noun + av, while på stood as verbal particle to 

15 of them. Nouns can code participants as arguments, using grammatical coding av ‘of’, e.g. 

Det var en dårlig forklaring av problemet ‘It was a poor explanation of the problem’, or as 

non-arguments, using a lexical preposition, e.g. Hun hadde forklaringen på problemet ‘She 

knew the solution to the problem’. These differ in the preposition choice in that på marks the 

partial quality of something belonging to the question, while av expresses the act of 

explaining, the verb processes. For av, the lack of contact gives rise to the specialized reading 

that presumably originates from the meaning as the directional adverb ‘off’. Only deverbal 
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nouns with –ing suffix allowed av as a nominal particle, resulting in a verb phrase 

construction, i.e. løsningen av problemet ‘solving of the problem’. I return to the topic of 

nominalization in 5.2.2. To summarize, nearly all of the 23 av-NPs corresponded to of (20) 

and 16 were interchangeable with på. For på, only 9 of 38 could be exchanged with av in the 

N+P+N data set, where 11 translated phrases had of as preposition. All of the 8 nominal 

partitives with av could be replaced with på to a certain degree, while only 3 of the 7 original 

på-partitives were interchangeable. For the 10 pseudopartitives, av was somewhat 

interchangeable with på in 4 instances. The pattern in the non-interchangeable phrases with 

på is that whenever a locative reading is possible, the nominal partitive with av will not be 

realized. In the corpus, the AxParts bakside ‘backside’ and side ‘side’ both reference the 

heads and tails of a coin as the subject Figure. Hence, they are completely interchangeable in 

this context. While isolated, I claim that siden på expresses the grooves on the side, resulting 

in a more specific geometrical expression and siden av conveys the less limited surface. There 

is a lexical component to the choice of prepositions in these phrases; I suggest that [± contact] 

is what differentiates av and på. 

5.1.2 I vs. på 

In English, of works as a default in the NPs whereas the most frequent preposition in the 

Norwegian data is i ‘in’. The distribution of i and på in translation shows that på has more 

English counterparts than i, both in noun phrases and verb phrases. The point of interest is to 

explain the patterns of what the meaning of på covers and what functions it has in expressions 

where i also may occur. The common core of the two spatial locatives, namely i and på, and 

what separates them is interesting. The function and meaning of the grammatical words are to 

describe the location of reference for which the verb or noun takes place. Throughout this 

thesis, I use the term PlaceP to refer to locatives, after Svenonius (2008). The examples of 

containment and surface location were mentioned in 2.2.1. When Ground can control the 

Figure, i.e. when there is a reason why a subject ‘colony’ is located inside an object ‘country’, 

i ‘in’ is most often used in spatial readings. This holds for the interchangeability between i 

and på in N+P+N, as well. “Since on implies contact, and is therefore incompatible with 

measurement of distance, on cannot have a contextually specified locative meaning without 

an overt Ground.” (Svenonius, 2008, p. 29) Even though the limited N+P+N search på 

translated to English ‘in’, 44 instances of i in NP data, 25 of them were grammatically 

interchangeable with på. 
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The relevance of the internal structure may be the aspect of the contact relation between the 

two entities involved. Because of the lexical feature [+contact] that I proposed earlier, på is 

exchangeable in locative expressions where i conveys a container- or a surface relation 

between Figure and Ground. The specific container meaning in the other 18 noun phrases 

needed PlaceP i to convey the precise locative use of the argument. This indicates that the 

basic meaning of på is [+enclosure]. Silva (1995) claims that the choice between the two 

verbs ‘support’ and ‘contain’ involves the same judgements as the choice between the 

prepositions ‘in’ and ‘on’. Things that are vertically and horizontally connected to the object 

are covered by ‘on’ and på. “The verb contain can be used if an object determines the position 

of another object by virtue of being a concavity. Its appropriateness depends on the shape of 

the referent of the subject of the verb, that is, it depends of internal properties.” (Silva, 1995, 

p. 154) The psychological projections of a surface, activity, time period etc., and how they 

may affect the expressions, is more interesting than the socio-cultural conventions that are 

often behind spatial expressions. 

 

The difference between nominal partitives and locatives can sometimes be difficult to decide. 

The examples jenta på speilet ‘the girl on the mirror’ in Table 12 would most likely be 

interpreted as on top of the mirror, not projected to the front side. If the projection of the girl 

was on a screen or on a picture, på is the preferred preposition as it describes a more specific 

and punctual Ground. In Table 12, I listed the pure locatives. With regards to cultural norms 

and the historical conventions of place names, Norwegian and English have ‘in’ and ‘on’ 

realize the same inherent relations. In the 10 locative i ‘in’s in Table 12, på is unacceptable as 

an alternative 3 times, and 7 uses would be grammatically and semantically strange. Square 

parantheses enclose the PP in the English translation where these were left out. 

Table 12: LOCATIVES with i/på and in 

Norwegian original  Alt. P English translation  N1 / Figure Token id 

Nor/Eng telefonkatalogen på 

gangen 

i the telephone book [on 

the hall] 

telefonkatalog 

‘telephone book’ 

JG1N.1.s209 

JG1TE.1.s200 

vinduet på rommet i the window [on the 

room] 

vindu ‘window’ JG1N.5.s12 

JG1TE.5.s13 

gresset på marken #i the grass [on the field]  gress ‘grass’ JG1N.3.1.s66 

JG1TE.3.1.s64 

sted på kloden *i (a completely different sted ‘place’ JG1N.1.s194 
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place) JG1TE.1.s187 

jenta i speilet (x2) #på the girl in the mirror jente ‘girl’  JG1N.1.s62 

JG1TE.1.s59 

nesen i speilet #på the nose in the mirror nese ‘nose’ JG1N.1.s67 

JG1TE.1.s64 

(en smal) port i hekken #på (the little) hole in the 

hedge 

port ‘gate’ JG1N.1.s145 

JG1TE.1.s137 

tur i skogen (x2) #på walk in the woods tur ‘walk’ JG1N.2.2.s27 

JG1TE.2.2.s28 

landområdene i Nil-

deltaet 

#på land areas in the Nile 

Delta 

landområde  

‘land areas’ 

JG1N.4.3.s31 

JG1TE.4.3.s29 

klode i universet *på planet in the universe klode ‘globe’ JG1N.2.2.s42 

JG1TE.2.2.s43 

(de greske) koloniene i 

Sør-Italia 

 

*på (Greek) colonies in 

Southern Italy 

koloni ‘colony’ JG1N.3.1.s128 

JG1TE.3.1.s120 

(kolonien) Milet i Lille-

Asia 

*på colony in Asia koloni ‘colony’ JG1N.4.3.s1 

JG1TE.4.3.s1 

 

Both as a container- and enclosure preposition, i takes complements that are three-

dimensional Grounds, i.e. i skogen ‘in the forest’ and i speilet. In Table 12, I have listed the 

pure locatives. In Norwegian, one may say i fjellet and på fjellet, ‘in/on the mountains’ 

depending on the sort of trip they are on, but på skogen ‘on the forest’ is strange in most 

Norwegian dialects. The Ground was interpreted as geometrically more enclosed in gresset i 

marken ‘the grass in the field’ to allow i. In examples from the corpus, tur i skogen ‘walk in 

the forrest’ and klode i universet ‘planet in the universe’ the prepositions should be possible to 

exchange for tur på skogen
8
 and *klode på universet were it not for the feature [+enclosure] 

of the universe, and the forest. The nature of the noun limits the motion one would be able to 

do there. Again, this is due to the semantic components [+contact] versus [+enclosure], where 

på exudes the basic superessive meaning ‘on top of’ rather than inside the trees and shrubbery 

of the mountain side. Hence, the Ground element controls the interchangeability of i and på, 

as with av and på in the previous subchapter. When the Ground is a “place with a function”, i 

implies where the entity or person is located, while på , operating on two levels by bringing 

attention to both the place and the activity and is analogous to the ‘bus ride’ analogy in 2.2. 

                                                 
8
 A famous resistance group during the Second World War in Norway was called Gutta på skauen “The boys on 

the forest”. 
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To complicate this further, på can also be used when the extension is a term for a closed 

container of fluids. (Faarlund et al., 1997, p. 419) For a sentence such as Det er kaffe på 

kanna ‘There is coffee on the mug’, where i and på both convey the container-aspect of the 

reference Ground kanne ‘mug’, but på additionally expresses support. In the Loc phrase 

Kanna står på bordet ‘The mug is on the table’, the verb/predicate demands a locative 

complement, namely bordet ‘the table’ as Ground. In Det er kaffe på kanna ‘There is coffee 

in the mug’, the preposition på takes the noun kanna ‘the mug’ as an extension, and may be 

substituted with i ‘in’ without radically changing the meaning. The preposition choice by 

individual place names varies depending on the semantic restrictions based on geographical 

materialization. Faarlund et al. (1997) says there were originally tendencies in Norwegian that 

cities and towns on the coast taking i ‘in’,  e.g. i Kristiansand while the cities and towns on 

the inside of the country, as well as islands took the P på. There are instances where i and på 

are in free variation without any obvious explanation for the choice, though there can also be 

the origins of disagreement for conventions between Norwegian speakers. Ekberg (1991) also 

points out that på characterizes the Figure while i locates it. 

 

The theory of prepositions for rooms, e.g. på kjøkkenet ‘on the kitchen’ and i stua ‘in the 

living room’, is complicated by conventional use. In Table 12, the Figure ‘colony’ is 

categorized as locative, different from the place names in Table 13, with partitives, which 

have more in common with AxParts. The choice of preposition for room seems to depend on 

dialect, but i kjøkkenet ‘in the kitchen’ gives associations to an old-fashioned way of 

speaking. For the sake of this study, this is arbitrary, while some relations, e.g. 

nominalization, ownership and possession can be expressed by particles. In the N+P+N data, i 

corresponds to ‘of’ twice: the nominalization vekslingene i naturen ‘transformations of 

nature’ and the partitive hyllen i skapet ‘the top shelf of her closet’. The exclamation mark in 

Table 13 marks that the original preposition in the NP is less acceptable than the alternative, 

på. The domains of relationship between objects do not allow i as a noun phrase internal 

preposition to the same extent as på. PlaceP i takes locative complements. 

Table 13: PARTITIVES with i and på, in, on and of 

Norwegian original  Alt.P English translation  N1 / Figure Token id 

Nor/Eng sportssendingene i TV !på sports programs on 

TV  

sportssending ‘sports 

program’ 

JG1N.2.1.s8 

JG1TE.2.1.s8 

hyllen i skapet på the top shelf of her hylle ‘shelf’ JG1N.5.s23 
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closet JG1TE.5.s22 

system i leveransene på pattern in the 

deliveries 

 

system ‘system’ JG1N.5.s8 

JG1TE.5.s8 

Elea i Sør-Italia *på Elea in Southern Italy Elea ‘Elea’ JG1N.4.4.s4 

JG1TE.4.4.s4 

Efesos i Lille-Asia *på Ephesus in Asia 

Minor 

Efesos ‘Ephesus’ JG1N.4.5.s1 

JG1TE.4.5.s1 

formene i naturen *på forms in nature form ‘form’ JG1N.5.1.s80 

JG1TE.5.1.s80 

liljene på marken #i lilies of the field lilje ‘lily’ JG1N.3.1.s137 

JG1TE.3.1.s138 

liv på andre planeter *i life on other planets liv ‘life JG1N.2.2.s34 

JG1TE.2.2.s35 

vekstene på marken 

(x2) 

*i the plants of the field vekst ‘plant’ JG1N.4.3.s31 

JG1TE.4.3.s29 

 

The categorization of ‘sport programs on TV’ as a partitive is due to the part-whole 

relationship of a program, as an abstract phenomenon, media, rather than a surface Ground. In 

modern Norwegian, a program is both sent on TV and something we watch on TV, while the 

more archaic use of i expresses a shade of meaning that refers back to the phenomena of TV 

[+enclosure], not the surface of the screen. In the instances of ‘in’ from N+P+N, 13 out of 22 

are interchangeable to a certain degree. 

Images and shadows are dependent on some kind of medium for their expression. As 

the described object cannot even be observed independently of the reference object, 

their unity is hardly controversial. For the same reason, the choice of the movie screen 

is different from an image in someone’s mind, and the reference object adds 

information that makes it possible to select the appropriate interpretation. (Silva, 

1995, p. 121) 

Things are made of ingredients, materials or constituents depending on whether the entities 

involved are physical objects or independent units demanding support or containment. In this 

case, i ‘on’ makes this relation even clearer than if it referred to surface of a screen. In many 

of the cases, på is more acceptable in simpler constructions, e.g. “åpningen på krattet” (from 

en small åpning i det tette krattet) and “en port på hekken” (from porten i hekken). In English, 
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the spatial case marker ‘of’ is used as a mediator in part-whole relationships, which is also 

transferable to relations with deverbal nouns. 44 i’s compared to 38 på’s does not suggest that 

the “elsewhere case” is also the most productive. However, 20 of the i-instances correspond 

directly to ‘in’, of which 6 are nominalization phrases interchangeable with på. In total, 10 

cases of på are alternative PlaceP, exchangeable with i to complement locative Grounds. 

 

The final 6 instances in the data set constitute partitive expressions, where half of which were 

both grammatically and semantically acceptable, and the other half had place name-

restrictions as a direct object in the noun phrase. Only one example with i in the original was 

translated to ‘on’. Thus, på would be a preferred and less archaic preposition choice in 

modern Norwegian. 3 of 4 locative på’s have i as an alternative, except for the spatial surface 

reading. I found that på and i both appear in nominal partitives (as with av), locatives and 

nominalization phrases. Because på has the ability to cover the meaning of container and i 

cannot, only 5 på-phrases were judged as interchangeable with i, under doubt. In many of the 

N+P+N, ved ‘by’ would be a natural alternative, but it would change the Place meaning 

slightly and be less specific. This indicates that there are strict restrictions placed of the choice 

of prepositional complements to individual nouns. In other words, i ‘in’ does not have a 

flexible meaning, but gives rise to the interpretation of [+enclosed] or [contained]. På is 

associated with the general meaning of [+contact] for all the minimal pairs so far, e.g. enden 

av/på ‘end on’ is more specific to a point, i/på fjellet ‘on the mountain’ på expresses a 

physical connection. From the NP data, it seems that the next preposition has most in common 

with på. 

5.1.3 Til vs. på 

One of the many dictionary entries for the preposition til in NAOB is as an indication of 

affectionate relationships, such as family and friends, in addition to ownership relations, such 

as body parts and material possessions. In the 5 instances where til is translated to of in the 

N+P+N data, all constituted different types of benefactive (BEN) ownership. One of these 

was possessive relations to nouns. Johannesen, Julien & Lødrup (2014) distinguish between 

two types of ownership: ‘inalienable possession’ and the “ordinary type, ‘alienable’ 

possessions.” (Johannessen, Julien, & Lødrup, 2014, p. 66) They argue in their article (2014) 

that in terms of choice of prepositions in nouns, Norwegian ranks relational nouns and nouns 

for body parts (‘inalienable possessions’) highest in a hierarchy. (Johannessen et al., 2014, p. 
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68) They also claim that the semantic features of the possessive på are different to when the 

preposition is used in a locative sense. (Johannessen et al., 2014, p. 81) In genitive 

constructions it is more common is to use the suffix ‘s’ to mark the possessee, as noticed in 

the of-constructions. While the terms “possessive” and “genitive” are used amalgamated in 

this prose, only the inalienable possessions, i.e. kinship relations faren til Sofie ‘father of 

Sophie’, is a postnominal possessive, cf. annotation guidelines in 4.4. Noun phrases with til 

express directionality and possession simultaneously, but I only demonstrate the possessive 

reading in this section. In inalienable possessions, til is used in kinship relations, e.g. faren til 

Sofie. Both the possessor ‘Sophie’ and the possessee ‘father’ is human, the only requirement 

to the possessee is animacy. 

 

Relational nouns are treated specially in possessive constructions with internal possessives. 

Possessive nominalizations are expressions whose possessee is a derived (usually 

deverbal) noun, and whose possessor stands in some kind of argument relation 

(analogous to that of the subject or direct object of a transitive verb) to the possessee. 

(Taylor, 1996, p. 4)  

An example of a “possessive nominalization” from the corpus is meningene til folk flest ‘the 

opinions of most people’. Such relational nouns are different than other nouns or AxParts, in 

that the interpretation of the possessor is less free, e.g. to what type a relation ‘height’ can 

have to what it describes. A common possessive substitution in English is of, where til is the 

Norwegian equivalent in expressions which involve kinship terms: kona til Børre ‘the wife of 

Børre’ and body part relations armen til Berit ‘the arm of Berit’. Only the latter construction 

can use på to mark this relation. Hence *kona på Børre is ungrammatical, comparable to the 

pseudopartitive in 5.1.1. The distinction between sortal and relational nouns sets the premise 

that only relational nouns take a postnominal genitive of phrase, e.g. the birthday of someone. 

The “PP-possessor på” has been a study object in Norwegian for Lødrup (2009) and Eik 

(2014). “The body part noun phrase does not have to be local to the verb, it can be modified 

non-restrictively, it can be plural, it can be a subject, and there is no affectedness 

interpretation.” (Lødrup, 2018, p. 8) Because of this substudy’s definition of NPs, nominal 

parts of speech, i.e. pronouns are not part of the data material. While halen ‘the tail’ and 

pelsen ‘the fur’ may seem locative; something that is on the body in Norwegian, the English 

translation conveys the shade of meaning that involves possession. In addition to being a 

possessor, a PP with på can also be used as a partitive, and/or locative.” (Lødrup, 2018, p. 5) 
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The preposition på has a meaning that involves that whatever is in the relation rests on the 

surface of the object to the preposition, preferably horizontal, but also vertically, and it can be 

conceptualized as a container. This is the function that is mentioned in NAOB for ‘på as 

affiliation genitive substitute’ in the dictionary entry 1.8. For the constructions in (20), it is 

special for Norwegian to have a possible singular reading, e.g. halen på dinosaurene ‘the tail 

of the dinosaurs’: 

 

(20)a. JG1N.5.1.s37/ JG1TE.5.1.s39  b. JG1N.5.1.s38/JG1TE.5.1.s40  

  snabelen på en elefant   halen på en dinosaur 

  trunk:the on an elephant    tail:the on a dinosaur 

 “(Part of) an elephant’s trunk” “The tail of a dinosaur” 

 

The trunk’s relation to the elephant is a part-of relation similar to the tail’s relation to the 

dinosaur. (20a) is not counted in Table 14, due to the lack of N of N in the English translation. 

According to the annotation guidelines, the postnominal possessives in (20) would be partitive 

phrases were it not for the relational possessees. “It is necessary to distinguish between (at 

least) two ways of using a PP with på and a body part noun. Constructed examples as tarmene 

på gutten ‘the intestines on the boy’ and leveren på henne ‘the liver on her’ shows that the på-

possessor does not have this basic meaning. Consequently, it is irrelevant that these are body 

parts located ‘inside’ us, and not ‘on’ us.” (Johannessen et al., 2014, p. 79) When the 

relational noun Figure is a body part, the possessive på has a different basic meaning than 

locative på. While fanget på bruden ‘the bride’s lap’ may seem locative, it too is example of 

the på-possessor use. Table 14 shows only one deviant example with på in a til-construction, 

and one completely interchangeable example. Only the latter has body-part relations to the 

possessor. The interchangeability depends on the sentence and context they appear in, which 

is clear in the first three examples of the table. A pattern in the difference between på and til 

in possessive relations is the inalienability, where til has the semantic component 

[+possessive] within noun phrases, but not på’s [+contact]. 

 

Table 14: POSSESSIVES with til and of or for 

Norwegian original  Alt.P English translation  N1 / possessee Token ids 

Nor/Eng øynene til Tor på Thor’s burning eyes øye ‘eye’ JG1N.3.1.s87 

JG1TE.3.1.s81 

http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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What the tables of interchangeability between til and på do not show are the shades of 

meaning conveyed in these constructions when used in a sentence. In pelsen til kaninen ‘the 

fur of/*to the rabbit’ til gives rise to the interpretation of property, while many of the 

Norwegian speakers I asked had associations with violence for the construction øynene på Tor 

‘the eyes of/*on Thor’, and preferred a personal pronoun instead of the individual noun 

‘Thor’. “The på possessor is a modifier of the body part noun, but it is this modifier that 

restricts e.g. the type of verb, and the option of being a subject.” (Lødrup, 2018, p. 12) 

Another type of partialness describes the properties of the object. The preposition til ‘to’ is 

interchangeable with på in this type of partitive construction. Arguably, the AxPart høyden 

has the same body part relation of an ‘inalienable possession’, and til demands that the 

“owner” to be determined, e.g. ‘the pyramid’ in (21). 

 

(21) JG1N. 4.3.s3/JG1TE.4.3.s2    

  han målte [høyden på en pyramide] i Egypt ved å måle pyramidens skygge 

  he measured height:the on a pyramid in Egypt by to measure pyramid’s:the shadow 

 “he is said to have calculated the height of a pyramid by measuring its shadow” 

pelsen på en hvit 

kanin 

til fur of a white rabbit pels ‘fur’ JG1N.3.1.s22 

JG1TE.3.1.s21 

porten til sin egen 

hage 

#på her garden gate port ‘gate’ JG1N.1.s19 

JG1TE.1.s19 

 
konvolutter til moren *på envelopes for her 

mother 

konvolutt‘envelope’ JG1N.2.s38 

JG1TE.2.s36 

skriftene til 

Aristoteles 

*på writings of Aristotle skrifter ‘writings’ JG1N.4.2.s28 

JG1TE.4.2.s26 

meningene til folk 

flest 

*på The opinions of most 

people 

mening ‘opinion’  JG1N.4.5.s24 

JG1TE.4.5.s24 

lekene til småbarn *på the playthings of 

infants 

leke ‘plaything’ JG1N.4.5.s24 

JG1TE.4.5.s24 

fornuften til 

Parmenides 

*på Parmenide’s reason fornuft ‘reason’ JG1N.4.6.s2 

JG1TE.4.6.s2 

sanseerfaringene til 

Heraklit 

*på Heraclitus’ sence 

perceptions 

sanseerfaring ‘sense 

perceptions’ 

JG1N.4.6.s3 

JG1TE.4.6.s3 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=8&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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In (21), the preposition is interchangeable with til, han målte høyden til en pyramide ‘he 

measured the height to the pyramid’, providing the interpretation that height is something 

belonging to the pyramid as an artifact. The N1 and N2 are relational nouns with a dependence 

on one another, provided by the meaning of the nouns. The context is more often necessary to 

specify such a relationship than a locative expression, because porten til sin egen hage ‘her 

garden gate’ is ambiguous between a directional PathP reading and a possessive reading in 

Norwegian. In the PathP reading, til express directionality towards the gate, and the other 

reading expresses ‘the gate’ as belonging to ‘her garden’. The translation points to the latter 

interpretation, but the literal corresponding phrase is ‘the gate to her garden’ in English. 

Hence, the possessive reading is also preferred for the original. The less ambiguous posten til 

moren ‘mail for her mother’ does not have an English translation and was left out together 

with ferden til språkets og tilværelsens yttergrense ‘expedition to the outermost reaches of 

language and existence’ due to non-congruence. 

 

 

If the phrases konvolutter til moren and porten til sin egen hage are to be read as anything 

other than directional, the only choice is possessive. The English translation used genitive 

marker ‘s’ in every possessive construction where a prepositional marker was only in the 

Norwegian corpus text. In nominalization phrases, the translator chose ‘to’ for på or av, and 

within nouns with partitive på-phrases, ‘of’ and genitive ‘s’. Considering that til occurs only 

in 12 N+P+N-constructions, the fact that på is interchangeable with til in 10 phrases shows 

that the two share a common denominator as complement to the noun. The system that makes 

til and av interchangeable is that på possessor only can describe body-part relations and not 

‘envelopes for her mother’ or ‘the playthings of infants’. In such constructions, til expresses 

an ownership-relation between N1 and N2 that på does not have, in e.g. halen på en dinosaur 

‘the tail of a dinosaur’, one reading til would assert is that the dinosaur owns an alienable tail. 

This may further imply that the lexical feature [±contact] interacts in the choice of P. 

Table 15: NOMINAL PARTITIVES with til and of 

Norwegian original  Alt.P English translation  N1 / Figure Token ids 

Nor/Eng evnen til undring *på faculty of wonder evne ‘ability’ JG1N.2.2.s9/ 

JG1TE.2.2.s9 

kilde til kunnskap *på source of our knowledge 

 

kilde ‘source’ JG1N.1.s140 

JG1TE.1.s132 
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5.2 Verb Phrases 

In a novel about philosophy, such as Sophie’s world, the verbs ‘think’, ‘believe’, ‘remember’ 

and ‘trust’ are frequent and recurrent. The analysis of verb phrases defines VPs as transitive 

or intransitive, dependent on whether the verb takes an individual argument and creates a 

relation between the function and the object. In Norwegian, the verb regularly precedes the 

object, as in English. Thus, the comparison between languages had many similar structures to 

probe the semantics on. The verb phrase data is, however, multifaceted in terms of arbitrary 

patterns. This is partly due to the role that the verb-particle (V+Prt) constructions play. I show 

the effect på has on regular verbs V+P and differentiate between a version of P where it 

operates as functional particle (Prt) and a version where it is a lexical preposition as the core 

of a preposition phrase (PP). The semantic meaning of the action in VP demands certain 

relations between the elements it functions with. The constructions with på have in common 

that they express a form of contact; på assumes the location of objects: spatial, temporal, 

abstract, and how they relate. As both prepositions and particles are fundamentally function 

words, I am interested in what happens in the mapping between function and sets. The 

constituents of verbs from the data sets were of the two types V+Prt samle på ‘collect’ and 

V+P se på ‘look at’. In order to express different situations, the verb interacts with given 

entities, that is, a specific number of arguments. Table 16 provides a list of the 30 verbs I 

analyzed with prepositions and nouns as complements. English verb-particle use was ‘look 

like’, ‘grow up’, ‘put on’ and ‘believe in’. 

Table 16: Total number of preposition instances in V+P 

Verbs + particles + prepositions Eng. prepositions 

begynne ‘begin’ på:2, med:1  on:1, with:1 

komme ‘come på:2, til:7, av:1 på:1, i:3, til:2, fra:6, 

med:1 

from:27, over:2, into:4, 

in:1 
lure ‘wonder’ på:1  about:1 

se ‘look’ etter:1, ut:7 på:4, for:2, i:1, 

omkring:1 

in:2, for:2, at:2, into:1 

inside:1 

tenke ‘think’ over:4, igjennom:1 på:7, med:1, omkring:1 about:12, in:1, of:1 

vende ‘turn’ på:1 tilbake til:3 into:8 

løse ‘solve’ opp:7 av:1 by:1 

løfte  ‘lift’    

gå ‘go’ i:3, fra:1, til:1, 

på:3 

til:1, omkring:2, over:2, 

opp:3 

on:2, into:2, via:1, 

across:1 
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vokse ‘grow’ til:1, opp:3 på:1, fram:2 in:2 into:1 

stirre ‘stare’  på:2, i:1 into:1 

håpe ‘hope’ på:1   

samle ‘gather’ på:2 med:1  

følge ‘follow’ med:1, på:3  by:1 

svare ‘answer’  på:3  

være ‘be’ til:6, med på:2 på:2, til:2, fra:4, i:6 in:13, from:7, of:5, on:3, 

at:2 

peke ‘point’  på:2, omkring:2, mot:1  

vri ‘twist’ på:1   

reagere ‘react’ på:1  with:1 

sverge ‘swear’ på:1   

fundere ‘ponder’ på:2   

sette ‘put’ på:1, over:1 fram:1  

passe ‘care’ på:1   

ta ‘take’ etter:1 inn:1  

vente  ‘wait’  til:1 until:1 

kle ‘dress’ på:1, opp:2, ut:1   

ligne ‘resemble’ på:1   

bygge ‘build’  til:1, på:1, med:3, av:1 with:2, for:1 

leve ‘live’ på:4 på:2, i;4, av:1 in:5, on:3, by:2, with:1, 

tro  ‘believe’ etter:1 inn:1  

 

There were 25 instances of preposition and 22 instances of particle use of på. Initially, I tested 

the examples where the particles can be omitted from the VP to find out what effect på has 

when inserted. Secondly, I studied the s-selection in compositional particle verbs (V+Prt) and 

verbs with preposition phrases (V+PP). A sentence consists of functions and arguments, 

where the verb is often the function, which can take one or more arguments that are 

sometimes obligatory nouns. In Table 16, 26 of the Norwegian verbs use på as either a 

particle or head of a preposition phrase. A preposition phrase (PP) modifies or express a 

relation to the ‘goal’, ‘location’ or ‘source’ of the Ground element. In this substudy, I claim 

that the functional particles may influence the verb by adding a lexical component inherent in 

its prepositional meaning. For example, in begynte på leksene ‘started on (her) homework’, på 

was employed as a particle to limit the action or time of the event ‘begin’ and add duration to 

the verb domain. 
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I elected the status as light verb or main verb by comparing with the translation in English, e.g. 

sette ‘put’ could also mean ‘sit’ or ‘place’ in other contexts. The meaning in semantic and 

syntactic rules is not arbitrary and the transitivity in verbs affects how the words bind to each 

other. As particle to verbs (Prt), I claim that på and other prepositional elements carry this 

feature inherent in the verbal structure. As prepositions tend to be adjuncts in the sentence 

structure, they do not have thematic roles to assign. Within a neo-constructionist tradition, 

represented by Borer (2005), instead of claiming that the verb has argument structure which it 

projects, the structure where the verb is placed gives argument structure to the predicate. This 

allows the verb to have realizations in different types of constructions and create new 

meaning. In this tradition, syntactic structures are bearers of meaning and lexical elements do 

not contain formal syntactic information. (Eik, 2014, p. 8) As the previous part of the study 

tested for the hypothesis (H1), i.e. searched for the specialized readings in av [-contact], i 

[+enclosure] and til [+possessive], the findings in this chapter discuss (H2) and (H3) in 

greater detail på’s qualities and semantic components, in verb constructions. The verb and a 

prepositional particle constitute a unit as a particle verb and the verb meaning can change as a 

result. In this analysis I explore the valency of verbs with NP complements and further test for 

the hypotheses of whether på is the most productive preposition and whether it is an 

elsewhere case with a semantically motivated feature. The class PlaceP, described in this 

thesis, is a complement of locative verbs without implied motion from the preposition. When 

på functions as an adjunct to specify the static location, as in se på ‘look at’ [+contact], it is 

different from the restrictive modifying function of vri på ‘turn around’ [+durative], or 

begynne på ‘begin on’ [-telic]. 

Phrasal verbs 

In the study of VPs in 5.2.2, I am interested in the s-selection of the verb, namely restrictions 

predicates place on the semantic content of complements. The b-example in (22) illustrates 

phrasal verb-use (PhrV), while the a-sentence illustrates a verb-preposition (V+P) 

construction. Despite their superficial similarity, the two must be kept apart semantically. 

(22)a. JG1N.1.s142/JG1TE.1.s134    

 hekken hadde gjort det litt vanskeligere for revene å komme [PP på hønsejakt] 

 hedge:the had made it little harder  for foxes:the to come on chicken hunt 

 “the hedge made it harder for the foxes to take the chickens” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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The noun in (22a) is an example where the verb jakte ‘hunt’ has been incorporated 

morphologically, into the noun hønsejakt ‘chicken hunt’.
9
 A third example with the verb 

komme av ‘come of’ has the contrasted spatial item av as a particle, which expresses 

causativity or reason in “Why is this?”, where the non-compositional komme av expresses 

distance. The verb-particles are subject to idiosyncratic interpretations, compatible with (23). 

While (22a) komme på has a concrete meaning of specifying the Place Ground, (23) PhrV 

komme på ‘come on’ is compositional and means ‘remember/recall’. The lexical verb cores of 

VPs have other meanings when used without particles. Although komme av/på/til ‘come 

of/on/to’ can have directional interpretation, the context showed that the PhrV use for the 

three particles was the case for av (1), på (2) and til (1). Additionally, analogous to the fixed 

expression stole på ‘trust’, the phrasal verb komme på in (22b) can be translated more directly 

as ‘coming to’ something, as in (23), where the lexical semantic component of contact 

features. 

(23) JG1N.4.2.s13/JG1TE.4.2.s13    

 Hvordan de [kom Prt på] denne  tanken, er ikke så godt å si  

 How they came  on this  thought is not  so good to say  

 “How they arrived at this idea is hard to say.” 

 

The non-phrasal verb-particle construction in (23) is in direct correspondence to komme på in 

(22b), only it is more compositional. Be that as it may, I claim that particles are not only 

intransitive members of the P category; they are often selected by the light verbs to give, for 

example, a result meaning or a process meaning. This is shown in particle verbs where på 

could not be exchanged. The phrasal meaning of til was present in the VPs være til ‘exist’ and 

komme til ‘would’. Parallel to the grammaticalization process from noun to adposition in 

instead of, which Svenonius (2004) mentions for English and Northern Sámi, på grunn av in 

                                                 
9
 English and Norwegian do not form verbs such as hønsejakte ‘chicken hunt’, as mentioned in Butt (2006, p. 

192), although it is a common strategy across languages. 

b. JG1N.1.s117/JG1TE.1.s109    

 Sofie [kom Prt på] at farmor hadde sagt noe lignende den dagen 

 Sophi

e 

came on that Granny  had  said something similar that day:the 

 “Sophie remembered Granny saying something like that the day” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=10&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=2&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&player=&concordance_for_speech=0&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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(24) is a lexicalization and originates from the noun grunn ‘ground’ in Norwegian. It has 

come to mean on the basis of in a compound preposition in (24b), often shortened to pga. The 

use of på in (24a) it not phrasal, but bleached and functional in the lexicalized expressions. It 

has its Figure quantitively specified as instrumental, while in (24b) på is adverbial and used to 

express manner. 

(24)a. JG1N.2.1.s55/JG1TE.2.1.s52 

  

   

 filosofene mente at filosofien oppstod [på grunn  av] menneskets  

 philosophers:the meant that philosophy:the occured on ground of  humans:the  

 “A Greek philosopher believed that philosophy had its origin in man's […]” 

 

 

 

 

 

Idiomatic phrasal verbs, i.e. the non-compositional rekende på ei fjøl “floating by on a cutting 

board” (translation: ‘dumped on her’) is not possible to interpret based on syntactic structure 

alone and is not translated into English in the corpus. Few of the V+P constructions in both 

languages had phrasal meaning, and while some of the verbal counterparts had corresponding 

numbers in terms of matched result for V+P, the example VPs were often non-congruent. Out 

of the 30 verbs with på, the only PhrV was komme på ‘realize’. The pattern in what på 

contributes with still seems to be a change in telicity and aktionsart, from a progressive time 

span to a more concrete and limited point of action. Kle ‘put on’, which demands an animate 

object, is the opposite of passe/passe på ‘take care of’ in that på introduces a sense of “here 

and now”, while å kle seg ‘to dress (oneself)’ is more general. Some of the verbs combine 

with directional particles to form complex PPs, as in stirre ned på ‘stare down at’, while the 

preposition med ‘with’ is used in the less compositional particle verb gå med på ‘accept’. 

5.2.1 Particle verb 

In this substudy, I present the interchangeability between particles in V+Prts. The syntactic 

characteristics of a light verb is that the P element works as a component to a verb and not as 

a core of a PP. The particle verbs in my study are of the type with løse opp ‘dissolve’ in (25). 

b. JG1N.3.1.s89/JG1TE.3.1.s82 

  

   

 Han forteller at bruden ikke har sovet  [på åtte netter] 

 He tells that bride:the not has slept on eight nights 

 “the bride has not slept [for a week]” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1530030278_30462&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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Following what Ramchand and Svenonius (2002) calls ‘light verb’, the V+Prt construction 

involves more specific encyclopedic information in one member of the pair (V). Since I am 

interested in the predicate restrictions on semantic complements, I treat the particles as 

essential functional markers that express shades of meaning. Svenonius (1996) introduced this 

diagnostics and showed phrases where particles, traditionally taken to be the direct object of 

the verb (as prepositions), can be employed as morphological complements of the verb. The 

semantic feature of this particle is defined through how it affects the reading as a whole. The 

interpretation of whether P elements are prepositions or particles follows from this context, 

and the division between the two categories of VP is not always clear. My intention with this 

chapter is to show the change of semantic reading in particle-verbs with på. The features of 

the argument play a role in whether the verb is interpreted as static or dynamic State- or Event 

verbs, but the particle also affects the semantic reading. Every verb is dependent on the 

context it is situated, also particle verbs. In contrast to preposition phrases, verb-particles do 

not necessarily have a Ground to complement. These structures naturally prohibit 

interchangeability between particles in idiomatic expressions, but the dynamic VPs with light 

verbs are used as scaffolding to exhibit the particle distribution in Norwegian PhrV komme på 

‘recall’ and the P choice of the other 29 verbs. For example, løse opp ‘dissolve’ has no overt 

Figure, but is conceptualized as a unit. A division is made between the dynamic verb-particle 

constructions with the features [-telic], [+durative] and compositional VPs from 

nominalizations, with the use of prepositions. 

Compositional V+Prt 

The aktionsart can be altered by particles by making the act more or less bounded to a goal. 

“If the verb expresses a durative action, where the action at the same time conveys the notion 

of a finish, the aktionsart is telic (from Greek telos= ‘goal’, ‘accomplishment’).” (Faarlund et 

al., 1997, p. 639) The verb lure ‘wonder’ is both transitive and intransitive as well as 

ambiguous between two readings: to fool someone and to wonder. In Table 17, the verbs have 

ambiguous transitivity, but become less telic with på. 

(25) JG1N.4.6.s64/JG1TE.4.6.s63  

 Det som binder tingene sammen er kjærligheten,og det som løser opp er hatet 

 That which 

if 

binds  things:the toghether is love:the and that which dissolves is hatred 

 “Love binds things together and strife [separates] them” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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Table 17: Verb phrases with på = [-telic] 

Original examples from the corpus Nor.V Alt.P Eng.translation 

“hun gikk opp på rommet sitt og begynte på leksene” begynne med ‘started’ 

“Hun så på konvolutten igjen” 

 

se #til ‘looked at’ 

“lurte på om hun var vanskapt” lure Ø ‘wondered’ 

“er du en filosof som kan sverge på at du” sverge 

‘swear’ 

#til ‘will vow never to’ 

“Har du tenkt på det, Sofie?” tenke over ‘thought about’ 

“Sofie hadde så inderlig håpet på et nytt brev” håpe #om ‘looking forward 

to’ “opplevelse av å være med på en tryllekunst” være med i ‘taking part in’ 

“Hun passet på å være litt ekstra hyggelig” passe Ø ‘took care to’ 

“Og nå skal du snart sette på potetene” sette over ‘put potatoes on’ 

 

Some of these transitive verbs can omit the preposition and keep their grammaticality, but not 

their meaning. The last verb in Table 17, passe is ambiguous between transitive ‘take care’ 

and intransitive kjolen passer ‘the dress fits’. The last case, til would be an alternative (and 

give the reading ‘the dress goes well with something’), but passe på barna ‘take care of the 

kids’ is the most idiomatic and indicates that it is here and now, as opposed to passer barna 

‘care for the kids’, a more general action. Analogous to i vs. på the theatre, mentioned in 2.2, 

i ‘in’ signals direct localization with a PlaceP meaning and removes any activity meaning. 

 

The lexical and grammatical parts of the linguistic expressions in (26-27) function as 

compositional and meaningful. The argument structure in verb constructions, when combined 

with a particle is part of the study for this section. In other words, I discuss whether komme på 

and komme av differ in other aspects than their phrasal meaning. To illustrate this further, 

‘begin’ and ‘look’ in (26) and (27) change meaning when complemented by particles. For 

‘begin’ and ‘look’, ‘to’ and ‘at’ would be the preferred prepositions to complement the verbs. 

(26) JG1N.2.s49     

 a. Sofie begynte lesingen  ‘Sophie began the reading’ 

 b. Sofie begynte på lesingen  ‘Sophie started to read’ 

 c. Sofie begynte med lesingen  ‘Sophie started with reading’ 

(27) JG1N.2.1.s57    

 a. når vi ser en tryllekunst  ‘when we see a magic trick’ 

 b. når vi ser på en tryllekunst  ‘when we look at a magic trick’ 

 c. når vi ser til en tryllekunst  ‘when we look towards a magic trick’ 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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The argument requested by the verb can be changed to select internal arguments when a NP 

such as ‘magic trick’, functions as a direct object. Despite på being locative, the reading of the 

b-examples in (26) and (27) is not referring to the location of the objects ‘magic tricks’ or 

what’s being read. For begin + P in English translation, 1 result matched ‘begin on’ and 1 

‘begin with’ matched as translation for other VP constructions outside my verb phrases data 

set. To ‘start’ homework or ‘stare’ down the street expresses the same intention and even the 

direction of action, but på brings specificity to the VP, also in the complex V+Prt være med 

‘be in’. The PPs med and til ‘with’ and ‘towards’ have contrasting meaning to when på is 

used, i.e. [+telic][-durative]. While med as alternative to på expresses the initiation of the 

action and a continuance, the b-examples modify the direct objects to convey a general start 

of V. Være ‘be’ is a copula verb and intransitive in the meaning that ‘to be 

someone/something’ is not an external argument. The preposition på vs. med means the 

difference between taking part in or being part of. The reason for studying prepositions and 

the particle function separately is the levels of compositionality between near-idioms such as 

være til ‘exist’, være med ‘join’ and være med på ‘be in on’. The goal of the action is 

narrowed down to [-telic] and [+durative] by the use of på. 

Durative på 

The phrases that feature in my analysis are all compositional, which means that the meaning 

as a whole is composed of the meaningful parts and does not need to be stored in the lexicon 

as a unit. In Norwegian, the internal time span of the verbal action is not expressed through 

the verb’s grammatical aspect, but in the structure of the prepositional particles that take 

complements, e.g. samle på mynter ‘collect old coins’, på functions as grammatical particle 

that also increases the duration of the verb to a repetitive action. The difference between these 

and å løfte på ‘to lift on’ and å løfte ‘to lift’ is the result. In line with Svenonius (1996), the 

complement of P is interpreted as the Ground, whenever there is one. In the compositional 

V+Prt være med på noe gåtefullt ‘be a part on something mysterious’, på is the argument to 

the phrasal meaning of være med ‘join’ which specifies the goal of the agent. The s-selection 

of P and the presupposed complements come from the respective verbs. The telic verbs of my 

analysis are conduction verbs where there is a shift from one state to another rather than 

directional motion. The V+Prts in Table 18 have a change of aktionsart from their verbal 

origins to [-telic][+durative]; jeg vender ‘I turn’ becomes the transitive vender på ‘turn 
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around’ and jeg passer ‘I guard’ becomes jeg passer på ‘I look after/I make sure’. Only verbs 

that express an Event, not only a State, get a durative aktionsart with på. 

Table 18: Verbs are [+durative] with på 

Original examples from the corpus Nor.V 

Alt.P 

Eng. translation 

“en mynt hun stadig vendte på” vende a coin that she kept turning over and 

over “løftet på det grønne lokket” løfte (looked inside) the green mailbox 

“Noen samler på gamle mynter” samle 

på 

‘Some people collect old coins’ 

“sitte med hendene i fanget og vente på at 

gudene skulle gripe inn” 

vente ‘sit idly by and wait for the gods to 

intervene’ 

“opp på taket og vrir på TV-antennen” vri ‘onto the roof and turns the TV 

antenna’ “hun ble bare sittende og fundere på det hun 

hadde lest” 

fundere ‘Could only sit thinking about what she 

had read’ 

From one example of each Norwegian verb, I removed på in its original contexts in and 

reclassified it in order to find the changed meaning. The intransitive fundere ‘ponder’ is 

different from samle ‘collect’, which is transitive and [+telic] in its isolated state, that I will 

translate as ‘gather’. In other words, there is a goal of samle steiner ‘gathering rocks’, while 

samle på steiner ‘collecting rocks’ is more durative and without an implied completion. The 

aktionsart does not rely on the verb alone, but also on complements and extensions. (Faarlund 

et al., 1997, p. 644) Some VPs that are near phrasal may leave out the preposition and contain 

the same meaning as the verb domain. For example, ligne på en kvinne ‘look like a woman’ 

and ligne en kvinne ‘resemble a woman’ have different shades of meaning tied to the 

limitation of the verb. Jackendoff (2003) divides phrasal verbs into subcategories and 

separated idiomatic expressions and V+Prt where the particle functions as an aspect marker. 

In Table 18, på provided the agency in making something more continual in the 

compositional Norwegian examples. There are pragmatic implications more than syntactic or 

semantic changes in meaning for the examples with med ‘with’ and til10 ‘to’. 

 

Lifting a lid slightly, rotating the antenna and looking forward to something are all less final 

than raising, turning and looking. While particles are obligatory in English constructions of 

the sort vi dekket på bordet ‘we covered silverware on the table’, på is an activator of case in 

these Norwegian structures, and can be omitted, possibly because of freer case licensing. 

                                                 
10

 This verb-particle construction must not be confused with the PhrV se til which means ‘make sure’. 
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(Svenonius, 2003, p. 444) If the phrase was vi dekket til bordet, the reading would change to 

[+telic]; ‘we covered the table’. Some verbs have alternative prepositions to convey almost 

the same interpretation, i.e. fundere på/over ‘ponder on/over’, but there are shades which 

reveal the meaning of på and til. The notion of an “elsewhere case” på implies that it has a 

less specialized use than til. For dekke til ‘cover’ and dekke på ‘set the table’, the level of 

idiomacy plays a part, but the shades of lexical meaning in the prepositional verb particles are 

revealed. The interpretational difference between the two comes from the contact component 

of på, that does not arise from til. The action has no completion inherent in the V+Prt, only a 

start and a more specific movement. 

 

Semantic selection (s-selection) of P is when a verb demands of its arguments to be animate 

or be of a certain geometric form, to be felicitous. Another term for the shades of meaning is 

co-compositionality. “Informally, we can view co-compositionality as the introduction of new 

information to an expression by the argument, beyond what it contributes as an argument to 

the function within the phrase.” (Pustejovsky, 2012, p. 7) Because I have assumed that på has 

the properties mentioned in the previous chapter, I expect that verbs s-selects på as P for 

complements of many types of verbs. Svare til ‘Answer to’, as suggested in Table 18 is the 

same interpretation in English and Norwegian, where the argument changes from being the 

content in the answer to describing the question. The operation co-compositionality is 

characterized by is the system’s ability to compute the syntactic string and the semantic 

properties of the parts. The goal of the action løfte ‘lift’ has a transfer over to the resulting 

condition, while å løfte på ‘raise’ is less static. The corpus data has rephrased the VP in 

English to ‘look inside’, which transfers this incomplete action. “With directional adpositional 

complements, there is a mapping between the event and the path. Directionals can contribute 

telicity, as with to, or fail to, as with towards, just like quantized and non-quantized direct 

objects.” (Svenonius, 2004, p. 31) For å vri på ‘to twist on’, there is no result meaning in the 

verbal expression, it is iterative and thus [-telic][+durative]. If the TV antenna is vridd 

‘turned’, it is only done once; while vridd på signals that several movements were tried out 

and not completed. 

 

Both in leaving out the P or exchanging it has somewhat archaic undernotes in Norwegian. 

Few of the VPs were congruent verb-particle constructions in English translation, which is 

surprising considering that only 3 of the Norwegian PPs are interchangeable with på. One 

observation from this substudy is that på as a preposition often makes an event less abstract, 
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more specific in space and time. As a verbal particle, this component is still applicable, but 

with a different result. Ramchand & Svenonius (2002) use the example Throw the dead rat 

out to illustrate V+Prt: 

The direct object in the sentence is both the undergoer of the throwing process and the 

holder of the abstract result state. In addition, the direct object is also thematically the 

Figure with respect to the semantics of the particle. (Ramchand & Svenonius, 2002, p. 

7) 

Similar to ‘throw out’, kaste ut has a telic goal. Had the verb kaste ‘throw’ been used together 

with på, the intension of the action, the duration and the completion of the throwing would 

change. This is also the case for the atelic verb phrases in Table 18, where på is not 

interchangeable with any other particle. Restrictions by the more specialized til, av and i, in 

comparison to på, would imply direction, partialness or spatial containment. For the particle 

av, the valency is transferred through the grammatical function to a larger extent than with på, 

which is not only durative and atelic, but uncompleted. The particle verbs where på has been 

incorporated into the verbs, resulting in less compositional VPs indicates the functional use of 

på, whereas the more specialized use in durative constructions such as vri på ‘turn’ conveys 

the semantic contact feature. 

 

Verbal counterparts to nominalizations 

Deverbal nouns share featural attributes with verbs and nouns, and can be placed in different 

positions in verb- and noun constructions due to argument structure. The requirement for på 

in some nominalizations conveys the case function of a contact preposition. The verbal 

particles are sometimes inherited such that another P element is unacceptable as a 

replacement. The data of av and på in N+P+N with deverbal nouns shows that 

nominalizations are relational and controlled by the original verb. The use of N syn ‘view’ in 

(28a) is a clear example of på as a broader and vaguer preposition in se på ‘look at’. For the 

verb se, where ‘look at’ is the most common in English, på is the most frequent in Norwegian. 

(28)a. JG1N.2.1.s42/JG1TE.2.1.s41     

 kan likevel være til hjelp når vi skal forme vårt eget  [syn på livet]  

 can still be of help when we shall form our own *vision on life:the 

 “can help us formulate our own view of life.” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1530030278_30462&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
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 b. (constructed) 

  kan likevel være til hjelp når vi skal forme vårt eget *[syn av livet] 

  can still be of help when we shall form our own vision of life:the 

 

Some semantic restrictions have to do with argument structure and the verb’s ability to link 

with subjects and objects. The nominalization in (28) gives rise to a requirement for på that is 

inherited from the verb. In English, the thought on is less common than the thought about or 

of something. The nominalized tanke has two different readings, and unlike the noun in (28b), 

the deverbal noun in (29a) has an argument structure. 

(29)a. JG1N.1.s110/JG1TE.1.s103     

 spratt det også fram en [tanke på livets  slutt]   

 popped it also forward a thought about life’s:the end  

 “the thought of dying also came into her mind.” 

 b. (constructed) 

  spratt det også fram en [tanke av en fremmed natur] inn i hodet 

  popped it 

still 

also forward a thought of an unfamiliar nature into head:the 

 

The first example, original from the corpus, is contained in the verbal counterpart, whereas 

tanken av ‘thought of’ does not have the inherited meaning from the verb. What this example 

shows is that in (29a) tanke ‘thought’ has argument structure, as suggested by the difference 

between synet av pappa ‘sight of Dad’ and syn på livet ‘view of life’ in 5.1.1. The tanke in 

(29b) takes an adjunct ‘of an unfamiliar nature’, whereas livets slutt is the direct object to 

tanken på ‘thought of’. In Table 16, in the previous section, over is suggested as an alternative 

preposition in Har du tenkt over det, Sofie? ‘Have you thought about that, Sophie?’, and 

similar to på, over signals [+durative][-telic] in contrast to tenke ‘have you thought_ that, 

Sophie?’. There are 6 verbs in the data set that are generated from 5 verbal roots: leve ‘live’, 

tenke ‘think, tro ‘believe’, svare ‘answer’ and se ‘see’. In the study of these verbal 

components, a central element is the compared distribution between English and Norwegian. 

In the translation of the VPs from the original to English, some of the verbs are directly 

translated and congruent, as with tenke på ‘think about’ in (30), but some are only close in 

meaning and theme, as with ‘talk about’. 

 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1530030278_30462&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
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(30)a. JG1N.4.6.s72/JG1TE.4.6.s71   

 Har du tenkt  på det, Sofie? 

 have you thought  on it, Sophie? 

 “Have you ever thought about it Sophie?” 

 

The PPs in (30) indicate a relation to the complement, what’s thought about, where the s-

selection of the NP comes from the preposition. Deverbal nouns disseminate argument 

structure to their associated links in the same way with tanken på ‘thought of’. The 

complements to på in (30) så mye ‘so much’ and det ‘it’ is selected by på, different from the 

verb selection in the argument structure in (31). No other PP is interchangeable with på in 

these examples. 7 of these Norwegian VPs are examples using på, while 3 out of 4 uses with 

over corresponded directly to think about. In the English data think + preposition had 27 

matches for about and only 1 for of, and tenke på was only translated to ‘think about’ once. 

This was a surprising finding, but makes sense regarding the idea of duration in the contexts 

for the examples with tenke på from the corpus. In Norwegian, the most common pair with 

tenke + preposition seems to be på. The particle can license a direct object and dramatically 

change the thematic relation to the internal argument. In (31a), på may be left out of the 

construction and convey the same meaning, whereas (31b) depends on the preposition for its 

valency. ‘Material things’ in (31b) serves as the noun complement to tro på ‘believe in’ and 

på assumes the role of preposition that selects an NP. 

 

(31)a. JG1N.3.1.s149/JG1TE.3.1.s140   

 Hun til slutt ville  trodd på det hun hadde diktet 

 She till end:the would believe on what she had made up  

 “she would have come to believe her own story in the end.” 

b. JG1N.2.2.s122/JG1TE.2.2.s120   

 Så mye hadde hun ikke

m 

tenkt på før 

 So much had she not thought on before 

 “She had never thought so hard before.” 

 

b. JG1N.5.1.s50/JG1TE.5.1.s52   

 Siden han ikke trodde på materielle ting, kaller vi ham for materialist 

 Since he not believed on “material” things call we him for materialist 

 “Since he believed in nothing but material things, we call him a materialist.” 

 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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The difference in the a- and b-example in (31) is that ‘in’ is used as a Prt in the English 

translation of (31b). The verb interacts with given entities to express situations, and those 

entities have an argument structure which is either semantically or syntactically conditioned. 

Although tro ‘think’ can omit the preposition in Norwegian and å tro (Ø) conveys almost the 

same meaning as å tro på ‘to believe’, the Figure is expressed by the preposition in both the 

original and the translated versions of ‘believe in’. 

(32)a. JG1N.2.1.s38/JG1TE.2.1.s37 

  

  

 det er altså lettere å stille filosofiske spørsmål enn det er å svare på dem 

 it is clearly easier to ask philosophical questions than it is to answer on them 

 “So it is easier to ask philosophical questions than to answer them.” 

 

 

The interesting examples from the verbal domain of nominalization phrases are the cases 

where shades of meaning are hidden in the particle use. The first verb phrase from the 

deverbal nouns is leve ‘live’, where 4 of the 9 prepositions that matched the search + P were 

locative i. Parallel to the NPs in 5.1.2, the preposition is interchangeable with på in the i-

examples with a direct localization reading: ‘to live on an island’. As for the individual nouns 

where the Place reference has a name with its own conventions and what preposition to use. 

For example, i is used in e.g. levde i Milet ‘lived in Miletus’ while another preposition might 

be used for a different place, e.g. levde på Lillehammer. This is a discussion of geometrical 

semantics close to the P choice between the two examples in (33). 

(33)a. JG1N.1.s131 /JG1TE.1.s123 

 

 

  

 at det nesten ikke  gikk an å [leve i en verden] uten iallfall å spørre  

 that it almost not went on to live in a world without even  to ask 

 “it wasn't right to live in the world without at least inquiring (where it came from)” 

 

b. JG1N.2.1.s48/JG1TE.2.1.s46   

 Selv om det er vanskelig å svare på et spørsmål   

 Even if 

if 

it is difficult to answer on a question   

 “So even if it is difficult to answer a question” 

 c. JG1N.5.1.s4/JG1TE.5.1.s4 

 Hvis du bare har klart å  svare på dette med legoklossene  

 If  you  just have managed to  answer on  this with lego bricks:the   

 “If you were able to answer the question about Lego blocks” 

 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1530030278_30462&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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(33) and (34) have PlaceP as part of adverbial temporal expressions. While ‘the world’ is 

more easily interpreted as a container with boundaries, ‘this planet’ is construed as a surface 

in which something or someone is placed on top of. Locative expressions with a temporal 

reading occurred twice with the verb leve ‘live’, and once in an ordinary spatial reading. The 

interpretations of containment and attachment are expressed through PlaceP. Temporal 

readings differ in whether they are expressed through a PP (34b) or a time adverbial (34a). 

One difference between the sentences is that ADVi dag ‘today’ have no alternative preposition 

and PPi en annen tid has a possible relation between time and the living ‘philosophers’ as 

localized i or på a container. In English, ‘live’ correlated with ‘in’ 5 times and ‘on’ 3 times. 

(34)a. JG1N.5.1.s32/JG1TE.5.1.s34    

 barn som [lever i dag], kan sitte og leke  

 [leve 

med de samme legoklossene 

 children that live today can sit and play with the same lego bricks  

 “Children of today can play with the same blocks (their parents played with).” 

 

Finally, Norwegian leve + P resulted in two examples with på used as a preposition to abstract 

Ground leve på sultegrensen ‘living on the edge of starvation’ and the PlaceP levd på denne 

planeten ‘lived on this planet’. 5 of the 9 examples had på as a possible replacement for the 

preposition; 2 have på in the original. From the deverbal noun løsningen, the lemma form of 

the verb løse ‘solve’ had 3 matches with P in the corpus data. Twice with directional adverbial 

opp and once with av as a modifier of the N, but this is most often incorporated as oppløsning 

‘solution’. All 3 are illustrated in the examples below. In (35a) and (35b), løse av and løse opp 

modify the Ground. 

b JG1N.2.1.s25/JG1TE.2.1.s24   

 mennesker har diskutert så lenge vi har [levd på denne planeten] 

 humans have discussed so long we have lived on this planet 

 “a debate that has gone on as long as man has lived on this planet.” 

 

b. JG1N.4.1.s5/JG1TE.4.1.s5   

 Fordi filosofene [levde i en annen tid] og kanskje en annen kultur 

 because philosophers:the lived in a different time and maybe a other culture 

 “Since some philosophers lived in a different age; and perhaps in a completely different 

culture from ours.” 

 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1530030278_30462&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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(35)a. JG1N.2.1.s50/JG1TE.2.1.s48 

 Mange gåter er etter hvert blitt løst av vitenskapen 

 Many enigmas are eventually been solved of science:the 

 “A lot of age-old enigmas have now been [explained by] science.”  

 

At the core of this analysis is the English translated examples where inflected VPs have 

“empty” particles in their subjunctive form, e.g. ‘watching’ and other verbs. Additionally, the 

s-passive in (35b) affects the verb particle construction further, in that it is rephrased to 

convey a meaning closer to the phrasal løse opp ‘dissolve’. In particle verbs, I found that på 

works as modifier of nouns and durative marker for atelic verbs. As a particle to verbs that are 

nominalized, på is a relator in the sentence, acting as the head of a preposition phrase. The 

component that contributes to this productivity is [+contact], a binder between the parts in 

partitives and in compositional particle verbs. Argument structure seems to affect the bindings 

between intransitive verbs and the particle use of på, where it cannot be replaced by another 

locative, directional, possessive or functional P-element. In line with Aa (2015a), the fact that 

structures may vary despite syntactic restrictions like argument structure suggests that the 

syntactic structure does not originate from the lexical-semantic properties of the verb, but the 

constructions themselves. I surmise from the observation of verb-particles construction in 

translation data that the connection between the verb and particle is syntactically stronger in 

Norwegian than English. 

5.2.2 Verb with a PP argument 

The verbs selected for this analysis are found in the collection of “på as complement to VP”, 

so naturally; på is more frequent than the other prepositions. In this substudy, directional 

particles and adverbials are included, for the selection of VPs that appear in the search. With 

verbs such as stirre ‘stare’, the complete PP is opp på ‘up on’, ned på ‘down on’ and ned i 

‘down in’. The verb’s direction is expressed by these, used in 3 out of the 13 instances with se 

‘look’. Several of the verb-particle constructions from the previous section can be verbs with 

preposition phrases as complements, e.g. på klokken ‘on the watch’. Svenonius (2004) asks 

b

. 

JG1N.2.2.s50/JG1TE.2.2.s51 

 Denne bindingen kan senere løses opp igjen så det kan bygges nye gjenstander 

 This binding:the can later solved:be up  again so it can built:be new entities 

 “These connections can later be [broken] again so that new figures can be constructed.” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1530030278_30462&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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why there are not s-selectional restrictions equally for Figure and Ground: “for example 

prepositions which require of their Figure rather than of their Ground that they consist of two 

parts (the inverse of between; compare the verbs straddle and sandwich).” (Svenonius, 2004, 

p. 28) I see this in relation to the arguments and adjuncts in 5.2.1. Therefore, the English verb 

phrase translations function as comparisons to the specific search for the 6 Norwegian verbs 

in 5.2.2. The s-selection of på has a pattern in [+contact] between Figure and Ground. 

 

På has the ability to introduce direct objects as arguments and alter the semantics of the VP.  

The reason for researching VPs with prepositions other than på is the observation of argument 

structure and semantic selection of P. In the previous section, the light verb and the verbal 

particle chose complements as a unit. When på is used as a preposition, the noun requires på 

to complement the Ground. Hence the preposition describes a physical relation as PlaceP. For 

this last section, I discuss what I’ve labeled “lexical prepositions” as the complement of the 

Ground. As mentioned in 3.2.1, the distinction between V+Prt and V+P becomes applicable 

with some verbs that can take an internal or external argument, e.g. peke ‘point’. The physical 

gestures of stirre ‘stare’ and peke ‘point’ the ambiguous reagere ‘react’ can have på introduce 

Ground in two different ways, e.g. reagere på ‘be allergic to’ or reagere på ‘react to 

(something)’. While the English may express (36b) as ‘Sophie looked onto her watch’, it is 

not as common at ‘look at’. In the English V+P data, look + P corresponds most often with 

‘look like’ as particle-verb and ‘look in/at/for’ has an even distribution. 

(36)a. JG1N.1.s36/JG1TE.1.s33 

 Hun så [PPpå konvolutten] igjen 

 She looked at envelope:the again 

 “She looked at the envelope again.”  

 

About the typology of prepositional inventory, Svenonius (2004) claims “most languages 

appear to have more P elements than p
11

 elements(…)” (Svenonius, 2004, p. 29) Håpe ‘hope’ 

and vente ‘wait’ are State verbs that are interpreted as more durative without på than the 

                                                 
11

 Svenonius’ (2004a) use of p corresponds directly to Prt in this thesis, systematically used for the term particles. 

b. JG1N.2.1.s81/JG1TE.2.1.s78  

 Sofie så  [PPpå klokken]  

 Sophie 

if 

looked on watch:the 

 “Sophie looked at her watch” 

http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=5&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=3&query_id=1530030278_30462&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/show_page_dev.cgi?n=9&query_id=1505379536_42360&corpus=omc4&atttype=&concordance_for_speech=0&player=&structDisplay=
http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/cgi-bin/glossa/query_dev.cgi
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Event verbs. Jeg venter barn is general, translated to ‘I am expecting (a child)’, while “Jeg 

venter på barn” is ‘I am waiting for children’, parallel to direct localization PP på barn is 

direct object to the verb. Compared to sette til ‘add’, the particle has a lexical function to mark 

that something is added to the argument. Some nouns take arguments and semantic selection 

of the verbs choses the associated complements. The verb ta ‘take’ had no matches with 

prepositions in the corpus data, but ta etter ‘imitate’ was the match for V+Prt, and ta inn 

posten ‘bring the mail in’ used inn as adverbial. Være i ‘be in’ is deviant because of the 

complement ‘way home’ and the ambiguity of ‘being in the way’. “When prepositions appear 

as modifiers or as predicates with the copula, it is always the Figure (the external argument) 

that is implicit or suppressed.” (Svenonius, 1996) Table 19 lists regular verbs with på as 

complement to the noun phrase. 

 

I believe that på first and foremost is a contact relation that connects objects together. The 

alternative Ps in Table 19 are merely grammatically interchangeable with på, i.e. i vei hjem 

‘in her way home’ indicates that Sophie was situated either inside of the road or in a motion, 

but it is acceptable only for half of the Norwegian speakers I asked. 

 

Table 19: Verbs with PP [+contact] på 

Original examples from the corpus Nor.V Alt.P Eng.translation 

“jeg gi deg en gave som du kan vokse på” vokse ‘grow’ med ‘help you grow_’ 

“stående på bakken og stirre opp på deg” stirre ‘stare’ i / til ‘looking up at you’ 

“Sofie Amunden var på vei hjem” være ‘be’ #i ‘was on her way home’ 

“hun ville reagere på synet av pappa” reagere ‘react’ over ‘she reacts to the sight’ 

“for revene å komme på hønsejakt” komme ‘come’ til ‘to take the chickens’ 

“en tankegang som var bygget på erfaring” bygge ‘build’ med ‘based on experience’ 

 

The argument structure also s-selects på to be the contact between ‘Sophie’ and ‘her way 

home’, both physically ‘on’ and doing the activity, as mentioned in 2.2. In cases where the 

verb could have a preposition that did not occur in the corpus, the specialized reading of the 

prepositions confirmed their non-interchangeability with på. For instance, light verbs and 

alternative particles would result in phrasal verbs such as kle til ‘cover up’ and ta i ‘clamp’. 

The function of particle med ‘with’ is adverbial to PP with på. The sentence du må følge med 

“you have to pay attention” vs. du må følge med på det som skjer “you have to pay attention 

to what’s going on” illustrates this, where på is a particle in the complex følge med på ‘pay 
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attention to’, and thus irreplaceable. Være med på ‘participate’ is a little different, in that på is 

complement to the activity tryllekunst ‘magic trick’ and is s-selected by the noun, not a 

complex light verb. Thus, if the Ground was teaterstykke ‘play’, i would likely be the PP. 

 

In contrast to the analysis of noun phrases, the collocations of verbs and particles in this 

section focus mostly on the Norwegian phrases. In this chapter, I examined different verb 

constructions from the V+P+N data. The spatial preposition phrases were directional particles 

and PlacePs in compositional VPs. På can have the relational meaning as grammatical 

marker, where English has to or of in the verb phrase construction. For example, in å svare på 

‘to answer’ in svaret på spørsmålet ‘the answer to the question’, it works as a lexical 

preposition in VPs that morphologically incorporated it. Following Svenonius (1996), the 

V+Prts are light verbs, affected by prepositional and directional particles to change aktionsart, 

which alters the semantics of the verb phrase. “Typically, and perhaps always, a verb-particle 

construction of the form SUBJECT VERB OBJECT PARTICLE means something like 

SUBJECT cause OBJECT go PARTICLE by means of VERB (cf. Ejerhed 1981).” (Ejerhed 

referenced in Svenonius, 1996, p. 3) The majority of Norwegian på-phrases are found in verb 

phrases that dissiminate an argument structure, and semantically it always operates as a two-

place relation which denotes contact. The context-derived meaning is captured in the 

individual parts and the relation between the function of the preposition/particle and the 

argument of the verb. The transfer of argument structure that på can effect is due to its 

polysemous lexical content and thus co-compositionality to the semantics of the VP. 
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6 Interpretation of findings 

The core point of the analysis of prepositions as constituents to noun and verb phrases was to 

test whether på’s function as a semantically bleached grammatical word had any effect on the 

meaning of the constructions it contributed to. In conclusion, I will return to the empirical 

generalizations from the data, stated in the previous chapter, and evaluate how the patterns 

correspond to my hypotheses from 3.2. The empirical observations that I will account for on 

the basis of these studies is that this semantic property contributes to explain på as an 

“elsewhere case”, both as a complex preposition with nominal arguments and in 

compositional verb constructions. The analysis starts with the observation that the behavior of 

prepositions in noun phrases is flexible. As indicated by Aa (2013, 2015a), the commonality 

in all uses of på is a form of contact, either physical, temporal or abstract. Hence, the semantic 

differences associated with på and av/til/i all concern the locative function in expressing a 

form of connection. In the sections 5.1.1-5.1.3 på and i appeared in locative constructions, av 

and til function as adverbial case markers in pseudopartitives restene av snø ‘traces of snow’, 

and på and av are both nominal KPs (case parts) in partitive and possessive constructions 

pelsen på kaninen ‘fur of the rabbit’. For the elsewhere case på, it seems as av, til and i have 

more specialized readings. På borders on the possessive til, as benefactive complement to 

body part nouns and on the partitive av as a genitive marker to the AxPart projection and 

abstract relations (kaptein ‘captain’). I have argued that in such relations, på as more punctual, 

e.g. enden på veien ‘end on the road’. In opposition to a structural default case, my claim is 

that på does not only apply to the core grammatical relations subject and object, but involves 

a kind of specialized semantics, which does not involve defaults. 

 

Based on the role of verb-particle structures, I claimed that på in State verbs has the role of 

contact, while in Event verbs, e.g. vende ‘turn’, the particle på presumes duration in the action 

as well as removes the goal. There seems to be a lexical justification in the choice of P for 

verbs whenever the particle can be left out. The choice of P for verbs is justified in the 30 

verbs that require på to express duration in 6 cases, lack of telicity in 9 cases, and in komme 

på, kle på, lure på, gå med på, ta på, the V+Prt has a level of non-compositionality where the 

particle cannot be omitted. Prepositions may place s-selectional restrictions on the verb in the 

form of presuppositions. When put in present tense jeg går vs. jeg går på, the PP is expected 
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to complement a physical Ground and is not a V+Prt
12

, but a V with a PlaceP extension. The 

lemma gå + i ‘in’ resulted in the expression gå i oppløsning ‘dissolve’ for all three results, 

which were the only functional uses of i. The constituents that are complements to a verb, 

may use på to express the duration of an atelic verb similar to how a feature of an object 

‘coin’ can use på to specify the grooves on the edge, rather than the sides. The syntactic, 

morphologic and semantic meaning is indivisible, i.e. the different pieces from which the 

meaning is generated are interpreted as a whole, conceptually complex unit. It is clear that på 

expresses shades of meaning in most instances where it appears, both as a complement to the 

verb and the noun. Evidence from the corpus shows that there is a correlation between the 

frequency and the interchangeability between the prepositions, but that the most frequent is 

not the most productive. 

6.1.1 (H1) på is synchronically an “elsewhere case” 

The first, and main, hypothesis suggests that since of and på share case features in some 

constructions, their uses would overlap whenever på could replace av or til or vice versa. The 

application of på in 5.1 exhibited nominal case, e.g. enden av/på veien ‘end of the road’, 

locative use in sportssendingene i/på TV ‘sports programs in/on the TV’ and genitive case in 

øynene til/på Tor ‘Thor’s burning eyes’. The fact that på is interchangeable with av/i/til in 

four different environments reflects a higher productivity than i, which is more frequent. The 

term “elsewhere case” may indicate that på should be vague enough to not associate with 

these different uses, but on the contrary, I’ve found that the specialized use is what makes it 

an all-rounder due to its relating abilities. In deverbal NPs, arguments license functional 

elements using av ‘of’ noun internally, as displayed in synet av pappa ‘sight of Dad’. What på 

skolen and ‘at school’ have in common with ‘on school’ regards the meaning of “activity, 

process, experience” that på conveys in VPs. Synchronically, synet av/#på pappa ‘sight of 

Dad’ is grammatically interchangeable, and syn på/*av livet ‘view of life’ can use av instead 

of på with only a change in the first noun’s interpretation from ‘view’ to ‘sight’, which 

indicates på’s durational activity meaning. 

 

Semantically, the P/KP på in noun phrases patterns with the Prt på in verb phrases, as a 

relator. First, the results of av vs. på confirm the observation that AxParts and N differ in 

                                                 
12

 The phrase “jeg vet ikke hva han går på” ‘I don’t know what he’s on’, as in medicines or drugs, has the same 

ambiguous reading in English. Several of the V+P could have phrasal meaning with alterations to the context. 
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what preposition they are modified by. As a case marker, på corresponds to of in partitive 

relations with AxParts, relational nouns and light verbs. I tried to replace different 

prepositions and evaluate if the outcome was grammatical in both substudies. It was more 

relevant internally in noun phrases, where exchanging the preposition often meant a change in 

interpretation, also in the cases where på was not applicable, e.g. faren på Sofie ‘father of 

(*on) Sophie’. Further, in the selection of av and på, it is evidential how a noun ende ‘end’ 

may select på as a preposition in enden på visa ‘the end of the song’ and give rise to 

unintentional reading such as ‘the end of the phenomenon’, but in more specific contexts, may 

select av in pseudopartitives without locative reading. Second, the lexical Place prepositions i 

and på are comparable in how often a nominal argument required på. På and i share the 

locative meaning, but differ in their projection of surface and container, e.g. tur i (#på) skogen 

‘walk in (*on) the woods’ while på and til take possessor relations to property- and body part 

possessees, e.g. fanget på (#til) bruden ‘lap of (*to) the bride’. Derived from the 

corresponding verb’s subject, av expresses an agent role with its function as a grammatical 

marker inside the noun ‘answer of the question’. In both the locative- and nominalization 

environment, på made the interpretation of the noun phrase less restrictive. 

 

I have argued that the elsewhere case factor is not accidental. In VPs, på was completely 

interchangeable with i 3 times, 3 times with av and once with til. In 16 instances, på was 

grammatically interchangeable, but deviant semantically. There is not enough evidence to 

claim that på is a default in Norwegian, but that it is an “elsewhere case”, i.e. a relational 

preposition that wears many hats. Compared to its fellow locative i, på was translated to 

English prepositions in 23 noun phrases while i matched with ‘in’ 20 times, without 

optionality. The interchangeability in i was completely acceptable twice and deviant twice, av 

was once completely interchangeable and twice deviant. Only pelsen på kaninen ‘fur of the 

rabbit’ could have til instead of på. In terms of what the relation between Figure and Ground 

is, some roles are less specialized with på than i/av/til, e.g. kaptein på oljetanker ‘captain of 

oil tanker’ and vekstene på marken ‘plants on the field’. Here, the contact relation plays the 

part of a “neutral” contact relation. It can be on surface and in container. In the N of N dataset, 

på was the most interchangeable Norwegian P, followed by the PlaceP reading of til ‘to’ in 

the three environments that were non-locative, e.g. høyden til en pyramide ‘the height to a 

pyramid’. In regards to this, the use of på in verb constructions where the verb meaning was 

more important than the argument, e.g. tenke på ‘think of’ the “empty” function played a role. 

The på-possessor demanded inalienable relations to physical objects or properties. 
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The VPs where the meaning is fully phrasal, i.e. always expressed by the fixed construction of 

V+Prt, should not account for the choice of på as a default preposition in Norwegian, only the 

fact that fewer of the other prepositions are used in verb-particle constructions. The function 

of the phrase gå med på ‘agree/accept’ is as a complex VP with på as core P. In addition to 

the function as essentially grammatical and bleached in meaning, it expresses a general active 

sense of meaning that I believe comes from [+contact], and its superessive upp á ‘up on’ 

predecessor. The case that is used to mark the arguments of a verb is termed adverbial case or 

semantic case. (Butt, 2006, p. 7) The function på has in compositional verb-particles such as 

sette på ‘put on the potatoes’ is as a marker of adverbial case, which I have not encountered 

for i ‘in’ in the same corpus data. The constructions where på appears in possessive noun 

phrases halen på elefanten ‘tail of the elephant’ and non-compositional verb phrases komme 

på ‘realize’ seem to express a broader and more semantically bleached meaning than 

constructions without på. Whenever på was translated to its English cognate ‘on’, it was as a 

lexical PlaceP.  Out of all the NP internal instances with på, it is safe to assume that the 

Norwegian P is polysemous, and has more in common with of, e.g. Life of på ‘livet på på’. 

There is support in the data that there is a preference in the nominal and verbal domain to 

select på as a complement over the frequent prepositions i/av/til. Although i is more frequent, 

the meaning is less polysemous, and the only semantical environment it could be adapted to 

was locative. Thus, the hypothesis “på is synchronically an elsewhere case in Norwegian” is 

verified to a certain degree. 

6.1.2 (H2) a lexical semantic component to the P distribution 

When på appears in constructions where it functions as a genitive case, it can be compared to 

the English preposition of. I annotated the genuine complements to the noun, such as 

pseudopartitive ‘Garden of Eden’, partitive ‘captain of a big oil tanker’, possessive ‘the 

bride’s lap’ and locative ‘human life on other planets’. The genitive relation of til and på is 

expressed by their function to anchor the reference of body parts in possessives. One of this 

MA thesis’ core examples is pelsen på kaninen ‘the fur on the rabbit’ vs. pelsen av kaninen 

‘the fur of the rabbit.” Cross-linguistically, the choice of preposition has grammatical 

motivation, and synchronically semantic intent. The pseudopartitive construction has 

restrictions on the choice of particle. The data has shown that Norwegian av and på are 

optional in nominal partitives, and in constructions with deverbal nouns under certain 

conditions. “There is a rich class of DPs of the form [Det of DP] that are possessive but not 
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partitive. This observation also appears to be new.” (Peters & Westerståhl, 2013, p. 715) This 

touches in on the reason why pelsen av en hvit kanin ‘fur of a white rabbit’ is deviant while 

pels av kanin ‘fur of rabbit’ would be perfectly fine, because it has a determiner. The 

preposition av, in this environment, expresses [-contact], i.e. the ‘fur’ is interpreted as a 

substance, removed from the body, while til has [+contact] and [+possessive] and indicates 

“something owned by the rabbit”. That being said, there are dialectal differences in several of 

the expressions where I have made claims about acceptability. Some of the non-linguists I 

asked about høyde på/av en pyramide ‘A height of a pyramid’ meant it was more acceptable 

than the definite ‘the height’ (#av) på pyramiden. 

 

Considering the added meaning of geometric shape and specificity of på in partitive 

constructions, hjørnet av (på) hagen ‘corner of (*on) the garden’ this is another fascinating 

ability på has. It is two and three dimensional, possessive and partitive. It restricts the area of 

Ground when acting as a case marker. Similar to the findings in 5.1, av was found as a 

nominal case marker in partitive NP constructions and corresponds to a feature of the noun it 

describes. In tanken på døden ‘the thought of dying’, the two substudies confirm that på is 

used in accordance with of as a grammatical case marker. When the PP complement is 

selected grammatically by the predicate, på seem to be the first choice in the nominalization 

phrases. 

Does lexical semantics directly and singly determine whether a particular verb can 

combine with a particular affix, or is there a further representation, such as an 

argument structure, which may reflect meaning, but is not itself semantically realized? 

The question remains open. (Maienborn et al., 2011, p. 1297)  

One aspect of på that I have been careful to comment is the adverbial use of på and av as ‘on’ 

and ‘off’ as semantic opposites. This is interesting for several reasons. First, in phrases where 

skru på/av ‘turn on/off’ means starting or ending a process, på’s lexical meaning [+contact] is 

active in this use as well. What Lundquist (2014) reports as a predicative particle in “TV’n er 

på” ‘the TV is on’ corresponds to the use in sette på potetene ‘put the potatoes on’ and from 

the dictionary of påADV as starting a process. I mentioned that på is used in Norwegian as 

adverb to disseminate and modify emotions, impressions or signal intensity, e.g. han var på 

hele kvelden ‘he was (actively keen) all night’. Analogous, av is not used as adjective han er 

så av ‘he is so off’, but has a more specified context and signals “not on” [-contact]. The 

feature på has in the partitive constructions, and durative aspect in VPs, supports the claim of 
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the lexical component. Second, the extension ground element is incorporated in the semantics 

of prepositions for VPs that allow [+contact]. The relation with på refers to the activity of 

being på bussen ‘on the bus’. There is a division in the s-selection of P in compositional verb 

phrases, durative particle verbs and verbs with restrictive modifiers where the noun s-selects, 

e.g. koloni i Asia ‘colony in Asia. Out of the instances of på that I have studied, even the case 

marker function is tied to the lexical contact component it is only when particle-verbs become 

durative that på is grammaticalized. 

6.1.3 (H3) på is the most productive P 

From the neo-constructionist point of view, polysemous prepositions can be inserted into 

different syntactic structures, which imply that på itself does not mean more or less than til, i 

and av other than the semantic interpretation that is affected by structure. In order for på to fit 

into the different roles and functions, the inherent meaning should be broad and polysemous 

and at the same time functional and “empty”. Data from the Oslo Multilingual Corpus 

suggests that the verb selections of prepositions are more arbitrary and complex than in NPs, 

and in terms of probing the semantics, what sets på apart from the other Norwegian Ps is the 

transparency. While på as a constituent of nouns restricts the semantics and specify the 

contact relations, på in verb phrases systematically makes the verbal domain less restricted in 

time and goal of completion [+durative][-telic]. The examples where på has replaced other 

prepositions and given the result of a more vague expression would indicate that på means 

“less”. The four different environments  in which it had functional and semantic meaning 

proves the opposite. Aa (2013) wrote that på is known as a particularly frequent and 

productive preposition, and is used in areas where other prepositions were established: 

diskusjon på noko ‘discussion on something’ (instead of om ‘about’). “The contact concept is 

easy to imagine in a number of contexts, it is a useful concept.” (Aa, 2013, p. 153) 

 

Each element in the substudies of noun- and verb phrases had their own relational restrictions 

that på as case marker, preposition and particle should account for, but in pseudopartitives, på 

is never an option for the quantifier av ‘of’. In preposition use, av often favors a 

pseudopartitive reading, i is most frequently found in locative expressions and til in 

possessives. In contrast to the noun phrase relations, the verbs with interchangeable til and på  

had the translation to in both VPs from nominalization phrases and particle verbs. The 

comparison of i vs. på in 5.1.2, showed 4 more instances of locative i (7 tokens) than på (4). 
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Furthermore, i was never fully interchangeable with på, whereas both ‘telephone book in the 

hall’ and ‘window in the room’ specify the location just as well with på in the original 

phrases, due to the possible container-relation to ‘hall’ and ‘room’. På is highly polysemous 

in the sense that it is not constrained to idiomatic uses and is not controlled by its superessive 

basic meaning, such as i is with the container relation ‘inside’. The only particle use of i is in 

the expression ‘dissolve’, but as a preposition, i ‘in’ occurs 15 times compared to 25 instances 

of PPs with på ‘on’. Again, the second and third most frequent prepositions were til with 10 

matches and av with 4. The distribution of other Norwegian prepositions as particles were på: 

22, av:1, i:3, til:15. There is a pattern in the translation of på into English counterparts that 

suggests that verbs are inflected and rephrased rather than having to recourse to particle verbs. 

The relative distribution of prepositions in Norwegian and English, based on the translation 

corpus, confirms that Norwegian has a higher frequency of verbal particles, while English has 

more, and less varied, noun phrase-particles to replace compound words where of was a sort 

of default. My thesis has not proved the general tendencies in på’s use in the Norwegian 

language, especially considering that i is specialized to a locative use, also in verb phrases, 

where it proved to be an alternative to preposition use for ‘stare’ and particle use in være med 

‘take part in’. This entails that på has a broad field of use, more adaptable than its 

counterparts, and less specialized. The productivity found in the corpus data does, however, 

hint to a higher polysemy and canonical all-roundness compared to the other Norwegian 

prepositions. 
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7 Discussion 

In this section, I reflect on the method of research and how applicable my findings are. The 

first stage of this research investigated the use of på in noun phrases in the Norwegian 

novel Sofies verden by Jostein Gaarder, and compared this with the translation into English by 

Paulette Møller. My research had a limited data inventory and I have not found definitive 

answers, but there are some interesting generalizations on på that link to meaningful qualities. 

I filtered and analyzed in total 254 matches for på, with the English translation as a backdrop 

to study lexical meaning in syntactic structure. To sum up, I found 117 examples of noun 

phrase internal prepositions and 60 examples of verbs from deverbal nouns, light verbs and 

verbs with prepositional complements, in the corpus with Norwegian and English paralleled 

sentences. As a result, idiomatic occurrences, directional verbs and non-congruent noun 

phrases constitute 83 examples with på that were ignored in my analysis. In the 

English version of Sophie’s World, ‘of’ is used as a translation of av, i, med, om, omkring 

and til. The sequence of noun+preposition+noun in the Norwegian corpus text resulted in 161 

congruent matches. I found a total of 38 matches for på in the sorted NP dataset from the 

OMC corpus, where 11 of these were translated as of in English. In almost all of the English 

NPs with of as counterpart to på, the partitive or the possessor use of på is in the original 

phrase, 4 nominal partitives and 2 possessive constructions. In this section, I propose some 

further discussions of this choice, and alternative approaches to this data. Meaning values in 

grammatical words are not always captured, and the approaches that are interested in 

analyzing the syntactic distinctions are too coarse-grained. 

7.1 Restrictions on the corpus material 

The sample for this study is relatively small and restricted to translation from Norwegian to 

English, from an individual author to an individual translator. An advantage of having a 

relatively small corpus collection was the transparency of which phrases constituted which 

environments. The reason for the separation of data into VPs and NPs was to further test if the 

individual stylistic preferences played a vital part in terms of comparison. The qualitative 

research involved looking closely at examples that could have been separated out of the 

transliteration. It is not clear whether this was a benefit for the data material or not. One 

potential flaw to the data material is the nature of chapter division and repetition phrases of 
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such as titles and quotes. Another is that the readability considerations in a children’s book 

may simplify the language to translate kle på as ‘put on’ instead of “clothe” or “bedeck”. The 

potentially large difference between my translations of simple words as se ‘see’ instead of 

‘watch’ may also have influenced the data. 

 

One question to ask is “are the language examples authentic?” They are the fruits of a 

language belonging to a professional author that has gone through an editing process and 

adopted along the way. Some examples are outdated and sound unnatural, e.g. 

sportssendingene i TV ‘sport programs on TV’. The translation is less free in terms of creative 

phrasing, but depends on the interpretation of the translator no less. Is it an open question 

whether the text is outdated in terms of modern use of på. One can imagine that stylistic 

considerations from the author are made to not have two instances of på in the same 

immediate environment or use many modifying words between the head noun or verb and the 

preposition. This would affect the corpus material in terms of reflecting language use. The 

poetic quality of the fictional literature does not necessarily reflect the language use of normal 

sentences. For example, I only found pelsen på kaninen ‘the fur of the rabbit’ used in a 

Google search that matches with Jostein Gaarder and Sophie’s World. In the novel, and 

context of the story, ‘the rabbit’ is also conceptualized as a type of “world” that humans live 

inside. It was in many instances difficult to know if the deverbal nouns were truly 

nominalizations, e.g. svar ‘answer’ was included while vekst ‘plant’ (from å vokse ‘grow’ was 

excluded). Although  del ‘part’ and ende ‘end’ are categorized as AxPart with nominal 

features, they could be a deverbal nouns stemming from å dele ‘to separate/split’ the verb end, 

which would not alter the analysis, but add that på would be the case marker to other AxParts, 

such as ‘front’, ‘back’, ‘top’, ‘bottom’ with the possibility that it was selected by the verb’s 

argument structure. 

 

Having corpus material integrated as part of the linguistic education has made it more natural 

and efficient for me as a student to consult rather than looking up the different uses in a 

dictionary such as NAOB. The syntactic tagging in ENPC includes adverbs in the 

prepositional use and the other way around. In the search for tro + preposition, the deverbal 

noun “troen” and “tro” came as part of the lemma form, while these were used as nouns. The 

material of “new uses” in Krogstad (2000) demonstrates that på replaces several other 

prepositions in Norwegian: for, til, med, etter, over and i, but mostly om, in the sense 

angående ‘concerning’, når det gjelder ‘when it comes to’, med hensyn/omsyn til ‘with 
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respect to/thought of’ (Krogstad, 2000, p. 73). Because these are oral examples that have seen 

a recent change, they are not likely to occur in a novel from the nineties, such as “Sophie’s 

World”. There is still reason to believe that the findings are representative of real patterns and 

prepositional differences in the English and Norwegian distributions. 

7.2 Further Research 

The main claim where på is an “elsewhere” contact relation is relevant for the activity, 

process and institutional meaning components it expresses. A general assumption is that på is 

spreading to a wider territory in the Norwegian language, taking over for the prepositions 

om/med and even i. For a fully empiric research of more productive use, oral language and 

more recent corpus data should be consulted. The interchangeability between på and til is 

mentioned briefly in Krogstad (2000) as a new area where på takes over the meaning. In her 

informational structure analysis Hviid Ahrensbøll (2015) mentions The Syntax of Danish 

verbs, where Durst-Andersen & Herslund (1996) calls på a default case, and she calls it a 

“standard preposition”, where på supplements a focus feature to the object in question. (Hviid 

Ahrensbøll, 2015, p. 70) This has also been hinted to in Lønvik’s (2015) study of Russian 

learners of Norwegian. The difference between V+Prt constructions and PhrVs is also a topic 

for future discussion. The distribution of particle verbs in English and Norwegian, and the 

variation of particles, is an interesting and multifaceted study for which this thesis can only 

give a narrow coverage. One theory that is in lines with this research is that the lexical 

semantic of på in verb phrases suggests that when the operationalization of case is unclear, på 

may be used. There seems to be a change in the use of adverbial om ‘about/around’ in 

temporal expressions such as om kveldene ‘in the evenings’ where på is more specific; på 

kveldene ‘at nights’, but there are no examples in my data to support this. Some of the data of 

the other Norwegian prepositions could have contributed with interesting facts: undringen 

over livet, sette over potetene and til interacted with parts of the language that came as a 

surprise while working with the corpus data. In the data where på, i, av and til were 

constituents of an NP, these Ps could be exchanged with om, over and ved, without any 

impact on the different shades of meaning in some relations. 

 

My contribution to the linguistic research on Norwegian prepositions has many off-shoots it 

would be interesting to investigate, for example the nuances between til and på in possessor- 

and directional PathP constructions. There are also cases in the corpus where a a directional 
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particle plus på is translated to onto and into, which indicates that på has an individual 

directional reading when combined with the verbs ‘walk’, ‘race’, ‘run’, ‘jump’. The PathP 

meaning of på would contribute further with insight into the prepositional meaning. For 

example, for the hypothesis that på is more direct and punctual than til. In Norwegian, the VP 

gå på rommet means ‘go to (into) your room’, the direction is only expressed by på’s own 

directionality. This is explored by Krogstad (2000) in a cognitive linguistic thesis. The 

preposition to NPs as “place with a function” is mentioned in 5.1.2, but not questioned 

further. It is well known that the semantics of different prepositions is a struggle for people 

learning a new language. Many cross-linguistic research projects have been conducted from 

different angles e.g. Szymanska (2014) and Malcher (2011). Further exploration of the 

evolution of på as spoken language default would be possible to research via corpora with 

modern oral use, i.e. podcasts, radio, pop music etc. 

 

The hypotheses in this thesis build upon the work on prepositional semantics from different 

fields and my own native intuition of the Norwegian language, where på “feels” as an 

elsewhere case that is the most productive due to its contact with elements. New questions 

arise to all my findings, such as “is the contact feature that på has realized in other words or 

constructions?”, “what are the differences between the various Scandinavian versions of på?” 

and “what is the philosophical and psychological significance of thinking on, of or about 

something?”. Whether the distribution is purely a historical accident where ‘of’ took over for 

the West Germanic á after the Middle Ages remains unanswered. For tracking the origins of 

på and its conquest into today’s position, dictionaries and historic sources should be analyzed. 

For the Scandinavian cases with particle shift, with a V-DP-Prt construction kastet hunden ut 

‘threw the dog out’, as mentioned in Svenonius (1996), it would be interesting to see whether 

på operates as a productive adverbial process (e.g. as an indicator of order in time), if it is 

exchanged with an alternative verb in most cases, or left out. Hun ville ta {på} kjolen {på} 

‘She wanted to put {on} the dress {on}.’ My prediction is that Norwegian på behaves 

differently than in Denmark and Sweden with many light verbs. To make this MA research 

useful, I hope to contribute to the discussion about the semantics of written language and the 

variation of prepositions. Editors, authors, translators and other professions connected to 

Norwegian and English language in literature may be interested in the preposition 

distribution. Teachers and language learners should be aware of the systematic broad 

polysemy på has in texts, as well as when and why Norwegian prepositions are 

interchangeable. 
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8 Conclusion 

In this thesis, I have described the empirical observations of på in contrast to the Norwegian 

prepositions in the parallel translation from the novel Sophie’s World. I have used the 

translation corpus ENPC as data collection, to extract noun phrases and verb phrases in which 

the prepositional distribution could be tested. Norwegian has a rich distribution of PP and 

several functional categories with på in clauses with NPs and VPs. In line with Svenonius 

(1996) and Aa (2015a) I have argued that particles are not only empty functions, but that they 

may express relations to the Ground, in particle verbs. Occasionally the lexeme på has proved 

to function as genitive marker, spatial locative and possessor to nouns. In verb phrases, it has 

been a complement to the verb, making it more durative, or where it appeared in particle and 

phrasal verbs as a grammatical particle with Ground associations. The behavior of på is 

influenced by the constructional environment, and it is unclear if there are differences in 

English and Norwegian dissemination of taking a P complement. In my analysis, I defined 

på’s functions and categorized the syntactic and semantic meaning it influenced. My 

prediction that locative phrases, partitive constructions and possessives have a contact 

meaning that is signaled by på, whereas pseudopartitives have a meaning component 

quantitative that is signaled by til was confirmed in 5.1.3. In the English translations of these 

environments, of is confirmed to be the default choice as a relator. As a lexical word, I have 

concluded that the meaning of på is not always regular, but has a common measure in the 

contact feature. In the process, patterns of which relations på is admitted have emerged to 

form generalizations about possessive constructions, nominalization and partitive relations. I 

have treated light verbs syntactically, as transitive or intransitive, to extract lexical semantics 

of the particles. I have answered the research questions of which functional role the 

preposition på has and how that affects the meaning using translation data comparison and 

lexical semantic theory. The contact relation I propose for på holds for every use mentioned 

in the two substudies, except pseudopartitive. Even though på as elsewhere case is not 

covered by research to an extent where this can be claimed, outright I strongly propose that 

the shades of meaning in the contact function is valuable to many areas of use. I have 

demonstrated that there are semantic features to the P choice based on the interchangeability 

of Norwegian prepositions. Much like a guest at a party who talks to everyone, but has no 

deep connections, på is a superficial elsewhere case in that it is often interchangeable and 

vague in what it contributes, but first and foremost makes contact with others. 
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